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'SPORTS.
Murray and Mayfield were strictly
business on the
football field Friday
night, which meant
a 24-0 win by the
Tigers and a 48-0
loss by Calloway
County's Lakers.
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Education in excavation

Reports show Bush
knew ofIran-Contra

But several months later, a
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
top-secret Israeli reports show memo of the 25-minute briefing
that President Bush, at a 1986 written by his aide Craig Fuller,
briefing in Jerusalem, was given was made public. Fuller, the only
more information about the arms- other witness to the Jerusalem
for-hostages scheme with Iran meeting, gave a detailed account
of Nir's description of the armsthan he has admitted.
The documents — one written for-hostages deal.
But Nir's report, according to
in February 1987, the other a
ABC's "Nightline," said Fuller's
month later — provide a detailed
account of the briefing given to account contained "many misVice President Bush by Israeli takes" resulting from Fuller's
lack of familiarity with the
counter-terrorism adviser Amiram
have
who
Middle East.
Nir, said two sources
Nir, in the report he drafted for
studied the documents.
the Israeli prime minister, said
They spoke Friday Only on
be
most of Fuller's mistakes weren't
not
ed,
they
identifi
condition
and declined to reveal further "essential," ABC reported, citing from what it said was one of
details.
Bush had initially sought to only four copies of the document.
But one source said that while
play down the importance of the
Nir,
with
meeting
Fuller's account tracked generally
July 29, 1986,
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work at an excavation site between the school and the
(Cont'd on page 2)
g at the site after Pittman found a terrorism.
of Pete O'Rourke's 7th-grade world civilization class began workin
nails.
and
oes
rusty plow blade. The students have since discovered horsesh

UNTIL MONDAY Abramson, McConnell bicker over debate decision
TO REGISTER TO VOTE

DEADLINE:
OCTOBER 5
WORLD
SARAJEVO, Bosnia Herzegovina — Three U.S.
Air Force planes carrying food
and medicine fly to the Bosnian capital today, resuming
an international airlift that was
suspended because a relief
plane was shot down. Page 2

SPORTS
OAKLAND, Calif. — The
Milwaukee Brewers stayed
alive in the AL East pennant
chase when they beat the Oakland Athletics 3-2 in 11
innings Friday night, but the
Toronto Blue Jays clinched at
least a tie for the division title
when they beat the Detroit
Tigers 8-7 earlier Friday night.
Both teams have two games
remaining. Page 8

FORECAST
Tonight, clear. Low 50 to 55.
Sunday, partly cloudy. High
75 to 80.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — An
apparent decision by President
Bush's campaign to veto Louisville as a debate site has triggered
a round of bickering between
Sen. Mitch McConnell and
Louisville Mayor Jerry
Abramson.
The Democratic mayor said
McConnell, a Republican, could
have preserved Louisville as a
site for a presidential or vice
presidential debate. Abramson
suggested that McConnell might
have let it slip away to embarrass
a potential political rival.
"He's the only (Kentucky
politician) that has the president's
ear," Abramson said. "I don't
know how Machiavellian he
might have been."

McConnell responded, "The
mayor screwed up and he ought
to be man enough to admit and
accept responsibility."
Bush campaign chairman
Robert Teeter would not comment Friday on whether Louisville was in or out of the running.
He did say the Bush-Quayle campaign was "concerned and disturbed" that Abramson would
"go out and take a lot of partisan
shots at the president" when a
debate set for last Tuesday fell
.
through.
Negotiators for Bush and
Democratic challenger Bill Clinton had agreed late Thursday that
Louisville would be host to the
first presidential debate Oct. 11,
Clinton campaign chairman

Planes to patrol
for illegal fires

The Kentucky Division of
Forestry has annouced that
Calloway County will be
patrolled daily by airplane
beginning Oct. 1 and continuing through Dec. 15 for grass
and forest fire protection.
Kentucky fire laws went
into effect Oct. 1 and continue
through Dec. 15. KRS 149.400
states that there will be no
burning except between the
hours of 4:30 p.m. and midnight. (Due to an error by the
Associated Press, a story
Thursday said that burning
between 4:30 p.m.-midnight
was prohibited; those are the
legal burning hours.)
All fues spotted by airplane
will be reported to local forest
ranger Ron Talent and will be
checked out by him or cited
into court Talent noted that
citizens saying that they did
not know the law will not be
1,160-member group
"Jack Hall is a person of inte- said his
excused.
supports Jones' healthgrity, of honor and capability," generally
Talent is asking cooperation
a
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Prather will remain until a suc- Ross Perot's re-entry into the
the legal burning hours of 4:30
cessor is found.
presidential race probably hurts
p.m.-midnight, will be cited
Jones ruled out naming Hall as Democratic nominee Bill Clinton,
into court.
finance secretary. But he would a Jones ally.
To report a wildfire, call the
not rule out bringing Hall into his
Kentucky Division of Forestry
Jones said he would not accept
administration.
in Mayfield at
Office
Clinton
Also at the news conference, any appointment in a
or call Talent at
13
247-39
require
would
that
tration
the president of the Kentucky adminis
call 911.
or
4,
0 753-989
Academy of Family Physicians him to leave his job.

Mickey Kantor said Friday. But
Teeter called Friday morning and
told him that Louisville would
not be an acceptable site for a
debate, Kantor said.
"They absolutely refused to go
to Louisville," Kantor said.
But McConnell said Friday that
he knew Thursday the BushQuayle campaign would not
agree to a debate in Louisville
"under any circumstances."
GOP campaign officials were
angered by Abramson's Sept. 23
news conference at which he
blamed Bush kr. the Louisville
debate's cancellation. They were
also upset that the news conference was held in the large, empty
Commonwealth Convention Center, where the debate would have

been held.
At the news conference
Abramson said that Bush, unlike
Clinton, had failed to accept the
conditions and dates set by the
bipartisan commission. "It's hard
to blame the Democrats," the
mayor said.
Representatives of the campaigns began new discussions
Wednesday on conditions for a
series of debates. They agreed
that the four cities originally
selected as sites — East Lansing,
Louisville, San Diego and Richwere to have the
mond,
first crack at being hosts for the
90-minute debates, Kantor said.
Teeter would not discuss specifics of the debate schedule or
format.
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Hubbard already considering comeback bid
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Ousted U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard says he may mount a comeback bid in 1994, and several
observers expect him to enter the
next race considering his recent
high profile in western Kentucky.
Hubbard, who was upset by
Tom Barlow in the 1st District's
three-way Democratic primary
last May, said he won't decide
until January. Barlow is facing
Republican Steve Hamrick in the
general election.
"I may run for election to a
10th term in 1994," Hubbard told
The Courier-Journal in a telephone interview from Washington on Friday. "I certainly have
enjoyed the privilege of representing the people of the 1st Congressional District, and I'm disappointed 1 won't have the
chance to do that during the
103rd Congress, and it is possible
I might run."
One of those who think Hubbard will run again in 1994 is
Secretary of State Bob Babbage,
who watched the congressman's
performance at the Sept. 12 picn-

ic at St. John's Catholic Church
near Paducah.
"When people came up to him
that day and encouraged him to
run, he indicated that was not just
a possibility but a likelihood,"
said Babbage, who said he discussed the topic with Hubbard
privately.
"He didn't really tell me I
could tell you," Babbage told the
newspaper.
After missing the Aug. 1 Fancy
Farm Picnic, Hubbard has been
making more appearances in the
district.
"He looks refreshed and more
alert and pretty calm, compared
to the way Carroll normally is,"
said state Sen. Jeff Green of
Mayfield, Hubbard's home in the
district.
At a Fulton event two weeks
ago, "he was talking in terms of
running again if everything falls
into place," said Harold Garrison, a former Fulton school
superintendent and Hubbard
employee. "I think that's exactly
what he'll do."
Hubbard, who said he plans to

practice law in Washington and
Kentucky next year, faced three
big obstacles in his re-election
bid this year.
He wrote at least 152 overdrafts at the scandal-closed
House bank; he was linked closely to savings and loan interests
that he has a responsibility to
regulate; and his wife, Carol
Brown Hubbard, ran for the
Democratic nomination for Congress in her native southeastern
Kentucky.
"The majority of the vote
against Carroll was centered on
the fact that his wife was seeking
to become congresswoman up in
the 5th District," Garrison told
The Courier-Journal.
Others agreed, saying that voters felt the couple was asking for
too much. Also, Hubbard alienated organized labor by his criticism in a fund-raising letter for
his wife, and he missed her considerable campaign abilities in
his district, said his former law
partner, Dennis Null of Mayfield.
Null said of the 1st District
race, "It was one of those deals

CARROLL HUBBARD
where we wanted to send the guy
a message, never thinking what
happened would happen. ... I just
don't think the issues that beat
him will be present in the next
election." Null said he expects
Hubbard to run and will support
him.
Hubbard wouldn't comment
about his wife's impact on his
race, but said, "I can sense the

attitude of the people down there
is very supportive of me notwithstanding what happened May
26.
"Definitely I can tell that there
are people who wish that the
results had been different. I think
this is also coming from some
people who voted for Barlow."
Barlow said Friday that Hubbard "helped to create the problems that Congress is going to
have to deal with."
Hubbard cited such remarks as
the reason he has not given Barlow any help against Hamrick, of
whom he said, "I personally like
him but I'm certainly not helping
him."
Asked whether he is helping
Hamrick by not helping Barlow,
Hubbard said Barlow hadn't
asked him for help. Barlow said
Hubbard failed to respond to two
letters asking for a meeting about
the campaign.
Hamrick said he has only
exchanged pleasantries with Hubbard, "The way things are this
year, I couldn't guess whether his
silence is a help or a hurt."
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Gambling boat remodeled by Paducah boat yard
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
arrival of roulette wheels, slot
machines and blackjack on the
Ohio River is still six months
away — but preparations for
riverboat gambling are already
apparent at a Paducah boat yard.
A three-story restaurant boat is
nearing completion and should be
docked and serving food at its
new home off Metropolis. Ill.
before the end of the year.
A construction crew has been
working for two months to
restore the boat, which was built
14 years ago from parts collected
from historic theaters and other
demolished Si Louis landmarks.
"There isn't a square inch that
isn't being done," said David
Fishman, vice chairman of Players International and president of
Player's Riverboat Casino at
Metropolis. "It's being totally
remodeled."
The boat, built on a converted
tank barge hull, is 195 feet long

rif

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Calk

759-1752

legally cruise.
"Our trips are limited in length
and duration and the main feature
here is that you're really coming
to a casino,- Fishman said.
The casino boat, now under
construction in Louisiana, isn't
scheduled to begin operations on
the Ohio until next April.
Also being built at Walker
Boat Yard in Paducah is the casino's ticketing facility, another
barge that's being converted into
an office and waiting room. The
ticket house will be moored to
the shoreline, and the restaurant
and gambling boats will dock
alongside.
The restaurant boat is built to
look a century old despite its
youth, said John Brotherton, project director for Players. Two
false smokestacks are being built
as well as a fourth-floor simulated pilothouse, which contains
the air conditioning system.
Architectural details are dis-

Smithsonian exhibit allows
kids to `bridge' ethnic gaps
WASHINGTON (AP) -- A
baby-faced girl named Tanisha
describes how she fought back
the tears after two girls on her
school bus laughed and called her
a nigger.
"Maybe they thought they
were being funny. Maybe they
were trying to be mean. Maybe
they hated black people," says
the young girl with purple ribbons in her hair, whose earnest
face fills a small television
screen.
Tanisha is one of several children who tell their stories in The
Kids Bridge, an interactive exhibit that opens today at the Smithsonian Institution's Expenmental
Gallery. It's designed to help
young people confront issues of
racism, prejudice and ethnicity.
• In an interactive _video prog;
ram, children can ask Tanisha
questions about the school bus
incident and describe how it
would have made them feel. They
can also suggest ways she might
face the situation.
"Everybody knows something
of how she feels," said Kimberly
Camp, the director of the Experimental Gallery. "So it's a very
cathartic experience."
To enter The Kids Bridge,
children pass under a small

THIS WEEK!
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and 45 feet wide. When completed, it will resemble an 1870sera riverboat, though without an
engine. Fishman said the renovation tab will exceed $1 million.
Although casino gambling
remains illegal in Kentucky, Illinois legalized riverboat casinos
in 1991. This year, Illinois regulators granted a gaming license
for an operation based at
Metropolis.
Fishman said last week that
construction of the restaurant
boat, which won't be used as a
casino, is just about the only sign
of riverboat gambling that will be
apparent inside Kentucky.
The actual casino boat, a $7
million five-story sidewheeler
designed to carry 1,200 people,
won't be operating on the Kentucky side of the river. And since
Kentucky owns most of the Ohio
River, the casino boat will have
only a limited stretch of river
west of Metropolis where it can

Cheaper by the Dozen
Octobar 2-4,
Frt. & Sat. at 8 p.m.
Sun. at 2 p.m.
October 8-11
Fri. & Sat. at 8 p.m.
Sun. at 2 p.m.

SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

The Green Plain Church of
Christ wishes to extend a
warm welcome to our new
minister, Brother Virgil Hale
from Savanna, Tn.

bridge, bracketed by smiling,
life-size cutouts of a black boy
and a Hispanic girl.
In the United- States, we
belong to different races, ethnic
groups, cultures and religions,"
reads a large sign.
"In this exhibit you may discover ways you are like people
who at first don't seem to be like
you at all. And. you may find
ways to bridge some of your
differences."
The Kids Bridge was developed by the Children's Museum
in Boston, where it remains a
permanent exhibit. The Smithsonian version eventually will
travel to cities across the country.
Everywhere in The Kids
Bndge, children are given activities to do and questions to
answer.
In one area, they're asked to sit
down for a moment and fill out a
questionnaire about themselves
— about where their families
come from, who they think is
"awesome" and what they'd do
to change the world.
In another area, they spin a
wheel to find out who shares
their ideas.
Under each description like "I
have trouble with math," or
"I'm sort of shy," the wheel dis-

plays aphotographs
phloatroggerap
f9
people
ecit
oyf
all shapes,
pe sizes, races and ages.
In
model
bIk children can peer into windows and see models of families
celebrating special occasions.
There's a Jewish family sitting
down to its seder and a group of
Muslims kneeling in prayer.
"Hi. Would you like to learn
some words in Khmer. It's the
language of Cambodia," a teenage boy calls out from a video
screen in a program that offers
children the chance to learn a few
words in Khmer, Cantonese,
Spanish, Haitian Creole and
English.
The exhibit emphasizes community, and includes a section on
Washington, with photographs of
neighborhood life.
Community focus groups
helped develop the Boston and
the Washington exhibits. When
the exhibit goes on the road, each
of the sites will add its own
sections.
But most of the exhibit would
apply anywhere, said Joanne Rizzi, who developed the original
Boston display.
"This is an exhibit about you.
This is an exhibit about others.
This is an exhibit about getting
along," she said.

Reports show Bush...
was struck to supply Iran 4,000
"units" in return for all the
American hostages held by
Iranian-backed extremists in
Lebanon.
The memo didn't say what
"units," but subsequent information revealed they were TOW
anti-tank missiles.
Nir, according to Fuller's
memo, said Israel's role in the
affair was: "We gave a front for
the operation, provided a physical
base, provided aircraft."
Bush, asked about Nir's briefing in a 1988 interview with CBS
anchorman Dan Rather, said: "I
was told what they were doing,
and n2t what we were doing, and
that's a big difference."

(Coned from page 1)
significant detail. The source
declined to elaborate.
Bush's account of his involvement in the Iran-Contra affair has
surfaced anew in recent weeks as
former Reagan administration
officials challenged Bush's longstanding assertion that he was
"out of the loop."
The Israeli documents support
the assertions last week by
Richard Secord and Howard
Teicher that Bush knew more of
the affair than he has publicly
admitted, the sources said.
Fuller's memo of the 25-minute meeting, published in 1987,
said Nir described how a deal
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"Professional Dry Cleaning"
That's A Step Above The Ordinary

tinctive and varied. At the top of
the grand stairway that takes patrons from a first-floor restaurant
to a second-floor bar and grill is
a hand-carved ceiling. Another
room has a tin ceiling, and
another ceiling is fashioned from
doors taken from an old building.
The boat was built for use by a
St. Louis restaurant in 1978. But
after the restaurant changed
hands, a subsequent owner
painted or plastered over almost
all of the boat's unique features.
C. Rallo Contracting, which
originally built the boat, is restoring the hidden details as much as
possible before it is sold to
Players.
It's no easy job, said Claude
Sherrell, project supervisor for
the St. Louis construction firm.
"Doing a boat job isn't like
doing a building," said Sherrell,
who oversaw original construction of the boat. "You can't get
material here easily, you have to

hand carry a lot of it."
Many antiques will go on
board, and staff uniforms will
reflect the period as well, said
Alan Raidt, a Paducah restaurateur who will direct Players'
restaurant operations.
The restoration effort includes
repairing water damage that
occurred during the nearly eight
years that it sat empty after its
last operator went out of
business.
Fishman said Players is taking
a conservative approach and projects its Metropolis casino will
have annual attendance similar to
Illinois riverboat casinos that currently draw the smallest numbers
— about 750,000 annually.
But even with those numbers,
the revenues should be considerable. If the casino wins the Cur•
rent Illinois average of $52 per
passenger, it should have gross
revenues of about $39 million a
year.

News of the World
PEROT SAYS HE CAN'T DO IT FOR US

WASHINGTON— Ross Perot says his presidential campaign won't succeed
if "Americans are too soft" to accept tightfisted economic policies to cut the
federal deficit. "There will be pain everywhere. It's like World War II. We had
shared sacrifice," the Texas billionaire said of his plan for tax increases and
deep cuts in government spending to reduce the deficit. "We'll all have to do
it together, I can't do it for you," Perot said in an interview with Barbara
Wafters broadtail-Friday night on ABC's "20-20." Americans, he said,
would accept increases in Medicare premiums and higher taxes on gasoline
as well as Social Security and health benefits because "we're talking about
fair share sacrifice

CONGRESS MUST TACKLE TWO TOUGH BILLS

WASHINGTON — Members of Congress, eager to finish their legislative
business and rush home to campaign, still must tackle a major defense bill
and a controversial measure that would allow abortions at military hospitals
overseas. Both houses were returning today for weekend sessions that are
rare during the rest of the year but normal in the waning days before final
adjournment. Leaders hope the 102nd Congress will quit Monday. In addition to defense, the Senate will tackle the issue of lifting the administration's
moratorium on fetal tissue transplantation research. The House considers
legislation to give presidents more power to stop projects or programs they
oppose. Supporters and opponents of the measure agreed it would be the
first step toward the line-item veto sought by President Bush.

SARAJEVO AIRLIFT RESUMES TODAY

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina — Three U.S. Air Force planes carrying
food and medicine fly to the Bosnian capital today, resuming an international airlift that was suspended because a relief plane was shot down. Meanwhile, Sarajevo radio reported air raids by Serb warplanes on several Bosnian towns into the night Friday. Such air raids have prompted Western allies to urge the United Nations to set up a "no-fly" zone — banning combat
planes from the skies over Bosnia. President Bush said Friday he backed
the proposal, and that the United States was ready to enforce it with military
action if necessary. Air attacks were to have been banned after an August
peace conference in London.

IRAQI ASSETS SEIZED BY SECURITY COUNCIL
UNITED NATIONS— The Security Council is seizing Iraqi assets to compensate victims of Baghdad's invasion of Kuwait and pay for U.N. weapons
inspections and humanitarian aid to Kurds and Shiites. A resolution passed
Friday seizes revenues from Iraqi oil sales held abroad, most in the United
States. Ft is the first time the United Nations has moved to seize a nation's
money. Iraqi Foreign Minister Mohammed Al-Sahaf, who characterized the
resolution as illegal and unjustified, had met earlier Friday with Security
Council members from Third World countries in an attempt to head off the
seizure. But 14 of the 15 council members supported the resolution. China
abstained, as it has in several council measures against Iraq.

SIMPLE TREATMENT FOR INFANT DIARRHEA

LOS ANGELES — Diarrhea kills hundreds of American babies each year
and puts 220,000 in hospitals because doctors don't recommend a simple,
inexpensive treatment that has saved millions in Third World countries,
experts say. Most of the deaths and hospitalizations could be prevented #
parents were taught to give their sick children a specially formulated sugarand-salt solution, pediatricians said Friday during a seminar at the Universi-:ty of California-Los Angeles School of Medicine. "People in the Unitid•
States need to realize that although diarrhea may be a very simple disease,
a child can become dehydrated very quickly and can die within hours," said
Dr. Mathuram Santosham, professor of international health and pediatrics at
Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore. Many parents wrongly believe clear
liquids such as soda pop, fruit juice, sports drinks Of liquid gelatin should be
given to children suffering diarrhea, Santosham said. Those liquids contain
too much sugar and too little sodium, potassium and chloride salts and can
aggravate diarrhea, he said.

Ignatow admits to murder.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Louisville man who was
acquitted of murder last December admitted in federal court Friday that he killed Brenda Sue
Schaefer after sexually and physically abusing her.
Melvin Ignatow testified that
he took Schaefer to the home of
Mary Ann Shore on Sept. 24,
1988, and that he and Shore
abused her. He said after killing
her, he and Shore buried the body
in the back yard of Shore's
house.
Ignatow said Schaefer died
from inhaling chloroform, and
glancing toward Schaefer's family, he said, "She died
peacefully."
Ignatow pleaded guilty to federal charges returned in a January
Indictmeni
He asked forgiveness from
Schaefer's family and from state

and federal officials and said he
was sorry and hoped God would'
forgive him.
Ignatow agreed to plead guilty
to lying to a federal grand jury,
procuring another person to commit perjury before the grand jury
and lying to the FBI. He faces up
to 15 years in prison and will be
sentenced on Nov. 13.
Ignatow was arrested Thursday
night after FBI agents seized
jewelry they think belonged to
Schaefer and undeveloped rolls
of film as new evidence in the
case.
Ignatow, 54, was acquitted of
murder last December by a state
court jury in Kenton County,
where the trial was moved
because of publicity. Schaefer's
body was found buried in a shallow grave in 1990.
He had been scheduled to stand
trial Oct. 13.

Now Available At

HOLLAND DRUGS
PATIENT INFORMATION LEAFLETS
This new service is a computer print-out available to all patients
taking medication The leaflet explains the drug, what it is used
for, how to take the medication, Alit has side effects, and other
various notes out the drug. The c.ompute r also screens for drug
interaction with other medications
753-1482
PH.
109 S. 4th St.
.
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Kim L. Weatherford and
Timothy L. Weatherford
announce the opening of Weatherford Consulting, a complete
computer system firm.
Kim is a 1985 graduate of
Murray State University. He has
been a systems engineer with
Electronic Data Systems in Plano,
Texas for six and a half years. He
is married to the former Diana
Gatlin. Kim is a pioneer in sales
force automation computer systems and has worked extensively
in the national and international
markets.
Tim is a 1991 graduate of the
University of Kentucky. While at
UK, he worked as a computer
engineer for NASA in Hampton,
Virginia and since graduation as
a systems analyst with Proctor &

- Q.
ammo
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Paschall 'Truck Lines, Inc., of
Murray, is pleased to announce
that Bart McElrath has received
the July Driver of the Month
Award.
A committee of 16 company
personnel chose McElrath for his
outstanding performance as a
company representative.
McElrath has been employed
with Pit for 10 months. He
resides in Paducah with•his wife.
Eileen, and their daughter,
Angela.
McElrath received a color television, $75 worth of uniforms
and $500. He is now eligible for
the company's highest honor —
Driver of the Year.

Weatherford Consulting is
ready to assist with all computer
systems, hardware, software and
office automation needs. This
will be a special Homecoming for
these brothers and Weatherford
Consultig is very excited to be
back in Racer Country.

BART McELRATH

Holden attends
insurance school
Mike Holden, career agent for
the Bankers Life and Casualty
Company, recently returned from
a three day school in Jackson.
This school will help Holden
to better uncover and understand
his clients needs for life and
health insurance and annuities.
Holden was also awarded
Agent of the Month awards for
April, May and June. These
awards culminate dedication to
client's needs and service as well
as sales submitted.•
in
Life
Bankers
joined
Holden
October, 1988 and resides in
Henry County. He services Henry

NORMA SCHELLER a- RHONDA GATES

JUDY OVERBEY

Paschall Truck Lines, Inc. of
Murray is pleased to announce
that Rhonda D. Gates and driving
partner Norma Scheller, were
recipients of Team of the Second
.Quarter.
They were chosen bya- 15 per
son committee of terminal personnel for their exceptional performance as company
representatives.
Gates and Scheller have been
employed with FTL since July,
1989. During this time with PTL,
they have received many awards
which include: Team of the

Republic Savings Bank.
Walsh will work part-time as a
customer service representative in
the Murray banking center.

W.A.T.C.H. Drive

RENTERS!
You don't need
Homeowners Insurance,
,
but you do need rs
•
protection.

State Farm's extensive
coverage at affordable
rates.
1111Donald E. Henry
302 Main Street
Office: 753-9935
Home: 753-1540
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and Benton counties in Tennessee
as well as sections of Carroll and
Calloway counties in Kentucky.

Truckers receive team award

Walsh joins Republic staff
The Republic group of banks
and financial service companies
announces that Edna Romaine
Walsh has joined the staff of the

—

Gamble in Cincinnati. Tim
received the National College
Student of the Year award
through his participation in
NASA's intern program and was
an overseer of P & G's central
computing system that managed
its 75 million dollar daily
revenue.
Both are the sons of Larry and
Jan Weatherford and the grandsons of Keys and Lejenia Farris,
all of Murray.

Overbey attends conference
Judy Overbey, of Murray, has
recently returned from BeautiControl Cosmetics' annual
national conference where she
attended business-building workshops and received training on
BeautiControl's newest product
introductions, -During the _four-day conference, BeautiControl launched
"Herbal Serenity," a new aromatherapy body treatment line
which includes body oil, scrub,
gelee and creme. The company
also introduced "Colors of
Nature", a new collection of shadows, blush, lip tints, lip colors
and powders created to achieve a
natural, matte look.

McElrath is named
Driver of the Month

.
.1111111

Weatherfords open local
computer consulting business

Yamaha Winner

March of Dimes

Fourth Quarter in 1989, 1991 and
Top Team Miles in 1990, 1991.
As the recipients of Team of
the Second Quarter, Gates and
Scheller each received $75 worth
of uniform items, $500 cash, a
color television and a prize that
has not been announced.
Gates and Scheller are now
eligible for the company's highest honor — Driver of the Year.
Gates and Scheller are residents of Hazel. PTL is a Murray
based company with over 450
employees.
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Slate Farm
hre and Casualty Company
!tome Office Btromington, Minot,
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Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.

We deliver small miracles

INSURING YOUR CAR,
HOME, BUSINESS, FAMILY
Sometimes it makes sense to put your "eggs in one
basket." Insurance is a good example.
Entrust your personal or commercial protection program to a single qualified specialist...a friend you can
depend on.
rState Auto kassonance
o
A 14,1 yok. Cr CIP•nd an

Kemp joins Medical Claims staff
Leslie Kemp, 28, has joined
the staff of Medical Claims Service of Murray as service
manager.
Kemp holds a bachelor's
degree in accounting from Murray State University and has
recently completed training in the
MCSA File Management System
with Lou Huie, training supervisor for Medical Claims Services
of America (MCSA). Kemp has a
daughter, Kristin, age 5.
"We are very pleased to have
Leslie Kemp's skill and experience to share with our clients.
Few people can manage health

a

fundraiser for
Fantastic Sam's will be conducting their annual
October.
W.A.T.C.H. throughout the month of
and
They will be donating S1 from any color, perm, highlight to
set
and
shampoo
cut,
adult
any
from
cents
50
and
kids cut
PicW.A.T.C.H. to help with their program operational expenses.
Sarah
Holt,
Debbie
Walker,
Jill
Clymer,
Angie
tured, left to right,
Jane Bess and Debbie Jones, store manager.

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
SINCE 1944
HOME • AUTO
• BUSINESS
• BONDS
LIFE • ANNUITIES

Robort Billington, Jr.
Dan ShIplby
Bob 0111Ington, CPCU

YOUR ONE STOP FOR ALL LINES
OF INSURANCE.
Representing many

Bel-Alr Canton'

F

_

mettla.mm‘re

41.

•

major stock companies.
753-4751

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt

expense files and still have the
ability to work well with people
in a caring and compassionate
way and she is one of those people," Hugh Wilson, president of
Medical Claims Services of
America, said.
Medical Claims Service assists
individuals and businesses in
managing health-related claims
and benefits.
Medical Claims Service of
Murray is part of the MCSA Network. Wilson founded the business in 1982 in Murray. The
Murray office continues to serve
as MCSA's research center.

Dan McNutt, AAI

Another Hilliard,LKons Capital Idea:

Start Your
Retirement
Before Age 40.

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our
Congratulations
Fantastic Sam's
Leslie Kemp
Norma Scheller
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Mike Holden
Bart McElrath
Weatherford Consulting
Judy Overbey
Town & Country
Yamaha
Edna Walsh
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753-4451
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Smart people know retirement isn't just having time on
your hands because you've stopped working. It's also
having the money you need to enjoy life. For most
people, reaching age 65 guarantees you'll have the
time. But to guarantee you'll have the money, you need
a smart financial strategy that begins many years in
advance.

tt.

From stocks to bonds, mutual funds, CD's, annuities,
IRA's and Keogh plans, even life insurance, we can
show you all kinds of ways to start building the money
side of your retirement now, so you'll enjoy the time
side of your retirement later.
To receive our free booklet,"Starting Retirement Before
Age 40" call Toni or Betty today.

Court Square
414 Main St.
Murray, KY
(502)753-3344
($O0)444-1454
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Washington Today

Ex-presidential
advisor not keen
on Bush, Clinton
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press News Analysis
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ized Ronald Reagan. When it came to specifics. Bush was hard
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ser—Rowny at 75 can look back on nearly 50 years of government
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Yale
Point,
West
,
Hopkins
Johns
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vice. He has degrees
American University, helped plan the Inchon invasion in the Korean
war, and spent more than 1,000 hours negotiating the Strategic Arms
Reduction Treaty with the Soviets. The Senate approved the treaty on
Thursday.
Now speaking his mind, his positive outlook is in sharp contrast
with his deep concerns — about the presidency and about the postCold War world.
for
"The Cold War is over," he told a reporter who has known him
20 years. "But the problems aren't over. The end of the Cold War has
spawned two things — a lot of little wars, ethnic and religious, and
economic war."
Pausing for a moment, Rowny took aim at Bush, zeroing in on his
visit to Japan last January.
The President took along a raft of American business executives,
and the trip to Tokyo became a discordant trade mission instead of a
presidential diplomatic swing.
"Bush couldn't have screwed up that more," Rowny said. "Fight
your family battles out at home and present a united front abroad.
We've got to learn how to negotiate."
Rowny quit the Carter administration's negotiating team in 1979,
disapproving of the way the SALT II treaty was being put together,
and returned under Reagan in 1981 as his special arms control adviser.
Subsequent agreements with Moscow have cut deeply into nuclear
arsenals. But Rowny says enormous problems remain: How to get rid
of fissionable material, how to keep Third World powers from acquiring nuclear weapons and how not to mess up the environment with
nuclear waste.
"It ain't over," he said, "The world hasn't solved its problems."
-Rowny had some nice things to say in the book and in the interview
about Bush; his thoughtfulness especially. Within hours of the death
of Rownybs wife a note of sympathy arrived by messenger from the
president.
But Bush's two favorite words, Rowny said, are "cautious and prudent," and he resorts to fence-sitting when in doubt.
"Through my decade-long relationship with George Bush, the
impressions that I formed early on about his character, style, and personality were constantly reinforced," Rowny wrote. "He seemed the
archetypical well-heeled, blue-blooded, WASP New Englander whose
service to God, country and Wall Street was a function of birthright."
As for Clinton, "so far my feelings are negative," Rowny said.
"His off-the-cuff statements that he's going to gut the defense budget,
I don't like that. His drive against the Strategic Defense Initiative I
don't like."
Besides, Rowny was disappointed that Clinton had little to say
about foreign policy in his acceptance speech at the GOP convention.
But Rowny will be watching the debates. "He's going to have a lot
more words; I hope they are the right ones."
• • • •
(Barry Schweid has covered diplomacy for The Associated Press
slice 1973.)

Much more often than he
would like, someone spoils an
otherwise perfectly good day for
Dr. Eldon Heathcou by accusing
him of looking like me — and
VICC versa.
The confusion is beyond my
understanding. Not once in all the
years I've known him or me have
I had any difficulty telling us
apart.
As bleary-eyed as I am in the
mornings as I stagger into the
bathroom to shave, I have never
gazed at that pitiful visage before
me in the mirror and blurted:
"Eldon, what in the world are
you doing here?"
Or yelled at the inert lump still
occupying most of my bed:
"Margot, did you forget to lock
the back door?"
Yet people have been scrambling our identities for years. In
fact, it has been a common faux
pas since 1968 when I joined the
staff and he the faculty at Murray
State University.
Now that I have retired and we
no longer share the campus environment on a daily basis, it does
not happen as frequently as
before. But sometimes we still
find ourselves making lame
excuses for each other.
And, upon rare occasions with
the most strong-minded and
unyielding of our tormentors, it
comes down to convincing them
that we know who we are (or are
not) with infinitely more certainty than they do.
Eldon, now chairman of the
Department of Agriculture on the
campus, concurs that there has
never been any justification what-
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soever for such an error. He
agrees with me that it should be
obvious to all that one of us is
eminently better looking.
To avoid conflict, however,
neither of us has ever insisted
that the other pursue that generalization to a more specific
conclusion.
But we did have one ongoing
disagreement that lasted several
years. We debated the profound
question of which of us had the
most hair.
Nothing was ever really
settled. As time passed and
exacted its relentless toll, the
argument about hair that had
raged with such passion in our
earlier days lost its weightiness
(if only the two of us could do
likewise).
Finally, taking what might be
called the judicial approach, we
dropped the case for lack of
evidence.
The one place where we have
probably had the most laughs out
of the mix-up is the annual dinner
of the Agriculture Alumni Association, always on Homecoming
eve at Murray State.
I began attending years ago,
even though the only thing I
know about agriculture is that if!

plant a seed in the spring, it will
come up about 25 percent of the
time. My excuse for intrusion
was that Eldon and I have so
much fun twitting each other.
He relishes telling the tale of
the lady who stopped him and
was effusive in her congratulations following the birth of my
now 11-year-old son Kent. Eldon
was suave beyond description, at
least to hear him tell it.
As time has passed, he has
updated the embellishment regularly on that one. I've quit trying
to imagine what her exact comment was and what his response
might have been — and at this
point I'm not sure a fellow of his
years would remember.
If he could recall, vanity being
what it is, he might not be overly
eager to relate the circumstances
of that encounter anyway. She
could have been like the tactful
soul who reassuringly said to me
soon after Kent's arrival:
"I haven't seen the little fellow
yet, but if he looks like you,
don't be too discouraged. Maybe
he'll outgrow it."
Being able to run fast is sometimes the best solution to awkward situations. Neither Eldon
nor I, however, boast aerodynam-

ic design that encourages such an
option.
Lacking speed in retreat, I've
learned through the years to
avoid difficulties by anticipating
them — the same principle, I
suppose, as defensive driving.
For instance, when I strolled
into a barn on the university farm
a couple of years ago, I detected
that wild look we've all seen in a
horse's eyes. As he glanced back
at me, I sensed another mistaken
identity.
My anticipation took me safely
out of range as I crossed behind
him. He lashed out with a hoof
that came up short of the
intended target — ribs he must
have thought belonged to Eldon.
Many times since I've wondered if that equine malice was
precipitated by oats Eldon purchased someplace at a bargain
that turned out to be stale.
That one experience made me
wish that both man and beast
would take a little closer look at
Eldon and me in the future to
make certain that he and I are
indeed him and me as we're supposed to be. One minor exception
would I make.
If one of my creditors is beset
by uncertainty, I would encourage a forthright attempt to collect
payment nonetheless. If it turns
out to be Eldon and some pittance can be extracted from him,
that would be cause for unrestrained celebration.
Otherwise, people should try to
be absolutely positive because to
mistake him for me or me for
him can be construed as an insult
to both of us.

World Editorial Roundup
Sept. 28; The Enterprise Journal, McComb, Miss., on salaries for
federal employees:
It may have been so much campaign eyewash, but we didn't object-the other day when President Bush introduced a new economic plan.
To boost the nation's economy, Bush proposed cutting taxes I percent across the board, then introducing spending cuts that included a 5
percent salary reduction for all federal workers making more than
$75,000 a year.
There are about 54,100 workers on the federal payroll who earn
more than $75,000. We'd go along with cutting the salaries of congressmen and senators as well, but that's another story.
While Bush's plan didn't appear to be a serious answer to problems
that afflict our economy, we still didn't like the reaction it got from
the organization representing most of the highest paid federal officials. If Bush cut their salaries, said Carol Bonosaro, president of the
Senior Executives Association, they'd sue him.
It makes you wonder about our government.

workers
Factory workers get laid off when business is bad. Service
off.
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about
talk
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,
workers
ent
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just 5 percent for the highest
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Obviously, government employment at the upper levels is taking
acy.
aristocr
of
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some of the presumed privileg
Sept. 27; Pine Bluff (Ark.) Commercial on campaign promises:
As campaigns across the country heat up for the last mad dash to
election day in November, the race seems to be fueled almost exclusively with a lot of promises, promises.
Voters would be wise to get in the habit of responding to these
promises with three questions:
1. How much is it going to cost?
2. Where's the money going to come from?
3. Where's the money going to go?

Oh no! Not Pogo!

If its chosen mascot/logo is a
portent of things to come, the
Atlanta Olympics of 1996 are
already in trouble. The games
deserved better than a cheap
computer doodle for their
symbol.
This creature, whatever it is
supposed to be, is a shameful
blob of shapeless protoplasm. It
looks like a benighted cousin of
the Pillsbury doughboy, or like
one of those little commercial
cartoons of something that chases
food particles out of teeth.
It isn't even a creative cartoon.
In this nation which has given the
world unforgettable Walt Disney
pop art characters and encircled
the globe with a chain of Disneyworld parks, how is it possible
for Atlanta to have come up with
a mechanized mutant that lacks
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State Editorial Roundui

by them to whites and the rest of nominee all along had been Pogo
the country through Joel Chand- Possum (or Opossum for linguistic purists).
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Opossums are associated with
transcriptions.
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Probably
Huck Finn, is too controversial a found in other countries and configure. Some whites resent his tinents as well. Pogo's special
African origins; some blacks identification is with Georgia's
don't like his association with Okeefenokee Swamp. Like many
slave culture and white expro- Olympic games athletes, Pogo
priators such as Harris (Uncle knows both the thrill of running
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Pogo's primary qualifications
are that he is readily recognized,
is lovable and cuddly, and represents universal human qualities of
thinking, trying, and having emotions. He is beloved by nearly
everyone (except vestigial
McCarthyites): by intellectuals
and rednecks, young and old,
men and women, blacks and
whites. He is easily converted
into posters and stuffed toys, and
would be a boon to those industries. Pogo-stick jumping could
be made an honorary game for
1996.
Furthermore, since these are
the Atlanta Olympics, someone•
should have thought about hos,:
the official mascot would look
:!
holding a bottle or can of Coca
Cola. Br'er Rabbit or Pogo I cail 7
picture as perfect for that assigni
ment (possums and six-packs are
a natural combination), but somehow that blue lagoon moonman
symbol just does't seem to go
right with Coke.
Think, too, of how much affinity there is between possums and
other Olympics major advertisers
such as the automobile, tire, and
track shoe industries. Pogo would
be at home on any highway or
speedway or fast lane. He would
even look natural with tread marks across his back.
I can even picture him carrying
the Olympic torch into the stadium and lighting a giant barbecue pit to open the games.
1 hope I am mistaken, but I
prophesy that when the 1996
Atlanta Olympics are history,
hindsight will prove that the first
major mistake of the event was..
the missed chance to have Br'er-:
Rabbit or Pogo Possum endorse::
•:
the proceedings.
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pendents or survivors benefits include children, wives and husbands,
and widows and widowers and
parents.
Children may qualify for dependents or survivors benefits if they
are:
'underage 18,or 18-19 ye,ars old
and full-time high school students,
or 18 or older and disabled. The
disability must have started before
age 22.
Wives and husbands may qualify
for dependents benefits if they are:
*62 or older;
'any age and caring for the
worker's child(ren) who are under
age 16 or disabled; and
'divorced spouses62 or older are
also eligible if the marriage had
lasted 10 years or more. Benefits
paid to a former spouse do not
reduce the amount payable to the
current spouse and family.

Widows and widowers may be
eligible for surv ivors benefits if they
are:
'60 or older, or
*any age and caring for the
worker's child(ren) who are under
age 16 or disabled, or
60 or older and divorced from
'
the worker, if the marriage had
lasted 10 years or more, or
50 or older and disabled.
'
Parents may be eligible for dependents benefits if:
*they are age 62 or older and
were being supported by the
worker.
You can get an estimate of your
Social Security benefits and those of
your family by calling Social Security's toll-free telephone number
and asking for a form SSA-7004
(Request for Earnings and Benefit
Estimate Statement). The estimate
will include the benefits you can

expect at retirement or if you become disabled and unable to work.
It also shows what your family can
expect if you retire, become disabled, or die.
If you are a family member
applying for Social Security benefits you will need to provide the
warker's Social Security number
and your own Social Security number and birth certificate. Other documents may be required, depending on the type of benefit. If you
don't have all the documents you
need, Social Security can help you
get them.
To apply for benefits or request a
benefit estimate, call Social Security's toll-free number, 1-800-7721213, business days between 7 a.m.
and 7 p.m., or stop by our offices at
either 546 Lone Oak Road in Paducah or 904 Paducah Road in Mayfield.
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Working women to meet Oct. 14 at MSU
Murray State University is hosting the First Annual Conference for
Working Women on October 14,
fliim 11:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Sponsored by the American Management
Association, the videoconference
will link hundreds of groups across
the country, via satellite, to an
interactive program that features a
panel of distinguished business
leaders.
The video portion of the conference will consist of presentations,
roleplays and a question-and-answer session. An on-site panel of
business and professional women
will discuss the issues presented,
and analyze their impact on working
women in Kentucky. An 800 number will enable the group in Murray
to ask questions of the panelists at
the remote site.
Videoconference panelists include former CBS White House
correspondent, Lee Thornton; author of Breaking the Glass Ceiling:
Can Women Reach the Top of
America's Largest Corporations?,
Ann Morrison; VP of Avon's Marketing Group, Joyce Roche; and
author of the controversial Harvard
Business Review article that coined
the phrase "the mommy track,"
Felice Schwartz.
Moderator of the on-site panel
will be Constance Alexander,
founder and president of INTEX
Communications, Murray, Kentucky. Ms. Alexander is also a poet,
playwright, award-winning newspaper columnist and regular cornnientator on WKMS-FM, the National Public Radio affiliate.
-0n-site panelists are Sally Hopkins, chief operating officer of Republic Savings Bank, Murray;

Registration for the conference
Sandra Jones, public relations manager, Westvaco Corporation, Wick- will begin at 11:30 on the morning
Room
liffe; Raponzil Stockard, campus of October 14,in the Barkley
is
minister and director, Wesley of MSU's Curris Center. The cost
5
for
discount
$5
a
with
Angela $25 person,
Murray;
Foundation,
the
from
attending
people
director,
more
e
or
executiv
Woodward,
same organization. The program
Leadership Kentucky.
begins at 11:45 and will end at 3:30
"This is the first time that workwith a reception following.
p.m.
ing women in our region will have
For additional information or to
the opportunity to share their ideas
by phone,call MSU's Comregister
with women all over the country
Education Office at 502munity
without having to drive across the
762-6916.
state to Lexington or Louisville,"
Constance Alexander remarked.
"We're looking forward to making
this videoconference an annual
event."
Local sponsors of the October 14
session are Murray State University's Women's Center,the associate
vice president for Student Affairs,
and the Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach.

oopEzf't,'[

residents of the nursing homes on at
least a weekly basis. Only one
ombudsman is assigned to the
Purchase Area, and by law the
homes must be visited quarterly.
The Friendly Visitor Volunteers
serve as a weekly support for the
residents.
The volunteers go through a
two-hour training session, which
introduces them to the program and
acquaints them with resident's
rights.
"The volunteers can act as the
eyes and ears for the ombudsman on
a more frequent basis, reporting any
abuses or grievances that may be a
problem," said Gilliam.
The Ombudsman Program became available as a component of
the Title III-B supportive services
and funded through the Older
Americans Act. The Purchase Area
is one of 15 districts served by this
program throughout the state of
Kentucky.
For more information on the
Ombudsman Program,or for details
on how to become a volunteer,
please call the Purchase Area Development District at(502)247-3666,
or 800-866-4213.
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Hwy. 121, Stella
753-9925

Weekly Maintenance
Decks

Patios
'Specialize in Concrete Marbilized Pools
Paul Smith
John Smith
489-2156
(502)
(502) 382-2733

Let Us Show You How
slice of the
Peoples Bank, Dees Bank and Bank of Murray are offering you a
classes
American Dream - homeownership. Come to a series of two free
of the
October 8 and 15 from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. at the University Branch
Bank of Murray, 515 N. 12th Street.

.• •

Learn About
Budget & Credit
lIomebuying Process
Loan Prequalification
Home Maintenance
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Bel Air Shopping Center Murray
7594390
a Tour Comps. limo &dialog 1111.1pply Caw 4.
Other Locations
Benton & Lake City
Mon.-Fri. 7:804;
Sat. 8-4; Sun. 14
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The Murray Insurance Agency m
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Treas Lumber
Doltcenter

YES YOU CAN...
OWN A HOME

SOUTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY

LTD

Keep Up The
Trend.
Recycle This
Newspaper.
Again.

Reopening April 2, 1993
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South dealer
king. But, as a result of your foreBoth sides vulnerable
sight in eliminating the diamonds
NORTH
and clubs from your own hand and
.974
dummy. the contract still comes
V Q 76 3
home.
* AJ9
East is forced to return a dia1062•
mond or a club, and, whichever he
EAST
WEST
does,you discard the heart loser from
10
4 Q63
your hand as you ruff in dummy. So
V J 10 82
K9
you wind up making the contract
•86 4 2
• 10 5 3
after all, despite misguessing in
40 A 98 754 hearts,and the entire table congratu•KQJ
SOUTH
lates you on your masterful manipu•A K J 8 5 2
lation of the cards.
V A 54
•K Q 7
3
The bidding:
North East
South West
I NT Pass
Pass
14
4+
3
Pass
Opening lead — king of clubs.
It is easy enough to make four
spades on this deal if you see the
opposing hands. You ruff the second
By Jerry
club lead, cash the A-K of trumps,
and sooner or later play the ace and
Is your arm getting tired of
another heart, cunningly following
sanding? Pick up a hand held
low from dummy after West plays
to
is
the eight. East, bless him, forced
sander. To help with this job
win the trick with the king, and you
and all the sanding jobs in the
waltz home with ten tricks.
Treas Do-it Center carfuture
But if you don't see the opposing
Skil and Ryobi
Bosch,
ries
cards, you wouldn't know that East
job is large or
was dealt the doubleton king of
the
If
.
Sanders
hearts. Upon !eading the low heart
a profesare
small, if you
towards dummy, you might put up
sional or if you just like to
the queen, hoping to find West with
work wood. We carry three
the king — and down the drain the
contract would go. But in the present
different sizes of belt sanders
case, you can make four spades with
and three different kinds of
normal play without seeing the de1/4 sheet finish sanders. We
fenders' cards in any way, shape or
also carry a large half sheet
form.
After miffing the club at trick two
orbital sander and a five inch
and playing the A-K of trumps, you
randam orbital sander. If
lead _a diamond to the ace and ruff
sanding is what you need to
dummy's last club. You then cash the
do then Treas has the sander
K-Q of diamonds before playing the
ace arid another heart.
for you.
Lacking X-ray eyes, you go up
See Jerry at:
with dummy's queen, losing to the

Closing for the Season

BELAIR CENTER
MERLE 119ITSI!IOn.i

PAGE

Contract Bridge
Maximizing Your Chances

Social Security provides family benefits
This year, more than 12 million
people-almost one-third of all Social Security beneficiaries - will
receive over $5.2 billion in dependents or survivors benefits based on
the earnings reraaids of workers who
have retired, become disabled, or
died. Yet, many ofthese beneficiaries, and other potential beneficiaries, may not be aware of the full
scope of family protection provided
by the Social Security program. Still
others haven't stopped to consider
the impact of such benefits on their
own financial well-being.
Among these 12 million beneficiaries are 5 million family members
whose benefits began when a family
breadwinner retired or became disabled. Additionally, there are more
than 7 million men, women, and
ohildren who receive monthly Social Security benefits because a
household breadwinner has died.
Those who may qualify for de•
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Spoke & Pedal
BICYCLE SALES 8. SERVICE
We carry a full line of
bicycles from boys and
girls to adults.

Ward'sLeather &Jewelry Spoke & Pedal
Murray Sewing Center

. Storey's ifir
SIRLOINIRSTOCKADE

or t

A.
Keel's Vacuum Sales & Service
Video Mart
cAzni Ath,

Featuring:
GT and Raleigh
Mountain Bikes

753-0388

a

Name
Addry\c
Social Security

City, State. Zip
Phone (Day)

Keith Overby,
Owner

ONE STOP SHOPPING
CHECK US OUT...AGAIN

and mail the following to:
To register call one of the participating banks or dip
"Yes You Can", P.O. Box 1040-K, Murray, KY 42071

(Evening)

Bank of Murray
Dees Bank of Hazel
Peoples Bank

E
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MURRAY TODAY
LIBRARY NEWS

JO'S DATEBOOK
y

Librar
by Ben Graves, Calloway County Public

fuse these seminars with the
Great Books Discussion Group.
They meet once a month, on the
fourth-- Monday, and they cover a
wide variety of books. They're
very nice folks and well worth
getting to know. Call us and
we'll tell you how to get in touch
with them.
• • • •
In the movie, Rooster Cogburn,
John Wayne was sitting on a log,
trying to fill out an expense
report and having a hard time
with it. He looked up at Katherine Hepburn and said "Sister, in
this country, a man without an
education is up against it." He
was right, too.
If you (or someone you know)
didn't finish college or never
started, you owe it to yourself to
attend the "Adults Belong in College" seminar at MSU on Oct.
19. Call 762-4150 for details on
this FREE meeting. Remember,
the duke would have wanted fi
that way.
• • • •
Now give yourself a pat on the
back for having plowed through
all of that and let's get on with
the reviews.
• • • •
First off, we have two Victorian mysteries by Anne Perry.
Defend and Betray is a razoredged courtroom drama where
you're not certain who did in the
general until the last chapter. In
Belgrave Square, an obscure
moneylender is found murdered.
It turns out that he had been
blackmailing a number of high
society victims. The question is,
- It
0J
which one bumped him off? I
,
4k, 44
<Ty
highly recommend both books.
By the way, Belgrave Square IS
THEATRES
in LARGE PRINT.
• • • •
de
We've gotten a LOT of
LARGE PRINT books in the last
week, including Promised Land,
a "Spenser" novel by Robert B.
11/1/
Parker, and House of Thunder, a
"Last of the
1k411
suspense thriller by Dean R.
7:11
Mohicans"au Ikal
Koontz.
Then we have two fine mysteIse
For the Sake of Elena by
ries,
Dustin Hoffman h
3:411
h George and Murder
Elizabet
O" -I3) II:7:11
"HER'(PG
Machree by Eleanor Boylan. And
as
there are a half-dozen Luke Short
westerns to add to that.
1
3
:
"Captain Ron"
• • • •
701
(PG- 13)
and check it out at the
in
Come
101
library.

There's a lot of news and stuff
this week. If you only want the
book reviews, skip on down toward the end.
• • • •
•
thank all the people
I
to
want
•
•
who worked to make the Science
!Fair Clinic a success. Everyone
!learned a lot, especially me.
Quick Tips for science fair participants: 1) start early (today
would be good); 2) read, read,
t read and then read some more;
and 3) the erupting model volcano is probably not going to be a
winner. Ask your science teacher
for more information or call the
library at 753-2288.
• • • •
If you are looking for intellectual exercise with low cost and
no long-term commitment, I have
just the thing for you.
On six Thurday nights, starting
Oct. 15, and running until the
Thursday before Thanksgiving,
the Kentucky Humanities Council
is sponsoring a seminar series on
:"Supreme Court Cases and How
• They Have Changed the Way
Americans Live."
Dr. Joe Rose from Murray
State's Political Science Department will be leading the discussions. The meetings start at 7
p.m. and last about an hour. The
• class and the books for it are
free, courtesy of the Humanities
Council. Contact the library for
:•details.
• • • •
By the way, please don't con-

"Mr. Saturday
Night'ou 7.11

(1)
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Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
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Menus for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly and Meals on
Wheels for the week of Oct. 5 to
9 have been released through.the
office of Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Program, Inc.
Meals will be served at 12
noon, Monday through Friday, at
Hazel and Weaks Centers. Meals
will be sent to private homes
each week day.

layaway Now For Christmas - FREE Gift Wrapping
Ve hc.e a variety of teapots in hue, white & more.'

The Panhandler
Bel-Air Center

MEDICAL CLAIMS SERVICE
of Murray
The Family of Hugh Eddie Wilson
And the Staff of Medical Claims Service
for their
wish to thank the many friends of Hugh Eddie Wilson
and
founder
our
of
passing
sympathy and support on the
colleague
The Wilson and Valentine families are committed to the continuation of his good work. Our clients may be sure that the
in
caring concern for individuals and the skill to assist you
on.
go
will
ed
establish
Wilson
filing your claims which Hugh
When you need us, we'll be here to help you. If you have
quesnom, just give us a call.

MEDICAL CLAIMS SERVICE
110 Olympic Plaza

753-7750
Valantkia and Dot Wilson, Owners
Larne Kamp, Palms Marlow
and Dodos Manlegue
Pat

Bob

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will have
stops on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 5, 6, 7 and
8. Offered will be blood pressure, pulse and two hour blood sugar
screenings. Also available will be a Stool for Occult Blood Screening
Kit for $4. Monday the express will be at Piggly Wiggly, Murray,
from 8 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Stops on Tuesday will be at
Fancy Farm Bank from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and Chapman's Grocery at
Dublin from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Wednesday stops will be Bob's Corner at New Concord from 8:30 to 11 a.m. and Olympic Plaza, Murray,
from 12:30 to 3 p.m. The express will be at Kenlake State Park from
8:30 to 11 a.m. and at Harrington's One Stop Grocery at Aurora from
1 to 3 p.m. on Thursday.

Christian Singles Group will meet
Christian Singles Group will meet Monday, Oct. 5, at 7 p.m. at Glendale
Road Church of Christ. All singles, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed, are welcome to attend. For more information call
Joan, 759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.

Presbyterians plan Bible reading
First Presbyterian Church will continue a Bible Reading Group on Monday, Oct. 5, at 7:01 p.m. at the church fellowship hall. The weekly lecture
and discussion will be from 7:01 to 8:01 p.m. There are no tuition or fees
involved and a nursery will be provided, according to Dr. David Shepperson
Jr., interim minister.

Woman's Club Board meeting Monday
Board of Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday, Oct. 5, at noon at Calloway County Public Library. Garry Nod, president, urges all board members to attend.
Murray State University's Epsilon Omicron Chapter of Epsilon
Omicron Chatper of Alpha Delta Pi Sorority is celebrating its 25th
anniversary this homecoming weekend. The chapter was chartered
in 1967 with 30 members and has grown to nearly 90 active members in 1992. The chapter hosted a dinner and dance on Friday,
Oct. 2, at 7 p.m. at Murray Country Club. A come and go reception at the ADPi house at 1313 Main St., was held during and
after the hOmecoming parade today. Corsages are being provided
for ADPi's who come to the house. Pictured, from left, are Stephanie Lush, president, and April Lane, alumni chairman.

Hospital menus listed
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has a program called "HeartSmart" for its menus in the
cafeteria.
The program is designed following the guidelines of American Heart Association and
American Dietetic Association.
For more information about the
menus and a special senior citizen diner card, call Anne Newberry, R.D., food service director
at the hospital.
Foods marked with an • are
heart-smart selections. Menus for

Elderly menus released

101

"Hellraiser 3" %se

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Menus are as follows:
Monday
Barbecue chicken, baked beans.
steamed cabbage, bun, margarine,
chocolate brownie, milk, coffee or tea
Tuesday
Ham salad, bean salad, tossed
salad w/dressing, whole wheat bread.
margarine, tropical fruit mix, milk, coffee or tea
Wednesday
Roast beef, baked potato, broccoli,
hot roll, margarine, chocolate pudding,
milk, coffee or tea
Thursday
Oven fried chicken, mashed potatoes. green beans, hot roll. marganne,
Honey Dew milk, coffee or tea
Friday
Barbecue ribette, breaded squash,
mixed greens, hot roll, margarine,
baked apples, milk, coffee or tea.

—its
Single Too plans ever
Single Too will meet Monday, Oct. 5, at 7 p.m. at Shoney's Restaurant.
and
This will be to plan and discuss activities for the month of Novemberhave
December. This is a support group for all single men and women who infornever been married or who are divorced, separated or widowed. For
mation call Celia, 753-6078, Sandy, 753-0817, or Beverly, 435-4228.

Calloway Athletic Boosters will meet
Calloway County Athletic Boosters have changed their meeting for this
month to Tuesday, Oct. 6, at 7:30 p.m. in the Calloway County School
Board Office. All members and all persons interested in the athletic program
for Calloway County Schools are invited and encouraged to attend. Officers,
of the Boosters for this year are Cathy Butler, president; Johnny Bohannon
vice president; Deborah Boyle, secretary; Karen Paul, treasurer.

Monday, Oct. 5, through Sunday,
Oct. 11, are as follows:
Monday
Salisbury steak w/gravy, 'chicken
tenders in sauce, pizza, 'rice pilaf,
'mixed vegetables, 'field peas, 'seasoned turnip greens, black bean and
rice soup
Tuesday
'Catfish Special' — 'stuffed peppers, beef stroganoff over noodles,
'white beans, French fries, 'sauteed
yellow squash, hushpuppies, hearty
chic noodle soup.
Wednesday
'Baked fish filet, ham ande macaroni casserole, country style steak.
'baked potato, 'seasoned cabbage.
fried cauliflower, 'copper penny carrots, 'Lumberjack vegetable soup
Thursday
'Lemon chicken, meatloaf w/gravy,
corned beef and swiss on rye, 'oven
roasted potatoes, 'broccoli spears,
'buttered squash, onion rings, Wisconsin cheese soup.
Friday
Pot roast of beef, 'mesquite chicken
breast. Italian spaghetti w/garlic bread,
'whipped potatoes, 'sliced carrots,
tried okra, cream of broccoli gumbo.
Saturday
'Chicken pan pie, veal parmesan,
managers choice, 'blackeyed peas,
'seasoned spinach, 'oven browned
potatoes, 'beets al la orange, soup of
the day
Sunday
•Broilecl fish w/lemon grilled hair w/
brown sugar, managers choice,'green
beans,'seasoned squash,'escalloped
tomatoes, 'whipped potatoes, soup of
the day.
The menus are subject to
change without notice, Newberry
added.

Baby girl Cooper born Sept. 24

Genealogical Society meeting Tuesday
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, Oct. 6, at 4
p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Datha McCalion will
give a short history of the Griffith Cemetery and surrounding area. All members are urged to attend and visitors are welcome.

Cancer Support Group will meet
priCancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, Oct. 6, from 3 to 4 p.m. in on
vate dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more informati
call Nancy Rose R.N. at 762-1389.

Methodist Women plan meeting
The First United Methodist Church Women will meet Tuesday, Oct. 6, at
10:15 a.m. in Hale Chapel. This will be a general business meeting.d,The
as
Waters-Doran Circle will not be presenting the program as schedule as
the group will attend the Spiritual Life Renewal with Dr. Evelyn Laycock
speaker at 11 a.m. at the church. A luncheon will follow. The Executive Session will be at 9 a.m. in the conference room.

Blood River Association will meet
The annual sessions of Blood River Baptist Association will be Monday
and Tuesday, Oct. 5 and 6. Grace Baptist Church of Murray will be host for
the Monday session at 7 p.m. Sessions on Tuesday will be at 9:30 a.m. at
New Zion Baptist Church and at 7 p.m. at Blood River Baptist Church. The
Rev. Terry Sills, director of missions for the association, urges all churches
to participate in these meetings.

CCMS Site-Based Group will meet
Calloway County Middle School Site-Based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday, Oct. 5, at 7 p.m. in the school library. Items on the agenda
include policies and procedures, tobacco-free school district and personnel.
All interested persons are invited to attend the meeting.

CCHS Class of 1973 plans meeting
Members of the Calloway County High School Class of 1973 will meet
Tuesday, Oct. 6, at 7 p.m. at Shoney's Restaurant. This will be to plan for
the 20-year class reunion for 1993. All class members interested in helping
to plan this reunion are urged to attend. For more information call 753-5227
or 753-9909.

Bingo games Tuesday

Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, Oct.
at 7 p.m. at the new K/C Building on Squire Hale Road, between South
6,
5.
Cooper,
Dan
Taylor
son,
and a
Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m
Johnny
Faith Elizabeth Cooper
Mrs.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Gerald Walker of Rt. 1, Dexter, Coffee Break Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory D.
and Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Dan
Cooper of Rt. 1, Box 20, Almo,
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Cooper, 1523 Oxford Dr., Murare the parents of a daughter,
Mr.
Oct. 6, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons
are
Tuesday,
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andparen
Great-gr
ray.
Faith Elizabeth Cooper, born on
for Bible study and refreshments.
meet
who
1.
and Mn. Lowell Walker of Ri
Thursday, Sept. 24, at Murrayn
Billingto
Lucille
Dexter, Mrs.
Parents Anonymous Tuesday
Calloway County Hospital. The
Jimmy Billington of
late
the
and
four
pounds
baby weighed seven
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous has changed its meeting from
Murray, the late Mr. and Mrs.
ounces and measured 20 inches.
and
Murray,
of
to Tuesday of each week. The meeting will start at 6 p.m. on TuesMonday
Cooper
Beckham
The mother is the former Darlene
and Mrs. Floyd Tay- day, Oct. 6. For more information cal 753-0082.
Mr.
late
the
Walker. They have another
of Lynn Grove.
Recovery to meet Tuesday
daughter, Leslie Marie Cooper, 8, lor

NOW
OIPIECINI
Christmas Trees, Wreaths,
Garlands, Orrianients, Beautiful
Collectible Oifis - Dolls &
Gourmet Foods.
Lay-A-Way Now Inc Christmas
Houric Moe.-Th urn. 104
Fri. 10-4
Set. 104

Santa's Attic

7111.1111
weipe Bide Court &mans, Murray AZ.
•

Recovery Inc.. a self-help program for persons with nervous or emotional
symptoms, will meet Tuesday, Oct. 6, at 7 p.m. at Red Cross Chapter
House, 223 W. South St., Mayfield. This group meets each Tuesday. For
more information call 1-247-5469.

TOPS will meet Tuesday
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky I/34, will meet Tuesday, Oct. 6, at First Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th Streets, Murray. Weigh ins begin at 6 p.m.
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) is an International non-profit weight control
program and support group. For further information call 753-0854 or
759-9964.

Mill Creek Church plans revival
Mill Creek Cumberland Pr=iii:gn Church will have revival services
through Tuesday, Oct. 6. The Rev.
starting Sunday, Oct. 4. and
John Leggett ofManchester, Tenn., willbile speaker for services at 7
p.m. each evening. _Lagged served as pastor of IN church while a student
at Botha Calve, McKay's, Tenn. A poduck supper Is planned at 530
p.m. Tuesday before 1h• service. The church is located just off Highway 140
lour miles west of Puryear, Tenn. The Ray %raisin Jones, pastor,
Ps the public to attend
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Sunday, Oct. 4

Saturday, Oct. 3

and Martha Gore/
National Scouting Museum) Mary Morris
reception/2-4
ment
retire
p.m.
30
-open 9 a.m.-4:
Citizens CenSenior
rdin
p.m./Ha
invited.
Public
ter.
"Cheaper By the Dozen" play/8
p.m./Playhouse in Murray - First Amendment Rights ComCalloway County Park. mittee of Western Kentucky/3
Info/759-1752.
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Temple Hill Lodge 276 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 First United Methodist Church
p.m./Lodge Hall.
events include Junior and Senior
UMYF/5 p.m./; potluck dinner/6
Couples Bridge at Oaks Country
p.m.; Spiritual Life Renewal/7
Club/7:30 p.m./Gene Wrather,
p.m.
hostess.
South Pleasant Grove United
Aurora High School reunion/ Methodist Church events include
Country Kitchen, Draffenville. Bible Study and UMYF/6 p.m.
Social hour/2-4 p.m./dinner/4 and Adult and Youth Choir/7
p.m. No reservations necessary.
p.m.
Murray Country Club Homecoming Dance/9 p.m.
Reservations/753-6113.
AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.
Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
p.m.-12 midnight.

Sunday, Oct. 4
Four Rivers Music Friends/2
p.m./Annex of Calloway County
Public Library.
Memorial Baptist Church
homecoming today.
National Scouting Museum/
open 12:30-4:30 p.m.
"Cheaper by the Dozen" play/2
p.m./Playhouse in Murray Calloway County Park.
Info/759-1752.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/1 p.m./Chamber of Commerce to go to Fort Donelson
Park, Dover, Tenn. Info/Pamela,
753-7638 or Jeanne, 753-0224.
AA and Al-Anon/closed
meetings/9 a.m. and 4
p.m./American Legion Building,
and
Sixth
South
Maple/Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

a

II

a

Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
1nfo/753-0086 or 753-7046.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Timber Framing/1-4 p.m.
and Weaving Rugs/2-4
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Earth, The
Planet/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center;
Live Snakes/1 p.m., Eagles Up
Close/2 p.m., Red Wolves and
Coyotes/3 p.m. and Owls/4
p.m./Woodlands Nature Center.
Info/1-924-5602.

THERIIMINE
Replacement
Windows
and

Vinyl Siding
Why pay high prices from
out of state' You can have
clean,
easy
beautiful,
energy-saving Thermaline
windows at Big Savings nght nowl
7
It

Gall

759-4433

Estimates
Financing Available
Ffil•

Land Between the Lakes' events
include Air Bedding/10
a.m.-noon/Homeplace-1850;
Earth, The Planet/11 a.m. and 2
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center;
Woodlands Nature Center open.
Info/1-924-5602.

Conference planned

The first Conference on Working Women will be Wednesday,
Oct. 14, from 11:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. in Curris Center, Murray
State University.
This will be a videoconference
featuring a panel of distinguished
business leaders via satellite
.
hook-up
Murray High School Soccer
panel of business
on-site
An
Team plays at Cape Girardeau/1
and professional women from the
p.m.
region will preside. Moderator
will be Constance Alexander,
5
t of INTEX CommunicaOct.
,
presiden
Monday
Murray Lodge No.1105 Free and tions, Murray.
Registration will be $25. To
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
call the Community Eduregister
hall.
cation Office at Murray State
Murray-Calloway County Cam- University, 762-6916.
era Club/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.

Murray State University homecoming events include "The
Nerd,"/8 p.m./Johnson Theatre;
Optimist Ham Breakfast/6-9:30
a.m/Rudy's; SGA Breakfast/7:30
-arid--M Club Breakfast/8
aon./Curris Center; College of
Education Breakfast/8
a.m./Murray Middle; Parade/9:30
a.m.; Baseball Old Timers'
Game/10:15 a.m./Reagan Field:
Japanese Garden dedication/11
a.m./Price Doyle building; Tent
City Festival, Kiddie Corral and
Tri Sigma/11 a.m./Stewart Stadium; Alpha Omicron Pi/11:30
a.m./Curris Center; football
game/2:30 p.m./Stewart Stadium;
Oakhurst reception after game;
Dance/10 p.m.-1 a.m./Curris Center. Info/762-3737.

or

Monday, Oct. 5
Puppets at Memorial Baptist
Church/8 p.m.

Rescue in Queens, 8 to 12 years, and Josh
Teneill Elliott, left, was crowned as Little Miss Fire and
and Rescue in Kings, 4 to 12 years, at the first
Harcourt, second left, was crowned as Little Mr. Fire
ay County Fire and Rescue Squad. Teneill is
Callow
the
pageant, sponsored by Ladies Auxiliary of
nd, Murray. Josh is the son of Laurie Harcourt
the daughter of Sean and Terri Elliott of 1701 Keenla
, 3 to 4 years; fourth left is Leslianne Gilson.
of Rt. 7, Murray. Third left is Megan Wyatt, winner
5 to 7 years; second right is Karson Crass.
winner,
Crass,
winner, 19-35 months; fifth left is Kacie
0 to 3 years.
winner,
,
Perkins
Justin
is
right
;
winner, 0-18 months

Murray FHA sends boxes

Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association/12:45
p.m./Calloway County Middle
School Cafeteria.
First• Presbyterian Church
events include Women's brown
bag luncheon/11:30 a.m. and Trot
Class ( Exodus)/7:01 p.m.
Board of Church Women United
of Murray and Calloway
County/10 a.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women/7
p.m./church.
Monday Ladies' Tennis
I,eague/8:30 a.m./Murray Country Club.
Boy Scout Troop 77/First Christian Church/6:30 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
First United Methodist Church
events include Laycock in Youth
Center/11 a.m.; lunch in social
hall/noon; Adult Exercise/5 p.m.;
Spiritual Life Renewalf7 p.m.;
Youth Disciple Bible Study/8
p.m.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.
Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7
p.m./Weaks Community Center.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

Jennifer Wright pictured with awards

Wright continues studies
Miss Jennifer Linette Wright
has won many musical awards for
the past year.
She says she has worked hard
and feels she will have a good
music background when she
enters Murray State University in
the fall of 1993 as a music education major.
Before this gall is attempted,
however, she is in her senior year
at Calloway County High School
where she is in the marching
band, concert band and choir.
Her band awards and accomplishments include: Superior Laker Musician 1992, Junior Honor
Bandsman 1992, selection to Alldistrict Senior High band, two
superior solos, three superior
ensembles, three bnad bars, and
two jazz band bars. She plays
flute and piccolo.
Her choir accomplishments
include: Outstanding Chorus
Member 1991, one superior solo,
two superior ensembles and participation in Quad-State Choir.
She has also been a participant
in Ridgecrest Baptist Conference

Center Choir and Instrumental
Group in North Carolina for six
summers. She is an active participant in the First Baptist Church
Youth Choir and Instrumental
Ensemble. For several years she
was in the Youth Bell Choir.
Jennifer has taken piano from
her mother, Linda, for 10 years.
She recently received a first place
performance trophy in the Linda
Wright Music Studio Recital She
also studies flute privately with
Mrs. Tina Schlabach. Mrs. Connie Ottway has been influencial
in Jennifer's violin training.

Members of Murray High School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America are pictured preparing items for Friendship
boxes to send to victims of Hurricane Andrew in Southern Florida. The chapter worked with Peggy Billington, executive director
of Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross to send these
items. Pictured, from left, are Courtney Adams, impact chairman
for community service, Angela Hasty, historian, Leigh Ann Parker, president, and Valerie Chapman, reporter. Sally Crass is achisor for the chapter.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your ( on‘enience

os Ofter

UPS Pick-Up
1)ail
%I.1

Monday - Friday

Ship Weekl & Save nione
a.m.- s p.m. Nat 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun
tv41 N.

1)1 mpic Plata

1:1)
I -f• p.m.
753-23X0

MIAMI INDIAN
O
NG
BI
ld
Mayfie
way
715 E. Broad

Although Jennifer was diagnosed as a type-one diabetic two
years ago, and is on selfadministered multiple insulin
injections each day, she has not
let this slow her down in reaching
her musical goals. She also
enjoys swimming, horse-back riding, church activities and being
with friends.
She is the daughter of Ron and
Linda Wright of Oaks Estates,
Murray.

Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

Details Make The Difference
So Does Your Drycleaner.
You invest in quality clothes for a reason. As a Certified Master
Drycleaner, we insure the highest standards in quality fabric
care with our professional Sanitone drycleaning. It's the drycleaning process that whitens whites,brightens colors and makes
all your fabrics look and feel softer. Sanitone. We make all the
difference in the fashion world.

$200 OFF
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On Any '10 Or More Drycleaning Order!

Coupon Must Accompany Order!
Expires October, 7, 1992

OONE'S
CLEANERS

605 Main St.
753-2552
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SPORTS
Tigers all business at South Fulton
half and move the sucks and put

By STEVE PARKER
Morey Ledger & Times Sports Editor

kids

1111111aft,

Nalap.,14

them

to

it

took

The win moved Murray to 5-1
on the season, its best start since

team

football

The

Fisher.

to

in

game

1976, according

Fulton

on

business trip.

s team is further ahead than
'
year

night,

but

last

scoreboard.

Tigers

High

Murray

"
feel better about this team,

year; they

Friday night with an economical

the job at hand and get the job

" Fisher
front,

Fulton

South

(Tenn.).
Murray head coach Rick Fisher

done.

I

challenged the kids in the

scored

Tigers

on

first

their

touchdown

final

a

the

in

"We got the

plays in

big

the

County

ball. This

year,

line

"
goes.

advantage

up

front

in

first

the

half, but you couldn't tell on two
plays.

the

It was just another day at the

same for three years now and the

office for Tiger quarterback Brent

and a 7-0 lead. The Tiger offen-

" the coach
us,

Keller and split end B.J. Jenkins.

sive line allowed Keller to pump

way ahead of

On the first play from scrimmage,

fake before throwing the fly pat-

re
'
explained. "We

kids to come out in the second

is

Murray

last

been

has

program

" Fisher said
nated the first half,
the

the

South Fulton may have had an

virtually error-free.

playing

kids are used to

win. "We challenged

moved

far as the

the

game, their only

season,

the

of

loss

first half, but felt like they domi-

of the

loss.

the second half we dominated, as

The
"

quarter.

S FULTON
13
First Downs
139
Roati ng Yards
gs
Passing Yards
46
Total Yards
115
240
2
3
Punt
6-11-0
715-2
Passing
1,20
1,45
Pineal*
• • • •
INDIVIDUAL STA TS
RI-SNIND - (Murray) Gary Sims 15.127 TO, Brent
WIN( 2-21 Chits Cheater, 6-17. latch Downey 2-11
Jay Osman 34. Victor Perry 1-5 (kWh Fulton)
Brian Jamas 12-55, Jeremy, Lance 6-35, Bucky But
Ion 10211. Michael Mon 5-16. Jason Nilson 2-13, Be
Chewer 2-3 Jenarra IA:Fartand 1-(3 1)
PASSING - (Murray) KM* 5-10-0 90 2T0 Ethan
Crum 1-1-0 5 (South Fulton) lAcFarhand 7-11-245,
Supper Bondurant 0-1
RECE114#4 - (Murray) B.) Jenkins 2-52 TO, CNp
Greene 1-25 Booth 2-13 TD Josh Vaal 1 5 (South
Fulton) Sam Hancock 1-19 Cheuor 3-16 Akan 1-7
James 1-4

"
They were quicker than we were

Maturity is a big reason for the

Fulton

fourth

of the

the first half went to them, but

the first half. The scored stayed

for

IIAURRA Y
9
145

up

us

whipped

said

and

Tigers' success. Except for

until the Tigers struck

just

t year this is where we had our
dropo
las

three possessions to go up 17-0 in

that way

TEAM S
TATS
.

the

controlled

second half of the season because

" as
called the victory, "efficient,
his

Fulton

373-88.

They beat us on the line last
"

rolled to as third-straight victory

of

lel 011111fillt
All - B..1 Jenkins 47 pass from Brent KW*(Caw"
McNutt kick), 7-0 11 40
IAN - Gary SITS 65 run (Mdlutt lack), 14-0 723
442
- McNutt 30 lad sod.
eth
11.1 - Ted Booth 17 pass from Keith (Mdlutl luck),,
24-0. 655

stat sheet Friday

they

0

17 00 00 07 - 24
03 00 00 00 - 00

MURRAY
50L/TN FULTON

Stadium

South

Tigers

the

Fisher explained."The kids know

shutout

Holland

Fulton

Murray didn't dominate South

year's.

"I

TIGERS 24, South Fulton

South

which

the

third-year Tiger coach feels this

24-0

STEVE PARET.R/Ledger & Theo' photo
‘iurr,1% High nose guard Scott Downey (69) grabs South Fulton
running back Brian James in the backfield Friday night.

a

outgained

son, as they will be able to write

plays, the

IP

into Ty

off yet another road game as a

Packing a briefcase full of big

night.
ago,

and dismantled the Tigers 32-12

is

s
'
High

year

rolled

"
of them.

proud

Friday

A

m
'
I

and

saving the school money this sea-

Murray
New.

—

FULTON, Tenn.

SOUTH

field

together a long scoring drive. Our

Keller found

year."
the

on

proven

was

That fact

for

his

a 47-yard

favorite

target

touchdown

strike

tern

the

down

sideline.

(Cont'd on page 9)

Lakers in wrong place,
wrong time at Mayfield
By MICHAEL BANKS

Mayfield 48, LAKERS 0
°A....owAy
XXX 00-0

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
battered and

N1AYFIELD-- A

bruised Calloway County football
team found itself standing in the
May-

revenge-minded

path of a

field squad here at War Memonal
Stadium

night.

Friday

end

The

t pretty, as the state's
'
result wasn
#2 team in Class AA crushed the
Lakers 48-0 in

solidifying

their

state's

best

the

among

spot

Ts

teams.
Embarrassed 28-0 by longtime
rival Paducah Tilghman one week
earlier, the Cardinals used a newin

attack

air

found

running

up

367 yards in total offense, while
holding the decimated Calloway
attack to 78 yards on the night.
"Last .week was about as bad a
"
game as we could have played,
Mayfield coach lack Morris said
of his squad which improved to
kids

The
win. "

the

with

5- 1

YF iELO
14 13 07 14 - sa
Oweler
14 - Swat Sera%
pea tom Ben Brown Carson
Grown luck) 7-0 10 30
M - Brow 6 run (Grown Nal 1 4-0. 001
Sad Chterler
hi - Bean Jackson 5 non Owen Mckj, 214 712
Id - Wear Bright 50 mos rearm owe Wiwi. 2743
aid5
23
Owsrlar
14 - Chit. *Wore 45 pais ino. &ow, lOyeent
krck) 34-0 919
Ouither
14 - Mehl IS pass from Russel Mawr Mow,"
iuck, 414 1052
16 - Jackson 29 not (Gesso kW WO 237
• • • •
Ttildll STA
caLLOarav
MAYFIELD
1112
25
Rushing Tarte
1115
Pameng Yates
So
'a
Tow Yards
Punts
•
7 22 r
7-10-0
6-50
5-4. 5
• • • •
INDIVIPJAL STATS
RUSHING - (Callower awe Grogan 1030 rffl
andury 11- 1 11, Jae/ Kelm 7-5. Tyler Borwnnon
24-211) raiefisei Dian Jackson 6-56 2 TD Ban
Brow 6-42 TD John Pewee 5-37 ItSchael &ION
2-19. Chns Bernet 2-17, Todd
319 Chad
1-2 Russel Malay 2+71
Slain 2-3 Chrts
PASSOW - (Calomthfl Tile home/ion 4-11-27 0
;NT Jason Grogan 3-11-23 1 ihr (MwSsid) Ben
Brow 3-1-1172 TOO INT Russel lthwilay 1 -2-1St
TD 0 INT
rr McOmtlel 3-27.
FIECE/WAIG - r-aioare.iire
Jarremgr,mwi
.Arean Philips
2-15
Sam An
-611 TD CNN Wilkins
1-3 Resthielth WWII*
2-63 TO. B14111 Adman -29 scat small IIS TD.
CNN Bemis 1-17

wanted to come out and get after
them

the

from

very

"
start.

Ninety seconds was as long as
the Cardinals took in putting their

senior

Ben

Brown,

play

action,

quarterback

working

the

off

Friday

found a wide open Scott Smith in

night. After recovering a Callo-

the right corner of the endzone

board

first points on the

way County fumble on the Lak'second play from scrimmage,
ers

(Cont'd on Page 9)

Arkansas aided by Ford's
visit to Georgia last week
By ED SHEARER

anemic
Arkansas

Kines

Joe

called Ford in to help Arkansas'

AP Sports Willer

got

coach

Razorback

a football scout-

offense.

There

was

an

opening on the staff when Kines

the

coach

interim

after

ing report on Georgia it probably

became

t expecting.
'
wasn

Jack Crowe was fired following a

Former Clemson coach Danny

loss to The Citadel.

first-game

the

crushed

16th -ranked

Mississippi

SEC) are

37-11.

self

on

the

Arkansas

coaching

staff — as an offensive consultant -- for a regionally televised
Southeastern

The Bulldogs (3- 1 overall, 2-1

Bulldogs

This Saturday, Ford finds him-

Conference

rite

over

a

two-touchdown favoRazorbacks (1-3,

the

1-1) in the 12:40 p.m. EDT game
to be televised on Jefferson Pilot

Syracuse fans
bitter that NCAA
singled them out
SYRACUSE, N.Y.(AP) —
Syracuse boosters feel bluer
that they've been singled out
as the scapegoats in the
NCAA's punishment of the
"It's

not

fault that I

Fred

gave

Grimaldi.

said

Syracuse restaurant owner who
gave

players

violation

in

meals
Four other SEC games are on

7

Ten-

I m not under the jurisdic'
"
tion of the NCAA. Syracuse is
under

" be said
NCAA,

s
'
The last three years, he
said. "

derbilt at Auburn and

probably seen us play more than

at

stadium

watching

time

I

been at our

"
us.

of NCAA

Mississippi.

LSU

game

nationally

on

The

will

be

Kentucky

Tennesseetelevised

cable (ESPN) at

7:30 p.m

RACER ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION
5
MEETING
////
seo$

the jurisdiction

of the

Friday.

"Don't go blame somebody
for your mistakes when
you tried to cover up your
mistakes to begin with."
Syracuse athletic director

else

Jake
by

Brewers hanging on; beat A's 3-2
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) —
The

Crouthatnel

the

NCAA

continuing

to

restaurant

for

and to

was

chided

Thursday
use

for

's
Grimaldi

team

meetings

entertain recruits after

d been informed that play'
he
en were eating there for free
or at cut-rate

prices.

While Crouthamel and
basketball coach Jim Boeheim
said the ultimate responsibility
for the violations was theirs,

beat the Oak-

when they

chase

II innings

land Athletics 3-2 in
Friday

pennant

East

AL

the

in

night.
Jays

Blue

Toronto

The

clinched at least a tie for the division

the

beat

they

when

title

to start the 11th for Milwaukee.

ting Hamilton on first with catcher's interference.
Paul Molitor then sacrificed
and Robin Yount was walked
intentionally, loading the bases

Corsi (4-2) then

before Listach scored the winning

Detroit Tigers 8-7 earlier Friday
Both

night.

two

have

teams

games remaining.
Pat Listach hit an infield single

Jim

Reliever

pitchout

a

Darryl

with

Hamilton at the plate, but Hamilpiece of the

ton got a

ball and

s glove, put'
catcher Jamie Quirk

ST. LOUIS (AP) — A
meant

all

the

s
'
s fielder
'
Vaughn

choice. Vaughn was safe at first

Henry

Doug

three

save.

his

29th

Down

2-1

entering

ninth,

the

the Brewers rallied to tie against
ace

bullpen

Dennis

Eckersley.

Hamilton led off the inning with
a single and stole second before
Molitor doubled Hamilton home.
Yount bunted Molitor to third,
but Eckersley struck out Vaughn
and B.J. Surhoff grounded out.

made

threatened

s
A'

The

ninth, but
a

center

fielder

game-saving

in

the

Yount

catch

on

s liner
'
pinch -hitter Willie Wilson

s attempted to get a
'
when the A

with

second.

play.

victory, and

got the final

outs for

double

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Friday's Games

for
Curt

and

Osborne

Donovan

week

difference

Chicago 3, Montreal 1

(1) Atlanta 4, San Diego 1
(2) Atlanta 7, San Diego 2
San Francisco 4, Cincinnati
St. Louis 2, Philadelphia 1
Now York 6, Prnsburgh 3
Houston 6, Los Angeles I

Schilling.
Osborne, who

lost a

10-0 deci-

sion to Philadelphia in the second
game

a

of

doubleheader

allowed

Saturday,

five

last

hits

in

1

seven innings Friday night in the
' 2-1
St. Louis Cardinals
over the

victory

Lee

Osborne (11-9) struck out throe
I

tory since Sept. I. Todd Worrell

said.

a

scoreless

finished

eighth

and

for

his

save.

"The difference is that tonight

and walked three in his first vic-

pitched

Smith

league-leading 42nd

Phillies.

Lance

Blnakenship

on

made good

" Osborne
pitches,

St. Louis scored

twice in

the

second inning. Felix Jose opened
the inning with single, stole second, advanced to third on Todd
Zeile's single and scored on Rod
Brewer's sacrifice fly. Stan Royer then doubled down the line in
left to score Z,eile.
Philadelphia scored in the third
on Darren Daulton's RBI double.
Daulton, who leads the NL with
109 RBIs, has 15 against St.
Louis.
The Phillies had runners
thrown out at the plate in the second and seventh innings.

•

Calf Today
Professional
Real Estate

Ross Insurance
Agency
6th & Main

run on Greg

Darren Holmes (4-4) pitched 1
1-3 innings for the

Osborne rebounds in Cardinal win

Need Auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Everyone
Is
Invited!

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Friday's Games
Cleveland 8, Baltimore 5
Toronto 8, Detroit 7
New York 6, Boston 3
Minnesota 5, Kansas City 1
Seattle 2, Chicago 0
California 6, Texas 3
Milwaukee 3, Oakland 2 (11)

stayed

Brewers

Milwaukee

alive

threw

nessee at Louisiana State, South

most of our fans. Every

recruits

and

Carolina at No. 9 Alabama, Van-

turned around, he's

prominent

a

about

more

s
'
Grimaldi

rules.
Saturday's schedule: No.

knows

programs.

"
a free meal,

" Goff
Georgia than Danny Ford,

Nobody
"

half of the

and

Sports

game

against Georgia.

Calloway
Cardinals'

s sports
'
university

Ford was in Athens last Saturday
when

MICHAEL BARKS/Ledger & Times photo
Brickey (with ball) is brought down by Mayfield defender Chris Cowger (#42) during the second
s Chad Haley (#19).
'
Mayfield
s Jeremy Grogan (#32)
'
48-0 rout Friday night in Mayfield. Also pictured are Calloway

County's Tim

°Mee
Leaded Maide
lee Sada Carpet

753-0489

"/ want your
real estate business"

'Total Commitment
to Soviet'

Hal Nance - Broker
(102) 759-1191
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Games in Philly, Buffalo may preview postseason

Actions & Reactions
BOWLING

By DAVE GOLDBERG

MAGIC 7111-1-EAMMI

AP Footbd• Writer
DILLER 004 DOLLAR

1

MIN

4

P3

Pubic ice
2 Hams *sang
3 Golden imps
4 FlapA& Semmes Beak
5
M
7 1•11141111 0 •

W
21
20
17
111
14
10
10

I
7
•
11
12
14
18
18

Team Series (Hebe) Harris Welding, 1,799
Team &Moo (Scratch) Harris Welding, 1.577
Team Garn• (Hag)) Public (c•, 6511
Team Game (Scratch) Public lee, 554
Individual Series (Hdcp) Patty Harris. 623
individual Serbs (Scribe) PM 14eseeirWe, 557
Individual Garn• (Hap) Pat Heeeekrode. 239
Individual Gents (Sabah) Pat Heessirode, 221
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Go Oscars
Peoples Sea
Theme Furniture
WIN Gib bison
ltAlkilibie Rooting
The Wee EVOI11
Wider Plower
Heap-Neel • &MCC
Futrell Tha

1
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Team Series (Hdcp) Peoples Bank 2.992
Team Series (Scratch) Peoples Bank. 2.530
Team Gams (Hdcp) Peoples Bank. 10711
Team Game (Scratch) Peoples Sank. 924
Individual Series (Hdcp) Patty Harris, 647
Individual Series (Scratch) Lois Swath, 575
Individual 011M8 (Maori) Patty Harris, 275
Individual Gam* (Scrstch) Patty Harris, 244

Tigers all...
(Cont'd from page 8)
Murray got the ball back
minutes later after South Fulton
failed on a fourth-and-nine and
needed just three plays before
Friday night's second longdistance meeting.
On third-and-10, tailback Gary
Sims got the ball on a draw play
and dashed through the Red
Devil defense for a 65-yard
score. Casey McNutt's boot made
it 14-0 Tigers with 7:23 to play
in the first quarter.
Three minutes later, Tiger safety Victory Perry picked off a
South Fulton pass and Casey
McNutt converted the opportunity with a 30-yard field goal.
"I knew we had to jump on
1hem early," Fisher said of the
17-0 first quarter lead. "I don't
think the kids knew how good
they were, but I did. They gave
us a pretty good whipping last
year."
The two teams played the
game in the middle of the field in
the second and third quarters.
Tiger linebacker Mitch Downey
denied one Red Devil drive in the
second quarter with an
interception.
On their first drive of the
fourth quarter. Murray drove 79
yards on 10 plays for the game's
'final score. On third-and-two
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It could happen again in
January.
The Miami Dolphins at the
Buffalo Bills for the AFC utle:
the Dana: Cowboys at the Philadelphia Eagles in the NFC.
As it is, Miami at Buffalo Sunday and Dallas at Philadelphia
Monday night are matchups
involving the NFL's last four
unbeaten teams — the Bills are
4-0 and the Dolphins, Cowboys
and Eagles are 3-0.
But hey, it's just Week Four,
isn't it?
"If we lose, the season's not
over and if they lose it's not over

for them," says Philadelphia
quarterback Randall Cunningham. "It's just something the
television people hype up to get
people to watch."
That's particularly true of the
game between the Eagles and
Cowboys. It may not go more
than a little bit toward deciding
the nasty NFC East race, but
much of the fun will be watching
the unstoppable Dallas offense
against the immovable Philadelphia defense.
Then there's Herschel Walker
against the Cowboys, a team built
on the 12 players and draft
choices it obtained by dealing
Walker to Minnesota. He's given
the Eagles a dangerous running

from the South Fulton 17, Keller
hit flanker Ted Booth near the
sidelines and the sophomore
strolled into the end zone.
Fisher turned the offense over
to his offensive line — Scott
Downey,. Willie Wells, Billy
to accept a fixed $1,000-a-week
Steffey, Adam Blalock, Chad
By JIM ABRAMS
as members of developsalary
of
AP Spode Writer
Caldwell — and Sims the rest
mental
squads, or practice teams,
the way and the senior responded.
the 1989 season.
during
A
—
(AP)
TON
WASHING
He finished with 127 yards on 15
U.S. District Court Judge Royformer
by
lawsuit
million
$10
carries.'
practice players against the NFL ce Lamberth, presiding over the
"They made the holes up
was sent to the jury after two trial, last March ruled that the 28
front," Fisher said. "All the suc- weeks of testimony.
NFL teams violated antitrust laws
cess usually goes to our skilled
by setting the $1,000 wage for
n
five-woma
,
three-man
The
people, but the credit goes to our panel began deliberations late the six-man developmental
offensive line."
Friday and reconvenes Monday to squads.
The Tiger offense rolled up decide whether 235 players
Lamberth, in instructing the
240 yards, 145 via the rush.
damages for being forced jury Friday, reminded them that
deserve
For the third-straight week, the
Tiger defense was impressive.
Though South Fulton drove the
• to A,r—*
ball several times, Murray stalled
each drive as it approached the
30-yard line.
Good service,
Like a good neighbor,
occathe
to
rose
good
coverage, State Farm is there.
"Our defense
sion," the coach said of the Tiger
good pricedefense, which allowed 185 total
That's
yards. "When they (South Fulton)
got close to scoring territory, our
State Farm
defense stiffened up."
insurance." state Farm insurance Companies
liomc offica Bloomington Mines
It's back to district play for the
Tigers next week, as they look to
(Thura)
Baer Co. 20. Aden
improve on their 1-1 district mark
Campbellsville 41, boleti. Co. S (Thni)
MAJOR LEAGUES
Eminence 12,
47,
Co.
Cave*
Ballard
4-2
when they host
Cawood 20. Matey Co. 0
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Central Herdn 27, LaRue Co. 15 (Thurs.)
Memorial.
East Division
Christian Co. 37. Butt! Garai 0

Miami's real strength. Their three
wins — 27-23 in Cleveland:
26-10 at home over the Rams,
and last week's 19-17 victory in
Seattle — were hardly
impressive.
"The first three games have
nothing to do with this game,"
says linebacker Bryan Cox.
The Bills, meanwhile have
been dominant.
In three of their four wins,
they've outscored the Rams,
Colts and Patriots 119-14 and
those two touchdowns were
giveaways. In the only game
against a quality opponent, they
outscored San Francisco 34-31.
This one could be another
shootoui

game for the first time in a
decade and his receiving skills
offset in part the loss of tight end
Keith Jackson to Miami as a free
agent.
"I was not a happy coach
when he signed with the Eagles,"
says Jimmy Johnson, who traded
Walker in the midst of the 1-15
1989 season. "I had hoped he
would go to the AFC."
The Miami-Buffalo game
marks the Dolphins' debut for
Jackson, one of four holdouts
who became free agents by court
order. But it's probably early to
expect much. He missed training
camp and still has to learn the
Dolphins' offense.
More important, it's a test of

Suit by NFL's practice players goes to jury

4110

L Pct. GB
W
568 —
94 66
575 2
92 68
7
544
73
87
Baltimore
76 84 .475 18
Cleveland
18
475
64
76
New York
75 85 .469 19
Detroit
423.
89
71
Boston
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
588 —
94 66
1-Oakland
556 5
99 71
1Annesota
538 8
86 74
Chicago
475 18
76 84
Tunas
444 23
89
71
Caltornia
23
444
7t
69
Kansas City
38832
62 98
Seals ,
ycInctosid le la divnion title
1-cinched diMlon 811
Saturdefe Games
New York (Sanderson 12-10) at Boston (Gardner
4.10), 12-05 pm
%errors (Rhodse 6-5) W Cleveland (Embree 0-1),
12 35 pm.
Detroit (Haas 5-2) if Toronto (Ju Guzman 15-5). 2
0
LiToront00

Lakers in...
field worked on varying their
offensive attack during Friday's
second half, said Morris.
for an 18-yard scoring toss and a
On the Cardinals' sixth play of
7-0 Mayfield lead.
'second half, Brown found end
the
The touchdown pass would be Chris Watkins on a flag pattern
one of two on the night for
behind the Laker secondary for a
Brown, who led a traditionally 45-yard scoring pass and a 34-0
'run-flavored offense with 117 Mayfield lead with 9:19 left in
yards passing on six of eight
the third.
completions.
"Caldwell County and Fort
for
"We came out looking
are going to come at us
Campbell
some revenge," said Brown, who
and nine players lined
eight
with
would top off the Cardinals' third
ball, waiting for us to
the
on
up
drive of the night with a six-yard
Brown, who has
said
it,"
run
scoring run just before the end of
starting quarCardinals'
the
been
the first period for a 14-0 May- terback since his freshman year
field advantage.
and has led the western Kentucky
"We knew we didn't play good
powerhouse to two appearances
at all last week against Tilghman in the state finals. "We came out
and we wanted to come out tonight trying to open it up by
tonight and prove that we're a passing the ball."
much better team than the one
Mayfield would add another
people saw last week," said scoring toss through the air early
Brown, who added 42 yards on in the fourth quarter when
the ground with six carries.
second-string quarterback Russell
Getting down early was the Whaley hit Bright across the
last thing Calloway coach Billy middle for a 68-yard scoring pass
Mitchell wanted to see Friday and a 41-0 Cardinal lead with
night, but after Brown's scoring 10:52 left.
run made it 14-0, he knew he was
The Cardinals added their final
in for a long night.
score of the night when Jackson
Mayfield went up 21-0 with ran 28 yards up the middle to cap
7:52 left in the half, when half- off an eight-play scoring drive
back Brian Jackson, who led the which used up a little over six
Cardinals in rushing with 55 minutes. Kicker Carson Gream's
yards on eight carries, dashed off sixth kick of the night put Maythe right side for a five-yard field up 48-0 with 2:37
score. The three-play scoring remaining.
drive was set up by a 18-yard
"It's really tough on the young
completion from Brown to half- kids. It's really hard to win ballback Chris Barnes and a 13-yard games when you've got a bunch
run by fullback John Powell.
of your starters out," said MitchThe Cardinals would come ell, who was missing five starters
back to score again, just a little because of injuries. "But you
over two minutes later, when have to give Mayfield credit.
Michael Bright snatched Tyler They were coming off a big loss
Bohannon's punt at midfield. and had to prove themselves. And
rounded the right corner and then they did."
streaked down the sidelines for
Mayfield's final score of the half.
"They were ready to play,"
said Mitchell, who labeled the
Cardinals as one of the top teams
in the state and saw his team drop
to 1-5 on the season. "You just
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
don't come over here with a
•Clean, Dependable Cars
bunch of young kids. We were
•Call Us I.or Rates
outmanned and outmatched on
both sides of the ball."
With district contests looming
Fast Main St.
in the future against Fort Camp753-4461
bell and Caldwell County, May(Cont'd from page 8)

m
Illerauke• (Bones 9-9) at Oakland (Moore 16-12),
2 Ear:mesas (lAshorres 3-4) at Kansas City (Gordon
6-10), 705 p.m
Texas (0 Smith 0-2) el Caltorria (Hathaway 0-0),
906 pm
Chicago (McCaskill 12-12) at Sesta (RJohnson
11-14), 806 pm
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
GB
WI. Pct.
504
St5 65
x-Rneburqn
9
538
86 74
Montreal
513 13
82 78
St. Lars
461 18
77 83
Chicago
444 24
19
71
ham York
26
431
89 91
Ploladelphis
West Division
GB
Pct.
806
97 83
x-Atlanta
6
556
99 71
CAC:Irina
506 16
79
81
San Diego
aka 18
79 81
Houston
444 26
99
71
Francisco
San
394 34
63 97
Los Angeles
x-cInched dNiion Wie
Saturday's Games
Pletsairgh (Jackson 8-121 in New York (Goodin
9-13), 12.40 p.m.
San Francisco (Caner 1-4) at Cinonnat (Ayala
1.1). 115 p.m.
Philadelphia (Rarer( 7-4) at St Louis (Chores
9-9). 1 .15 p.m.
Montreal (Bonerilleb 0-2) at Chicago (Buengsr
2-7), 120 pm
San Diego (M.Maddux 2-1) irt Atlanta (Leibrand1
14-7), 510 pm
los Angeles (Canaan 11 -15) at Houston (Portugal
6-3), 706 pm

PREP FOOTBALL
Friday's Gams
Anderson Co 57. Bourbon Co 8 ("Thum)
Apolo 31. Union Co 13
Bardstown 65, Canine 14 (Thurs )
Bath Co 22. Melon Co 6
Eleschecod 1Z Newport Cathoic 8
Co 6
Beery 14. She
BM Co 34, Lie Co (Va) 6
Berea It Grard Co. 6
Boone Co. 44, Les. Henry Cloy 13
Bowing Omen 34, Logan Co 13 (Thum)
Boyle Co 42. 1.1•10/8( Co 13 (Thum )
Mt Ere 50, For Knox 6

Clark Co. 37, Boyd Co. 27
Clarliavik Northeast (Term.) 26. Denise Co. 23
Cloy Co. 35. Brealfdtt Co. 12
Cord'n 50. Wayne Co. •
Ca. Catholic 56, Independence Stan Kenton 0
COW. Holmes 22, Nratrt 19
Crittenden Co. 19, Ward Memorial 14
Derorbe 56, %Moon Co 21
Dayton 7. Labor 6
Elzabethlown 7. North %Min 0 (Thurs.)
Ekhorn My 26, Johns Creek 20
Erlanger Lloyd 21, Bellewue 7
EMI Co. It Weinern Mk 13 (Mort)
Evans NI. Plnewbe 30 (01)
Fairview 59, Megalin Co. 24
Fleeing-New 32, Whilsaturg 0
Fort Gimbel 21. Cabe*, Co. 7
Fort Michel Pale Heights It. Scat High 0
Font Thomas highbride 54, Connor 27
Frankly Co. 22, North Bully 17
Futon City 26, Reidiend 6
Fulton Co. 39, WhIerturg North 6
Garrard Co. 42, Frabdort •(Thure)
Glasgow 27, Usk Co. 26 201 (Thum)
Game Co. 18, Monigorneoy Co. 7 (T)um)
Herbed Co 47, Edmonson Co. 6
Harrodsburg 67. Kentucky Country Day 6
Hazard 35, tbIllsweburg 0
Heath 19, Greats Co. 15
tioatineelle 27. Cleiliedle (Tenn.) •
Jerkins 26. Wheekesight 15
Jessamine Co. 10, Pawed Co. 16
Knott Central MI McCreary Central 14
Leeks Co. 41, North Laurel 14
Let Dumber 19, Lea. Twee Creek 17
Lax. Lafayette 41. Cambia Co. 32
Unocal Co. 7, Soot Co. 0 (Thum)
Lou. Balsa 14, Lou. Cancel 6
Lou. Bute 33. Lou. Hob Cross 7
Lou. Doss 21. Lou Gabes 6
Lou. Esteem S. Lou. Jeflersonlown 0
Lou. Fern Creek 35, Lou. Male 32 (01)
Lou. Iroquois 27, Lou. Feeble IS
Lou. Minuet 56, Lou. Athencor 7
Lou. Pleasure Ridge Park 36, Lou. Shames 6
Lou. Southern 14, Lou. Wore 12
Lou. St Xavier M. Lou. Seneca 0
Lou. Trinity 41, Lou Waggoner 0
Lou. Western 26. Lou. Valley •
M.C. %pier 12, Morgan Co. 0
Marlon Co. 35. Powell Co 3 (Pure )
Marshal Co. 21, Madisonvile 0
411. Calidoray Co. 0
Co. 14, Owensboro Calhok 7 (Thum)
Middlesboro 15, Madison Southern 6
bonnie Co. 34. Blifflon CO. 32 (Thns.)
Wittenberg SoAt 27. Breckinnalge Co. 24 (Thurs..)
Murray 24. South Fulton (Tenn.) 0
Nelson Co. 20. Maids Co. 0 (Thum.)
Ohio Co. 14, Bowling Green Greenwood 12
Oldham Co 52, Grayson Co. 20
Omen Co. NI Henry Co. 14
Owensboro 35, Frankln-Sirripeon 19
)6
Paducah T)chmen 17, OW Ridge (Tin)
Pairdevilb 14, Johnson Central 12 Moos
Piker% 26. Phebe 6
Portsmouth (OW) 14. Ashland Blazer 13
Prestonsburg 47, %slay Valley 26
Remind 3, Lawrence Co. 0
%nicest, Co. 14, Somerset 7
Russell 31, East Carter 14
Russell Co. 49. Carney Co. 0
Ruarlitrile 21. Todd Central 7 (Thurs )
Sheldon Giant 40, JUbn Grovel 12
Scab LAN* 57, Madison Central 49
South Oldham 41. Ryle 20
Taylor Co. 14, Hari Co. 12 (Thum.)
Trigg Co. 21, South 14coldne 19
Warren Corbel 31, Werree East 0
Waeltingoon Co. 47. Green Co. 0 (Thws
Webber Co 33, Lone Oak 12
•.
Welt Caner 2S,

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
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Nobody can protect your

BUSINESS any better than we can!
Look to us for the quality Business Insurance coverages you need,

.
I

today
including Liability, Fire, Crime and Special Package Plans. Call us

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock

211 S. 12th.

753-3415

Undy T. Suiter
Representing

7534563

State Auto
Insurance

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

AMES°
BRONCO
WHEELBARROW

24-447

$5395

rfluRqay

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc. 208 E. Main

753-4175
Glendale at WhItnell
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

State (3-1, 1-1 in the Southeastern Conference) has an easy
remaining schedule by SEC standards. The Bulldogs face Auburn,
South Carolina, Arkansas State,
Kentucky and Arkansas — all
likely underdogs — before a
showdown with No. 9 Alabama
in Starkville Nov. 14.
Instead of eyeing a possible
9-1. record and Top 10 ranking
going into that game with the
Crimson Tide, Bulldog coach
Jackie Sherrill must figure out
how to replace the best rushing
quarterback in the SEC.
The Gators (1-2, 1-2) were
held to 53 yards rushing.

SEPTEMBER 29-OCTOBER 3

NO.

lir

STARKVILLE, Miss. (AP) —
The mood around the Mississippi
State athletic complex Friday was
not what you'd expect the day
after a 30-6 whipping of the No.
13 team in the country.
Instead of reveling in the No.
24 Bulldogs' dismantlement of
the Florida Gators, State coaches,
players and fans were focusing
on star quarterback Sleepy
Robinson, and his shredded left
knee.
Robinson, State's leading
rusher and passer, had run for 79
yards and thrown for 56 yards in
14 quarters Thursday before
tearing the anteriar cruciate ligament in his left knee at the end of
a 21-yard run with 5:12 remaining in the first half. State led
10-3 at the time.
Medical tests performed on
Robinson confirmed the ligament
tear and indicated possible cartilage damage Friday.

41-

• 16 pneumatic tire
• Hardwood handles

44,1

AP Sports WOW

Robinson will undergo surgery
next week, but school medical
officials would not say if he was
out for the season.
"From what I've been told,
he's probably out for the year,"
offensive coordinator Watson
Brown said. "We'll have to
move a freshman up for sure.
We're in trouble."

Mats

• Seamless steel tray
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makes the pill easier to swallow."

By TAYLOR BATTEN
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Robinson's knee injury puts
damper on Bulldog's mood

tin
COtt.te Ttret,

A & A AUTO
RENTAL

Holland Motor Sales

In closing arguments, defense
attorney Peter Nickles said it was
"complete nonsense" that the
practice players be paid the same
as active roster game players.
The players, all who were
released before the 1989 season
opened, have based their damage
claims on what they would have
received had they made the active
roster, an average of
$5,189-a-week for the 16-week
season.

his ruling that the fixed wage was
illegal does not necessarily mean
that the players suffered financially and should be awarded
damages.
Attorneys for the teams contended that the developmental
players had marginal talent,
worked only three days a week
with little risk of injury and
would have commanded less than
$1,000 per week in an open
market.

753-3361

Wintry Ledger ik Times
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OUTDOOR LIFE
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qualified in the LBL division of
the Rod Man Tournament Trail.
They represent the top finishers
in the LBL division after six
qualifying tournaments held during the year. said a press release
issued by Red Man Tournament
Trail. The top 30 were determined by a system of accumu-

,
In the regional championship
which is one of six to be held, the
30 LBL Division anglers will
compete against the top 30
anglers from each of the four
other Red Man divisions including: Great Lakes (Minnesota,
Wisconsin); Michigan (Michigan); Plains (Kansas, Missouri);

and Arkie (Arkansas, Missouri).
The 150 fishermen will compete for a first-place prize consisting of a Chevy full size pickup and fully-rigged Ranger bass
boat powered by an Evinrude or
Johnson outboard valued at
$35,000.

Fishing Line
by
Jerry Maupin

We have moved on to
another month now and this
one should be the prime
time for catching big bass,
stripes and crappie. The
water will cool more rapidly 4::
as our nights have.
This sets the stage for the
predator fish to eat, get as
fat as possible and survive
lbs. 10 ozs.; Steven Howell, event.
completion of the six
the
the winter. If you have seen g.
At
lbs.;
10
four,
Tenn.,
le,
Nashvil
the
events,
ing
qualify
Man
the large schools of minnows
Red
Ky.,
h,
Bill Schroeder, Paduca
on a
ined
determ
,
anglers
stacked in some of the bays,
top
Breeze,
David
and
four, 10 lbs.;
and points, will
you know what I mean
Bluforcl, Ill., four, 9 lbs. 15 ozs. basis of pounds
onchampi
l
regiona
to
on
move
when I say the minnow bufOkla.,
Larry Fears, of Gore,
they will
There
tion.
competi
is ready.
ship
fet
Bass
Big
Garcia
Abu
the
won
e against fishermen from
The shad stay as close as
compet
eight
an
in
d
weighe
Award. Fears
other divisions for a spot in the
possible to the warmest
pound, seven ounce tournament
rican.
All-Ame
water available and right
Man
Red
ase
nd-rele
lunker in the catch-a
now this is back in the
bays. We just experienced
another drop in lake elevation and this will move large
fish out to deeper water for
a short time.
Put a high pressure system
with strong winds from the
east for two days and you
have a lockjaw syndrome in
full bloom.
Hopefully by Friday and
the weekend this will have
passed and conditions will
become good again. We have
put in some long hours and
a lot of costs with just a
few big fish as a reward.
Most anglers who are
looking for bass are throwing
buzzbaits, slug-go's, rats,
frogs, spinnerbaits and plastic
worms and lizards. Some are ,
using lipless crankbaits in
the shallows while others
have worked the deeper
points with diving crankbaits.
Occasionally, you will find
a small school of fish working the baitfish and be able
to pull a decent bass out.
Most of the time however,
the bass are small and the
a__ majority of the fish are
•
Members of the local Bass 'n Gals club are pictured making .
victims
ane
They
for
hurric
ks.
skipjac
ation
and
organiz
stripes
Cross
Red
the
to
on
donati
are after shad also and look
From left, are Mary Kirks, president of the Bass 'n Gals; Peggy
Black.
Glynda
er
treasur
identical to surfacing bass. • and
Billington;
After you make a few
hundred casts and still don't
catch a bass you will learn
this to be true. Now, later
on in the month this will
•
•
change.
:
Crappie anglers are beginning to stir a little more and: •
•
are taking some good fish.
Chappell and I saw Carl
Doran earlier this week after /
•• ;
the black crappie. He had
had
and
fish
to
just begun
;
found one nice one willing
Where "Service Is Our Business"
to take a bait.
:
Milton, Jimmy, Jerry and
myself have just about talked
up a trip to Smithland pool
and give it a try. The water
should be pretty clear at this
Hwy.
time and some type of fish
•
should feed while we are
641
•
there. They have some big
Your U-Haul Haadquarters 753-9131
South
'f
also.
crappie
••,iv
On Kentucky Lake the
being
best catches are still
taken 15-20 feet along ledges
•
and over brush. Tube jigs
and minnows will do the
trick so give them a try. I
'
understand that crappie taste
year,
the
of
time
this
treat
too.
Some catfish are being
caught on jugs and line
baited with shad and cheesebaits in the bays. Be ever
careful of the shallow areas
J.
Happy fishing!

Evans wins Red Man at Moors; Contri third

Murray Bass Club's final points
Pictured above are the winners of
are winner John David Morleft,
tournament of the year. From
Marquardt and third-place
gan. 14.09 pound -catch; second Gary
the big bass award as he
on
winner Carlos Black. Black also
rs fished the tournamembe
Twenty
hauled in a 4.70-pound fish.
t Creek Sept. 20.
ment. vvhich was fished out of ‘Sildca

Warkentin-Penner
Carpentry Company
Kevin Penner

tiled pounds and points for the
six regular season fishing events.
For the season, Contri was second only to Benton's Briu Cone
as he rolled up 192 points with
75 pounds and 10 ounces of fish.
Allbnuen was in 20th place with
124 points and 46 pounds and 13
ounces.
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Murray's Todd Contri and
Kritt Allbritten are two of Amenca's top weekend,"working man"
fishermen who have qualified to
compete in Operation Bass' Red
Man Regional Championship
which will be held Oct. 21-24 on
Lake Eufaula at Checotah, Okla.
Both Contri and Allbritten

••a ••
•

Mark Penner

345-2462 435-4040

Richard Warkentin.

435-4013

GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.— Jeff
Evans, of Benton, won the Red
Man LBL Division qualifier held
Sept. 27 on Kentucky Lake at
Moors Resort. Evans landed a
limit of five bass weighing 19
pounds, 10 ounces to collect the
first-place cash award of
$1,784.61. He beat out a field of
93 anglers for the title.
Evans fished drops on the
south end in 10- to 12-feet of
water using a white Stanley spinnerbait.
Britt Cone, of Benton, finished
in second place with five bass
weighing 16 pounds, two ounces.
He fished 8- to 14-foot drops on
the north end using a 7 1/2 inch
Lucky Strike ringworm and
received $911.29.
Third place and $531.59 was
awarded to Murray's Todd Contri, as he boated four bass weighing 15 pounds, eight ounces. He
located his catch on ledges using
a crankbait and jig on DuPont
Sven line.
Terry Bolton, of Paducah, finished in fourth place as he
weighed in four bass for a total
of 12 pounds, six ounces. He
fished scattered grass on the
north end of the lake using a
Hawg Caller spinnerbait on
14-pound Dupont Stren line.
Mike Terry, of Obion, Tenn.,
finished in fifth place with three
bass weighing 11 pounds, two
ounces. He fished grass south of
Kenlake using a white Stanley
spinnerbait on Dupont Stren line.
Rounding out the top ten positions were Larry Martoglio, of
Winchester, Ky., five bass,
weighing 11 pounds, one ounce;
Tony Butts, Selma, Ala., four, 10

What's the most frequent
sounds you'll hear from a
newspaper reader?
(Hint: It's not the flick of a button)

It's Snip, Clip, Rip
newspaper
* Last month, 1,993,777 Kentucky shoppers snipped, clipped and ripped
coupons and ads from Kentucky newspapers.
That's right, almost 2 million Kentuckians.
iser. Because
Snip,Clip, Rip — pleasant sounds when you're a newspaper advert
your message gets action. Results. Used.
wisely, invest
Before you send your advertising dollars pocking,invest your money
-and you
wrong
be
can't
ers
shopp
in newspaper advertising. 1.9 million Kentucky
ers.
custom
won't either by putting your message right in the hands of your

Hurricane victims donation
ES'4

Keep Up On The Great Outdoors
With
The Murray Ledger & Times
Outdoor Page
Each Saturday

641 Super Shell

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

AF,

410 N. 4th
753-8346 - 753-6779

Ohio River
border states
find agreement

Newspaper advertising
it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.
Mr MIND

Mrray Ledger & Times

IML
.
.1,17ifirsint
vaViSarliillilkSIM7111AVAIISIL.,

(002) 70341116
',;

'January, 1991, Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, The Preston Group, Landitglon
Sponsored by Si. Kentucky Press Asisociatkos

it

e Co.
HollandOpeTir
n Saturday
U1111110'fAL

until 3 p.m.

•Vv'e Feature Name Brand Tires
•Computeri7ed Balancing While You Wait

E. Main & Industiral Road

am-

-

753-5606

pok

Kentucky and Illinois wildlife officials have signed an
interim agreement to honor
either states hunting and fishing licenses on the portion of
the Ohio River lying between
the two states.
According to Don R. 11:.%
McCormick, commissioner of
the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources
(KDFWR), the agreement will
be beneficial to sportsmen of
both states who hunt or fish on ge
;
the main stem of the Ohio.
Licensed resident sportsmen 'will benefit because they will
.1
not have to worry about the .
actsal bosisdary line between
the two states, and whether Of orie!
not they Afraid purchase nonresident licenses.
4rVe.'

Classifie

DEADLINES

753-1916

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
F:\iPLOY ME N1'

•
!
cr.

060
090

....

..ttb
140

Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies

130
140
150
155
160
165
17t1
180
200
210
220
260
380

‘1011.:RS

190
370
390
400
550

Poultry & Supplies

Produce
Feed & Seed

Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Mksiccil
T.V. & Kad10
Pets & Supplies
111SCELIANEOUS

Public

410

Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

540
560
570
240

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

"

TAX NOTICE
The 1992 County and School taxes are now payable at the
sheriffs office.
2% Discount until Nov. 1, 1992
Face Value until Dec. 31, 1992
2% Penalty Added Jan. 1, 1993

PLEASE BE SURE TO BRING OR MAIL YOUR TAX
BILL WHEN MAKING PAYMENT. THE TAX BILL
NUMBER IS NEEDED TO GIVE YOU FASTER
SERVICE.

470
480
485
490

NNW

By Way of The
Grapevine
Antique & Gifts
Primitives, country lamps, punched tin
lanterns, country afghans, stoneware
crocks, new collectible picture frames,
dried herbs, herb wreaths & swags, Baby
afghans & picture frames & other baby
items. Oven proof terra cotta, uniquely
decorated table top trees. Great Christmas items arriving daily; Including,lamp
shades, tree skirts, Father Christmas,
trees, wreaths, placemats & runners,
teachers gifts.
Gift Certificates Available
121 South To Old Salem Road
Wed.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Sun. 2-5 p.m.

ca

ter
his

Help
Wonted

LPN's
Come join our
team of health
care professionals in caring for
the elderly. Britthaven of Benton
has a full time
and part time
availposition
&
Salary
able.
comparbenefits
able.
Hwy. 641 South
Diana LPN, SDC

1
te

as.

It
. an
or
fishn of
veil%

R.
• of
t of
iices
will
n of
ii on
hi0.
Mien
will

t the
ween
itr
ROO-

QNIA's
CNA's

35.00

40.00

45.00 50.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00 66.00

64.00

72.00 80.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

80.00

10.00

16.00 20.00

25.00 30.00

2

8.00

16.00

70.00

W'

10"

3

10.00 20.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

90.00 100.00
--I
75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00

60.00 80.00 100.00120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.001

_

254 per word $5.00 minimum 1st day.
5e per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1.75 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)
$2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Lynn Grove
435-4277

WILL take care of elderly,
sick. Experience and references. Call 753-4590. If no
answer leave message, I'll
return your call

Mobilo
Homes For Sale

REMINGTON 30 06 model
742 automatic 1V, -5 power
scope, Weaver, see
through mounts, military
sling, $350. Life Styles
2100 exercise bike, $150
Life Styles 300 multi purpose rowing machine, $50
753-1788

1975, 12x70, NICE 2br,
bath with many extras, re
candy redecorated, must
sell 753-1410

For Sale
LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair. Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981

TIRES, Tires, Tires New
and used Warehouse Tire,
400 Industrial Rd , Murray,
753-1111.
USED storm windows, assorted sizes, 2 storm doors
753-6041.

270
Sports
Equipment

Articles

Articles
For Sala

ALL B&B Shade Trees
price (cash and carry only),
Oct 1st until they are
gone 1 gal fall mums,
$2 50 Zimm's Nursery, 45
perPOSITION
By-Pass Martin, TN
so
No
7 2440 Mon-Sat,
901-58
FILLED
.
.
9am-5pm
HOUSE Inspectors No
ASHLEY-Sahara wood
exp. necessary Up to $800 stove,
glass front, catalytic
wIdy. Call 219-769-6649,
blower, 1 yew
converter
ext. H-239, 9am to 9pm, 7
old Call 436-2533 leave
days.
message
JERRY'S Custom Kitchen
Cabinets now accepting
U-Dig
applications for workers
Mums
Prefer experience. 409
Sunbury, behind Bunny
Good selection
Bread, Murray.
Hwy. 893 N.
PAINTERS, must have 2
years experience or more,
steady work Apply at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S. 4th St, Murray or
call 753-0839

200

1,0

1;0

210

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667.

WESTERN bar with 3
stools 753-9469
WHEAT straw, $1 50/bale
489-2436, if no answer
leave message on
machine

Appliances

WHITE Kenmore refrigerator, $100 Call 753-8349
after 5pm

3 TWIN size beds, blue and
mauve, sofa and matching
chair, 2 matching lamps,
like new 489-2725,
753-7455.

IHELMAS BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture. Appliances. and Mac Items
Use Our Layaway Plan

Now Renting Nintendo

BEAUTIFUL Broyhill rattan
GOT the Urge to Serge/ sofa and love seat, covered
Call English's Sewing Ma- in neutral fabric with matchchine. New and used prices ing pillows. Excellent condistart at $199 Hwy 68 Reid- tion. $1800 new, asking
land, near 1-24 exit 16 $400. 753-1369.
1 800 U-SEW
DRAPERIES;3sets 1 light
GUN SAFES by Liberty, the sage green stubbed satin,
best on the market. Model formal, with sheers and
on display at Simmons draped valence, 75' wide,
Security Systems, 810 Sy- Moor length 1 ivory slubbed
camore St. Murray, KY satin with sheers, 2 pairs,
753-9403. Bring this ad and 35- wide, floor length 1
receive $100 off any safe country white, 2 pairs,
Expires 10/20/92 M-F, 31x42. Will sell sepa9-00-2:30.
rately. 753-2907 with offer.

1987, 14x70, EXTRA nice
must be moved, must sell
753-4459
1990 CLAYTON mobile
home, 14x70. 2br, 2 bath,
new carpet, outbuilding and
nice landscaping, excellent
condition, located in Coach
Estates Will take bank pay
off. Call 759-9311 after
8pm
3BR mobile home, must be
moved, $3900. 436-2749

ALTO saxaphone, $450
Excellent condition
753-8848 before 8pm
PIANO tuning and repair,
753-2099

1988 SEARS limited edi- PIANO tuning, expert sertion self-cleaning electric vice and repair. John Gottsoven, chrome and black, chalk, 753-9600
solid disk cooktop, $225.
210
759-1860.

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services. 200
amp_ $375 100 amp $325.
435-4027.
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR mobile home on 1'/7
acre lot at Crappie Hollow,
$250/mo 436-2749

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking disCHRISTOPHER'S COINS tance to college 753-5209
now offers U.S. and foreign
coins at Hoboes Coin and
Card Shop, 102 North 5th
Street, in Murray. Our
Home Lots For Rem
coins, proof sets, paper
Home Village
currency and coin supplies MOBILE
$75/mo innow
available
are available at Decades
RE
Coleman
water
cludes
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Mercantile (in Aurora) 753-9698
Stamps and stamp sup120
plies are featured along
with our coins and coin
lis
Arritt
supplies at the Book Rack
furnished
4BR
or
3
2,
1,
(Dixieland Shopping Cenuniter in Murray). We appraise apartments, nice, near
estates and are active buy- versity 753-6111 daytime,
ers of coins and stamps 753-0606 nights.
Call 502-753-4161.
1BR, low utilities, references and deposit re250
quired. No pets $185
Business
753-3949.
Senna'
1BR or efficiency apartPRIVATE Investigator ment, available now Colo
D B A Confidential Investi- man RE, 753-9898
gations, Southside Shop
downping Center, Suite *102, 1 OR 2br apts near
753-4109
Murray.
town
Murray, 753-2641.

QUEEN size sofa sleeper,
$125 759-1425, leave
message

ALLIANCE

situ

8"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

SECRETARY/Receptionist
Instruction
wanted for physicians ofBLUEGRASS Bent° les
fice. Typing skills preferred
Experience preferred sons $700 753-1487
Send resume with references to P O. Box 1040-N, PIANO Lessons Lynn
Murray, KY 42071.
Grove area 435-4573
waitbarmaids,
WANTED
GUNS, new, used, buy,
DO you need a JOB, or do resses, dancers, $500 plus
sell, trade. Large selection
110
you need help in making weekly. Doll House Cafe,
of handguns Robert's Gun
Wag
positive advances for the Paris, TN. 642-4297, 4-12.
Shop, 5th and Main Streets
oto
Ts !kr/
4:Xvoj
oictl
egf
pAl
future? We have 22 JOB WENDY'S is now hiring for
(above Frame Village) Mur
WOW
OPENINGS for people be- day shift. Flexible hours, ANTIQUES by the piece or ray. 753-3066
tween the ages of 16-22 must be able to work collections Call 753-9433
CENTERS
now.nosed°
KILLS FLEAS1 By ENyears, if you are not in weekends. Also hiring after 5pm.
11
Flea Killers for
FORCER
five
school. Cal 753-9378
maintenance positions. 30
days • week between hours/week, must have CASH paid for good, used pets, home and yard Guar8m-3700pm.We are an maintenance experience rifles, shotguns, and pis- anteed effective Buy ENEOE. This project is funded Apply in person 2-4pm tols. Benson Sporting FORCER at. Murray TV
by the Western Kentucky daily, 1111 Chestnut. Goods, 519 S. 12th, Home and Auto Hardware,
Murray.
North Side Shopping
Pnvate Industry Council- Murray.
JTPA
GOOD used console piano, Center
DRIVERS 'Min age 23 '1 BRICK and block subcon- prefer oak finish Trampo- KING size waterbed. Fisher
line with deluxe pad Oak stereo system VCR Reyew OTR exp 'Spousal tractors New pricing, top
753-0266
lumber.
cliner. 753-7407 after 5pm.
LOOKING for previous
pay
nding program 'Good
dollar paid Must have a
owner of 1953 Ford truck
and benefits with CDL. •Up crew for a large number of USED and antique furni- MOVING sale, maple roll
who lived in Hardin, KY
to 27timile McClendon scattered site housing in ture, glass, tools, quilts top desk,$175 Oak table 4
area in early 1960's. Please
Trucking 1-800-633-7233 the Paducah area Call 474-2262, 901-642-6290
chairs, $550 3pc sectional
cal 753-7919.
blue mauve, white, $295
1 800-928-1234
house
EXPERIENCED
WANTED Dead IBM PC Blue velvet rocker recliner,
memloving
In
keeper and wooer needed
computers and compati $75 Sofa and char, gray,
AURORA Pizza Megic. Geon Fridays References MEDICAL BILLING Op- bias Also will buy some
ory of Sammie 0.
nuine hand tossed pizza,
$225 753-2794
759-1401 leave message portunity as a licensee in PC service equipment Call mauve,
fresh Weide, sandwiches,
Kelly who would
your area for national 1-11pm to set up a time for NATURAL gas sow° hew
gyros. Open al yew at
be 80 years old
healthcare company. Do us to come look at your ter, 50.0008T U $100 firm
5pm Closed Mon and
436-2471.
474 -8119,
eiectronic medical insur- •quipment
Tues.
Oct. 3, 1992 11..
1-800-649-3804
ance cillUrns processing for 1-800-382-3277
NORDIC Track aerobic
Sadly missed by
medical practitioners
to
model) exerciser, near
flanbuy,
used
WANTED
(pro
to
time
part
$30,000 00
family
nel
WIN
shins,
al
price new, $599 Sell
sizes.
new,
over $8000000 full time pick-up
firm Calf John or
$300
492-6575.
for
If you're interested
Ruben' Kelly
Company training initial
Karen, 426-2545
in working in a carcapital required, $629600
Jewell & Martha
plus PC. For more informaPROPANE tank, 500 gal
ing & loving enviCrick
tion by mail call
$500 436-2749
you'll
ronment,
Far Sale
Kevin & Kelly
803-745-9043 (24 hours)
want to be at BritRATS OR MICE? Buy ENFreeman
1989
boat, FORCER Products GUARGLASTRON
NEED tuck driver for local
thaven of Benton.
excellent condition.
Matthew
company 759 1828.
ANTEED! To kill rats and
Come talk to us abbest offer 19* color televi8pm-10pm
mice Available at Murray
out what we have to
sion Exercise bicycie, ex
True Value Home and Auto
NURSE wanted for busy cent condition, best offer
offer. Applications
Hardware, North Side
to
Duties
offloe
physidares
7502560
alter
to
6pm
answer
ADOPTION An
also being taken for
Shopping Center, Murray,
la~punctures,
include
you'situation end our prayclass for those who
boratory procedures Ben- 25 COLOR Megrievox TV, KY
ers Four generations and
aren't certifxxl.
•fit package Hours cabinet, piclure, like new, SKATEBOARD ramps for
lots of love await your new- RESPONSIBLE person to
Mon - Fri , 8-5 Send re $125 Sews dorm size re- sale 753-0372
born Lees help each other sit with child, 4pm-7:30m1Hwy. 641 South
sums with references to frigeratx, 36 cu ft , 33Gel Tom and Kathy any- 1 or 2 nights a week, my
hay
Dias. LPN, SDC
P0 Box 1040-14 Murray. NO.$75 OW 82 USA din- TIMOTHY horse
time 1 800-362-2714. sparistert CM 7S3-10110,
435-4201 after 6pm
ner bet 1145. 410-2703
42071
KY
Logi and conlidenliel.
Imes ensasap

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

7"

5.00

Boats & Motors

HEALTH Aids Vending
route. Big profits. Call
American Defender, 24 hrs.
1-800-858-3933

110

6"

1

-Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers

BEIGE with wood trim,
queen size hide-a-bed,
$75. Wood dinette table
PARK RANGERS Game w/4 chairs, $75 Brown rewardens, security, mainte- diner, $20. Prince tennis
nance, etc. No exp neces- racket, never used, $60.
sary For information call Used 10 speed bike, $10.
219-769-6649, ext. 7159, 492-8840.
9arn-9pm, 7 days.
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc. We haul top
090
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
Situation
rock, rip rap. 759-1828.
Wanted
COMIC books for sale
-CUT this out and save my 436-2441.
**umber. Do house cleaning, call Betty, 474-2131, or COMPUTER, 8mhz, 40
leave message. Have meg hard drive, monochrome monitor. $500.
references
435-4567.
inSEWING iobs wanted,
cluding formal wear. COOPER tires with mileage warranty. Lifeline
753-1061
Classic 60,000 miles.
WILL babysit in my home, Monogram 50,000 miles.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX weekdays 759-1683.
Trendsetters 40,000 miles.
x DOLL HOUSE
Warehouse Tire, 400. Inreadean
houses,
WILL
CAFE
X sonable rates 437-4064. dustrial Road, Murray,
X
Exotic Dancers
753-1111.
A Hwy. 79 East Paris, Tim x
WILL do ironing in my
X Mon.'Sat. 2-12 Midnight X home. Call 474-2131, ask FRESH Kentucky Lake catX for Betty or leave phone fish, live or dressed. Murray
901-642-4297
X
Bait Co., 753-5693.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX number.

SALES person wanted Requires travel out of state.
Transportation and lodging
provided.
$300-$500/weekly. Call
502-354-9113 ask for
Rochelle.

5"

2"

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts

495
500
510
520

J.D. Williams_
Sheriff, Calloway County
060

4"

1"

TRANSPORTATION

NOTE:When paying by mail, please enclose a self-addressed
STAMPED envelope if you wish a receipt of your tax bill
payment.

020

3"

Days
Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Wanted

ked

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
iAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penod I
$1.75 per column inch =Ira for Tuesday.

SERVICES

Help

Node*

'Effective Jan 2, 1991.

For Sale Or Trade

On°

ft

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
HEAL ESTATE

010
020
025
030
040
050

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error. The Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported immediately ao corrections can be made

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
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Ileceasa•aus

FOR RENT
WAREHOUSE OR
STORAGE BUILDING
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
50x50 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
service door

753-5976

Antiques
NOW open The May Berry
Antique Mall, 114 W
Broadway, downtown MayOpen
Ky
field,
9 30arn-5 00pm, MondaySaturday 1 00pm-500pm.
Sunday 247-1979.

oggo
190

For.
Esteems

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
ow at 5001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 04 west so Johnny Robertson Road.
south so Se Halo Rood, right on Se Hole Flood 1/4
OPEN 10 Tilt F'UPI C

751-0366

PO

P/014 14401 1 0{4{-,41P,

Box 1033

AI or,

Miiitay

165 BUSHEL farm grain
wagon, 436-2434
630 JOHN Deere tractor.
pis,3 point hitch. 753-5588

lame
EquiPowe
30 06 RIFLE 753-9274 or
753-4487
ONE 30-0-6 with bushriell
scope, cese. shells One
Remington 1100 One double barrel' black powder
with power case One self
climbing tree stand Extra
hunting equipment
753-1377.
PORTABLE al meal hunting Minds for sale Can be
seen folded up for easy
carrying 435-4307 after
5pm

TIRED OF WORKING
JUST FOR SOMEONE ELSE?
CALL MIKE VASSALOTTII
I'm looking for someone who wants to earn more
money. Someone who wants to help other people. Ill
show you how to do both an•repreeentative for The
Prudential, one of America's leading financial ingottutions. Capitalise on your strengths. Satisfy your
curiosity - call rne.

Mike Vassalotti, Mgr.
3553 Park Plaza Road #2
Paducah, KY 42001
(1-800) 264-0950
Be a part of The Rock.®
An equal opportunity employer.

ThePrudenbal*
011190 111.

Prudratioil franarsaa• ramperty

Adimarias
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CLASSIFIEDS

1 lorostop(-,
sin

IMIApettateas

Services
°Owed

Far Wit
28F1 apt in Northwood
'3O521 or 753-9475
2E1R apt stove reingerator furnished. under
$3oc -no Coleman RE.
753 3e98

FEMALE black Lab, 2
yews old ivith AKC paper.
trained for duck hunting,
dog pen, 2 dog house,
automatic lerider, $250
Cal alter SOO, 7'53-3939
ask for Rick or Val

21EIR duple: on 14098 Hal$325/mo
wuJa Dr
'59 4406
2BR dupe's
ri's

• '0

a

HAVE an obedient, sale
dog kw show or hornet
Classes or prorate lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 4362858

2BR duplex carport, outside storage appl furnished. economical heat
pump system no pets, dePosit required $400imo
753-3778 or 753-5114
28R duplexes off 94 East.
$275 and $250 per month
Deposit required No pets
Cat 753-8848 before Spm
28R, partially furnished, no
pets, references and deposit required 753-8463
ALMOST new 2te apartment with gwage central
hie. appliances Quiet area
$450/mo. 753-8096 or
753-2633

5-Party
Yard Sala
All Day
Sunday
Cancel if Rains

JP's
Restaurant
Coldwater
Rd.

CLEAN 2br, central tva
w/d hook-up, no pets, 641
South 492-8634
DUPLEX at Panorama
Shores, on water, $400 upstairs. $350 downstairs per
month 355-2846
HAZEL Aponmehls, Hazel,
KY, is now renting You
must be 62, handicapped.
Or disabled New 1 and 2br
units 502-527-8574 for
more information. Equal
Housing Opportunity

14 ACRES with 825 ft. road
frontage. Hwy 783, Southwest School district 2tir, 1
bath house. 42x144 metal
bldg. tobacco barn and
base. $85,000 759-1021
or 7564939
BOB Haley Real Estate
Saes. Appraisals. Properly
lAgt RE/MAX 753-SOLD

BRICK house, 3br, LR,
den, kitchen, bar dowagers, 2large rooms,'4 bath
upstairs Abe, basement
extra large oudiudding, excellent tor anew* or craft
shop on TA acres on Hwy
04 East 3 man $77.000
753-3746

1991 CELICA GT, tilt,
cruise, paid. sun roof, are
bag 753-3975
CAR Stereo Insailleden
713-0113. Sunset Bout,vand Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio %wisest
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from IASU dorms

3EIR house, 1804 Mein St,
central gas heat, a/c,
$450/mo, on campus.
7534111 days, 753-0806
rights
FOR Rent Murray. 3br
home,2 bath, large kitchen
just remodeled. central gas
heaVair, month and a
month volsecunty deposit,
lease required, $450/mo
Cal 901-642-0784
360
For Reid
Or Lame

Barkiey
kling
Lake. Abuts state
Ideal
lands.
homesite w/protectve covenants,
County rd. frontage w/utils. Financing. CaH now
840-1158-1323.
Woodland Acres.
830a-81100.

5111 Fame
Fermi.

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/rno 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has urwts avail
able 753-2905 for more
informelion

Umbel
I apples
1991 YAMAHA Blaster.
used very few
hours 753-0402

4 et*slew

FRESH on the market, 3br
home, central gas heat
central electric aw, detached garage, kid base
ment offered at $49.500
Kopperud Realty. MLS
#4461,753-1222
GOLFER'S Dream Quality
3br, 25 bath home in Oaks
Estates Forma LR, DR,
dan, large eat m kitchen.
Just reduced from
8124,900 to $110,C00 Cal
today for your showing.
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222. MLS /4267
HOME with income Six
rooms, 3br, 2 bath,
saesned and carpeted pi
ho. all electric built-in
kitchen central h/a Secarate entrance to upstairs, 4
room and bath apt, newly
decorated for rental 1.4
acre site, reduced to
$49,900 759-1122.
JUST bawd this attractive
3br brick ranch home with
attached garage on quiet
no outlet, street Lovely
shaded backyard, offered
at $51,500. Kopperud Realty, MLS #4464,
753-1222

CHIN Calm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
&wave Center, damn

servicing 015; most repairs
$35 Nina locabon. Rouse I,
Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon Fn , 753-0530

Steely
Backhoo
Service
Slam Tank & Sows

75341156
SOUTHERLAND AND
LONG Construction Home
repairs and remodeling,
roofing, room additions,
foundation work. Free estimates No jobs to big or
too small Cal S&L Construction 753-3870 day or
night.
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
/53-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical- Cleaning Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, vanety
of 0010fs. Licensed. insured Estimate available
759-4690.
THWEATT'S Generator,
Alternator and Starter Service Route 1 Almo, KY
753-8742
LICENSED for electric and
gas. 753-7203.
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255.

TODAY'S CHILDREN like to weigh and analyze everything before
a single step. A sadden change of plan can throw them into a panic. If
taking
GERALD WALTERS
PLUMBING - Free esti- only they would 'trust their excellent intuition more often. As art lovers,
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint- mates Affordable rate
for beauty and a decided preference for the
ing Free estimates 18 Same day service AN work these children have a keen eye
Libras sometimes suffer from pangs
romance-minded
These
apricot.
color
1985 32' SPARTAN park years experience Local re- guaranteed 492-8816
complete attention at any given
mate's
their
have
to
want
They
jealousy.
of
489-2267
ferences
759-4414
model, $5,000.
stripping, moment.
REFINISHING,
after 3:30prn

1968 BUICK LeSabre 350
2-door, al angina, green
*black lop $500 obo
437-4309
1971 PLYMOUTH Saabs,4-door, 318 anger*, am,
power, no rust, very good
condemn $996 436-2759
1976 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVille, new battery and
starter, power and leather
$795 753-7271
1981 EL Camino V 6
auto smilm cassene sec
Ws. pit, tee pkg $1850
obo Call 753-0749
1983 CROWN Victoria,
very good condition, $850
382-2794 after 4.30pm,
Mon -Fri , anytime
weekends

1989 PONTIAC Bonneville
LE. loaded, sharp, one
owner, 753-5135 after
HUDSON Company Sad
2 38R home within shot fklet
dies. Bridles & Horse sup- walk to lake New appries 753 4545 759-1823, pliances. screened in front 19119 RS CAMARO. an
coweerat, parpt cruise, aft
753-6763
porch, deck $25,000
xxx mess 753-3975
REGISTERED American 762-6158 leave message
1990
BUICK LaBelle, LimSaddlebred 7 year old geld
wig, excellent btoodlines. LYNN Grove Area, 3br. 3 ited. 351mi miles, gray,
4-door. one-owner, excelpood trail horse, high spit
baths on 2 acres, 2 car
eed $1200 firm Senous garage pond beautiful lent condition, $11,300.
4368883
buyers or. 753-4728
home 435-4250 or
1980 UNCOLN Continen753-5490
tal. while exterior NoMARTIN Heights Sub, wa* interior,
Psis
1880 Mockingbird, 1988,
& guppies
purchated
31ir 2ba. gresdroom, FDA,
,
AKC Porneramen puppies 2 car garage, fenced backweb,
335-8016
sq.lt
yard,largo ds,
Never deslew
780-4118
753-1362
7 3 - 1 323
AKC yellow Labs 8 was
•d
alai 4,30
old $150 male 753 5211 SCen

nO0

CHARLIE Davidson All
types of roofing and re
pairs Torch down rubber
roofing 753-5812

1985 PLYMOUTH Voya- COLSON'S Home Repair
ger, nice 1976 El Camino, Remodeling, carpentry
sharp no rust, $2450 painting and plumbing
753-0603
436-2575 after 5pm
1986 ASTRO van, auto., CONSTRUCTION, custom
air. Cruise, 4 3L, V-6, framing additions, solar
power, excellent condition, greenhouses new homes
very clean, high miles, Tnpp Williams 753-0563
$4350 436-5610
COUNTERTOPS, custom
1990 CHEVY Astro Van, Homes trailers, offices
loaded. 44xxx mewl, navy Wulff's Recovery, kjurray
and silver 437-4902
436-5560
FULL size 1983 Chevy CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
Conversion van, arc, and Cooling Service Corn
cruse arrvIrn cassette, ex- piste installation and ser
cellent condition, $5500 vice
Call Gary at
753 9371 after 5pm or 759-4754.
weekends
DRYWALL, finishing, resot
pairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761
Used
Thai
FENCE sales at Sears
1976 GMC Serra Grand now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
4x4 480-2763
needs
1992 CHEVY S-10 pack-up
FOR bushhogging, leveling
43 liter, V-6 753-0492
dirt or gravel and seeding
RED and Miele 1978 Silver- yards, call 753-3413
ado Chevrolet truck in good
condition 753-7974 after GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work.
530prn
436-2642

40 ACRES of lop productive farmlarxf Near Sinking
white,
Springs Baptist Church and 1984 BMW 3181,
extra
Southwest Elm School 2-door, sun roof,
sal.
$4400
Must
sharp.
included,
base
Tobacco
alas
subdivision potential obo 753-7975 drys,
$49.500 IALS #3895 Con- 5pm, 753-68$5
tact Kopperud Real Estate 1984 CHEVRCCET Cava753-1222
lier, nice. dispendabie,
759-9878 or
ATTENTON Hungers 101 $1400.
acres, 9 miles west of 753-7728
Hazel, lots of deer end 19811 EAGLE Premiere LX.
turtiey. $320007561701 loaded, new Wes, well kept
400-2763

BOAR hog, 4364204.

CARPET and vinyl mak
bon and repeat Glen Belo
bee 759-1247

BRICK ti-level home in 1984 PLYMOUTH Horizon,
Southwest Vila. 3 or 4br, 2
4-door, alc, auto, 63xxx
bath. LR, DR. kitchen, util- miles 753 0521 or
garage
attached
ity, 2 car
436-2165
plus unattached garage
with second driveway
753-4985 after 5pm

KOPPERUD REALTY oiNEW 2br duplex on Northa cornplele range of
lers
wood, appliances furnReal Estate services with a NICE 3br, 2 bath w/carport,
ished, no pets. deposit rewide selection of quality screened deck, above
wired,$400mo 4365455 homes, all prices
ground pool, sewage buddalter 6prn.
753-1222
ing,, nos dog kennel on
NEW 2br dudex gas heat,
large lot in stela area,
Ltd
Properties
RE/MAX
wed hook-up, 10x 10 deck.
Pad Daisy. $46,500 489-2964
Pemn,
Bob
4058 Northwood Dr
evenings
Bob Haley, Jean Bird
$400/mo , references and
Center 502-753-SOLD. PRICE just reduced on this
Air
deposit required 753-4873
1-800-369-5780
3br brick horne on Keenalter 3 30pre
land Dr Now offered at
NEW 2te duplex, carport,
$69,900 MLS 04266 Call
appkances gas heat, deck
Kopperud Realty,
753-7457
$400/rrio
753-1222
NEW large 2br, uality room, 5 ADJOINING lots for sale
pas water heater/heat low near XY-1111111. Well and
uolities. appliances depo- septic spasm 'already in
sit $390/mo Call alter place Ideal for mobile
5pm 753-8826
home $8500/al Kopperud 1985 HONDA 250R, great
MLS*4462 cond.tion never raced,
NICE efficiency apartment Realty,
$1100 obo 753-2765.
tor rent, $190/mo , large 753-1222
living area, kitchen and FOR sale, 51. we,closet 1988 KAWASAKI Ninja
bathroom Call 762-4483 Blood River Church, $1403
75OR 43f3794
Jur ng day Of 753-7210 at firm Cal 753-8526 after
night
1992 HONDA CBR 600,
517x7
F-2, red and white, excel-AKING applications for WOODED building lots in
lent condition 753-7027.
sriction 8 rent subsidized Lynwood Heights Coy wabed&
2
3
acarrnents 1
ter, natural gas, cabieino-rs Apply Hotictsie Apes soon, 3 3/10 mass on 94
K y or call west from Murray City Lim502 437 4113 EHO
its 6% simple rawest financing available
NEW bug shields for pick
753-5841 or 753-1566
ups arid vans, foreign and
Haase
domestic, dew and smoke
For Rant
Wit$1950/es. Pidi-up bed
maw, $34 Wee. Key Auto
3.5
1004 MAIN, 2tx. 1 batr.
LOT
LAKE
Pens Hwy 121S 753-5500
carpetod, stove. refngereACRES - VAN).
tot. freezer, central his, w/d
Nicely wooded w/
hcok-up, no pets $360imo
$300 detxxiit 759-1265
access to NW29R, wld hook-up, near
downtown, no pett, referenda and deposit re7
7534463.

BULLDOZING, beckhoe,
septic system Cal Horace
Sholar, 354-8161 after
4prn

SUNDAY,OCTOBER 4,1992
horoscope, based on your own
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon
company will bill you 95
phone
Your
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788.
cents a minute.)
Ask
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE elbow grease is also necessary. to
good health
in
members
family
A
LIFE:
YOUR
OF
NEXT YEAR
home project
personal relationship could be going help you complete a
quickly.
now.
transition
of
period
a
through
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): An
Hang in there! You will have plenty
if
to celebrate in December. Welcome excellent day for travel, especially
haunt
favorite
a
to
returning
are
you
in
early
a fresh career challenge
opti1993; it will give you a chance to or your childhood home. Your
rewarded.
be
will
life
of
view
mistic
advansocial
New
style.
perform in
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
tages accrue next March. Reorgabehavior and words fall
appearance,
DomesMay.
in
finances
your
nize
Where there is
scrutiny.
close
under
tic harmony grows as summer
approaches. Attending a class a will there may be a war! Resist the
reunion could lead to renewed urge to force sensitive issues. Be
willing to compromise.
romance.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: author Anne Rice, Doing something unusual will add a
actors Charlton Heston and Clifton dash of spice to your day. There is
no time like the present to let someDavis, actress Susan Sarandon.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): one special know exactly how you
Your personal life enters a more really feel. Speak from the heart.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
rewarding cycle. Domestic stability
An out-of-town visitor adds
21):
Discuss
secure.
feel
makes children
a serious financial issue with your special glamour to a social gathering. You enjoy excellent rapport
mate or business partner.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): with friends who share your spiritual
Being a lone wolf allows you to or humanitarian interests.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.'
cover a lot of territory today. Business and social affairs are super- 19): Taking a receptive approach
charged. Do what you are drawn to. will work best today. Your artistic
Seek the spotlight late this after- sensibilities are enhanced. Encourage a lonely parent to get involved
noon.
GEMINI (May -21-June 20): with a church or community project.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Continue to cultivate close friendships. A brand-new relationship Play it smart. Continue to build rap-,
does wonders for your ego. A spe- port with that special someone you
cial introduction could lead to long- met recently. A surprising set of circumstances links you to a valuable
sought delights.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): An secret or association.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20);
average family" lifestyle may not
hold much appeal for you. It is time The emphasis today is on pulling
to grow up and meet your family together in times of uncertainty.
responsibilities. Travel in search of Attend a social event celebrating die::
achievements of a friend or relative.
knowledge,then settle down.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A sibling could make a special
Although new technology will help request.
improve your environment, some

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
1978 SAVAGE bass boat, for tree estimate.
115hp, Mercury, excellent HADAWAY Construction:
$1950
condition
Home remodeling, paint753-6679
ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
1989 15' BOMBER Scout, floor covering No job too
48hp Johnson, power trim, small 436-2052
2 depth finders, Johnson HOME Improvement Spetroffing motor, live well ciakst Vinyl siding, win$4998 759-1283
dows carports and patio
1992 22 PONTOON with enclosures. 75,3-0280.
50hp outboard 753-6742. KITCHEN CABINET REBASS Tracker, 50hp, tilt, COVERY existing doors IL
trolling motor. $2700. frames with woodgrain formica, all colors Free esti753-0663.
mates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560.
Sewage
LEE'S CARPET CLEANMend
ING. For all your carpet and
A 1 TOWN/country yard upholstery call 753-5827
estimates
mowing landscaping tree Free
trimming tree removal light Emergency water removal
hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495

custom woodworking.
753-8056.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates. Call
474-2307

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand,dirt, driveway rock. 753-4545,
753-6763.
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE.
Repair, replacement, new
installation, pumping, sewers, footings, basements.
Backhoe-loader service.
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515.

SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth
753-2674.

Barnhill.

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chnsrnan 492-8742.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL 753-1916

A-1 TREE removal & tree
trimming Light hauling &
odd jobs. Free estimates
436-2102. ask tor Luke
AA TREE trimming and
yard mowing 436-2102
oak for Paul
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling porches
roofing, concrete, drive •
ways, painting mane
nanoe, etc Free estimates
480-2303
AL'S hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates 750-1683
ANY remodeling,
painting, roofing
ences 759-1110

CUSTOM ICITCHEll GANNETS
CUSTOM woccivicakitio

AN Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

Refer-

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory Waned by 3 major
manufacturers Wet parts
in stock, on my truck Al
work and pans warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
KenrTiOre, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experiencer BOBBY
HOPPER, 4365848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, dnveways, hauling, foundations,
sic 750-4664
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service Al work guaranteed 753-1134
BRYON'S LAWN SER
VICE Free estimates
753-4591
BRYON'S Lawn Service s
Viking orders for fed leaf
peck-up 753-4501
CARPET binding and fringing Erver Custom Design
753 76 1 4
Carpets
anytime
CARPORTS kit car end
trucks Special sizes for
motor homes. boats. RV's
and ac Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hit 759-4864

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SJNI3 JRY MURRAY (Rohm, Bunny &MA

7S3tetO
-

.

8
.
41/117

111,1J011,1A11:1AJ;11:111
Service on all brands window ea conditioners
washers - dryers
freezers
reIngersiors
microwaves dislausithers peg & electric rerilles

(To order a revised and (*dosed copy of leant Dixon's bee-selling book "Yesterday. Today and Forever How Astrology Can Help You Find YOW Place in God's Plan," send S&95 plus Si postage and handling
to Dixon. do Andrews and hichkel, P.O. Boa 419150, Kansas City, Mo. 64141. Make chocks payable to
Andrews and Mck4ee1.1

MONDAY,OCTOBER 5,1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE so, be patient. Appointments and
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: important details must not be left
Reach a financial agreement with dangling.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): An
your employer or a family member
and other money matters will take opportunity to serve others will give
care of themselves. Be alert to busi- you more pleasure than you can
ness opportunities you can capitalize imagine. Help your community.
on. especially in December and next Doing something spontaneous will
April. New social or professional make any depressing thoughts vancontacts will give your career a ish into thin air!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
boost in spring of 1993. Sending off
a manuscript opens a channel to an actions speak louder than words. Be
important lource of income! Sum- cool in relationship matters. Your
mertime travel will lead to happy cash reserves get a boost when a
friend contributes to your good
romance.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON works today.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: musician Bob Geldof. actresses Glynis Johns and The focus this morning is on travel,
important business details or your
Karen Allen, golfer Lew Worsham.
ARIES (March 2I-April 19): long-range plans. You will zoom
Words spoken between friends or to ahead! Get ready to participate in a
a select group are highly informative social event tonight.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
and image-enhancing. A private
powwow will have a powerful effect 21): Feel free tq. pursue your career
and romantic aims. There is no
on a special relationship tonight.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A mountain high enough or valley
display of authority could reflect deep enough to keep you from
badly on you now. By keeping a low reaching your dreams.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
profile, you will avoid getting your
wires crossed! Be wary of becoming 19): What seems like a good finantoo involved in a needy friend's cial idea might not be, even if
friends promote it. Look beneath the
affairs.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A surface. Although it takes a lot of
day when wishes can come true! backbone to stand tall, the results
Friends may be planning a big sur- will be rewarding.
prise for you. Dress up and circulate
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
-there's a lot going on. Romance Finalize travel plans before reservations disappear. Romance becomes
is a source of delight.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): more meaningful when you act
Domestic life could have its prob- more attentive. Resolve any conlems today. Ta' i-vir time when flicts by peaceful means.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):.
making decisions. i'our business
bet. Private
Manipulative behavior will not get::
instincts are right on
dealings could spell tremendous you what you want. Refuse to give.;
in to feelings of jealousy! Put your'
financial success.
LEO (July 21-Aug. 22): Friends many talents to work on a wonderful' .•
and relatives are a source of good new project. Watch a classic movie:
news or valuable advice today. A tonight.
boss may overlook your efforts: if
TODAY'S CHILDREN: If these even-tempered and calm Libras had

,

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-KelvInator-Emereon-Brown
'AM Repairs Are Guaranteed

their way, they would only operate in an atmosphere of harmony, peace and
justice for all. Intellectually inclined, they enjoy spending time in the pursuit
of knowledge. Count on them to take great pains with their school work.

These energetic children will probably prefer tennis and swimming to rugby
or football: they hate getting dirty! Good-natured and generous, these Libras
will have many friends and admirers.

753-5341 or 753-1270

. . . Steele-Allbritten, Inc, ,..

MURRAY
Is A

FOR RENT
Mini Storage
Siz.ns
10 X20
5 X 10
j

Tim 1.100 Forma Ilsibol le Ile Uhild.

As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, nmarparents
and movers with a besket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you'
Wekonse Wagon. An American Tradition.
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Looking Back
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Today is Saturday. Oct. 3, the 277th day of 1992. There are 89 days
4ft in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Oct. 3, 1942, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
established the Office of Economic Stabilization and authorized controls on farm prices, rents, wages and salaries.
On this date:
In 1226, St. Francis of Assisi, founder of the Franciscan order, died;
he was canonized in 1228.
In 1863, President Lincoln declared the last Thursday in November
Thanksgiving Day.
In 1929, the Kingdom of Serbs. Croats and Slovenes formally
changed its name to the Kingdom of Yugoslavia.
In 1944, during World War II, U.S. troops cracked the Siegfried
Line north of Aachen, Germany.
In 1952, the situation comedy "Our Miss Brooks," formerly a
radio show, premiered on CBS-TV with Eve Arden again in the title
role.
In 1962, astronaut Wally Schirra blasted off from Cape Canaveral
aboard the Sigma 7 on a nine-hour flight.
In 1974, Frank Robinson was named major league baseball's first
black manager as he was placed in charge of the Cleveland Indians.
In 1988, Lebanese kidnappers released Indian educator Mithileshwar Singh, who had been held captive with three Americans for more
than 20 months.
Jn 1990, West Germany and East Germany ended 45 years of postwar division, declaring the creation of a new unified country.
Ten years ago: Six Israeli soldiers were killed and about two dozen
others wounded when gunmen opened fire on a troop-carrying bus on
the Beirut-Damascus highway east of the Lebanese capital.
Five years ago: Negotiators for the United States and Canada reached agreement in Washington on a framework to eliminate all tariffs
between the world's two largest trading partners.
One year ago: Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton entered the race for the
Democratic presidential nomination. South African author Nadine
Gordimer was named winner of the Nobel Prize in literature.
Today's Birthdays: Author Gore Vidal is 67. Actress Madlyn Rhue
is 58. Rock-and-roll star Chubby Checker is 51. Senator Jeff Bingaman, D-N.M., is 49. Singer Lindsey Buckingham is 45. All-star outfielder Dave Winfield is 41. Actor Jack Wagner is 33.
Thought for Today: "The worst disease in the world is the plague
of vengeance." - Dr. Karl Menninger, American psychiatrist
(1893-1990).

Tea years ago
McCuiston School Student
Body and Teacher of 1938 are
shown in picture furnished to the
Murray Ledger & Times by Bill
Mohundro.
Twenty years ago
Murray High School Band
earned a superior rating in Class
A Division at Murray Regional
Marching Band Festival at Murray State University. Joe Sills is
director and Beth Wilson and
Sarah Sams are field commanders
for the Murray band.
Thirty years ago
Claudine White, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Whitt, was
named as football homecoming
queen at Murray High School.
Her attendants are Patsy Purdom,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wells
Purdom Sr., and Janice Paschall,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L.W.
Paschall.

DEAR ABBY: My sister was driving alone on the interstate during
the afternoon on her way to a meeting in the company business car. A
lone man in a truck pulled alongside her and motioned to the front
of her car. He kept following her
and pointing to her tires, so after a
couple of miles, my sister pulled
over, thinking there must be a problem.
The man also pulled over and
came up to her side of the car. She
cracked the window a few inches,
and the man said her front right
tire was low - he'd take a look at it

for her. She said "OK," and he went
to the front of the car, returned,
saying it was low - why didn't she
come look and see. She declined,
saying she was in a hurry. Then he
made a lewd gesture and an
obscene remark, so she put her foot
on the gas and sped off. When she
got to her destination, she found
nothing wrong with her tires.
Thii man could have had a gun
and forced her out of the car. Or
had she opened her door, he could
have forced himself inside.
Abby, please tell your female
readers that they should never pull

over no matter how "nice" the vehicle or driver appears to be. Always
keep the doors locked and carry a
"Call Police" banner in case of car
trouble.
My sister was lucky, but so
many women travel alone during
the day that they could be victims of
someone insisting that he is there
only to help them.
DIANE'S SISTER IN HOUSTON
DEAR SISTER: Thank you
for a crucial reminder. Your letter may avert more than one
tragedy.
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ONE MINUTE
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CATHY
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"PtANETS HAVE LINE() UP
TO MAKE THIS THE MOST
PASSIONATE MONTH Of THE
VEAR FOR -tit-% him

(DO ki011 HAVE A
PCOME
"-5I46- he WILL BE CONFLASHLIGHT ??
TO faE,
SUMED BY A DESIRE RR
ITS TOO DARK
MV
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DEAR ART: Thanks for a lesson in billing that should be
greatly appreciated by every
farmer who ever purchased a
car ... and a cow.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from
chronic pyelonephritis, and my doctor
has indicated that if I have another attack I will be on dialysis. What can I
do to prevent this from happening? Is
there any way I can keep my disease
Mr. Ed spills his guts.
in check and avoid what appears to be
the inevitable?
DEAR READER: Pyelonephritis is
a serious, bacterial kidney infection
that, if untreated, can lead to renal
failure.
The two most important issues in
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DEAR DR. GOTT My 28-year-old
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son has seizure-like nightmares that
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TWAT'S THE FIRST TIME
I'VE EVER SEEN A TREE
TURN PALE!

339.40

4-by-4 traction drive assembly ...
884.16
Pre-delivery wash and comb
69.80
FARMER'S SUGGESTED
2,843.36
LIST PRICE
Additional dealer adjustments ..
300.00
TOTAL LIST PRICE
3,143.36
(including options)

Dr. Gott

Crosswords
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PEANUTS

THE PURCHASE
The local car dealer, who was
known to have taken advantage of
several people in the community,
informed a farmer that he was coming over to purchase a cow. The
farmer priced the cow as follows:
$499.95
BASIC COW
Shipping and Handling.... 35.75
79.25
Extra stomach
142.10
Twaone exterior
Produce storage compartment....
126.50
.-duty straw chopper
Heat/T
189.60
Four-spigot/high-output drain
149.20
system
88.50
Automatic flyswatter
Genuine cowhide upholstery
179.90
59.25
Deluxe dual horns
Automatic fertilizer attachment

This one's for everybody, from teens
to seniors! To purchase Abby's new booklet,"The Anger in All of Us and How to
Deal With It," send a business-size, selfaddressed envelope, plus cheek or money
order for 413.96 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Anger Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054. (Postage is
included.)

anour
Be

DEAR ABBY: My Scottish Rite
magazine published this article,
which may be of interest to your
many readers.
ART STROM, MODESTO,CALIF.

.
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By GARY LARSON

.
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the Red Cross. or individuals will
(eed them,families.
_ ._
West Kentucky Bible School
will open its 12th year on Oct. 4
at the home of Mrs. H.B. Taylor
on North Fifth Street, Murray.
Teachers are Mrs. Taylor, wife of
the late Rev. Taylor, former head
and chief teacher, and Roy 0.
Beaman, former teacher and present president of the school.
The total enrollment at Murray
State College for the fall semester is now at 834, according to
officials.
Elected as officers of Senior
Class of Hazel High School are
Enoch White, Eileen Paschall and
Brooksie Nell Wilcox.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Overcast, Sept.
17; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Maupin, Sept. 18; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Outland,
Sept. 21.

Dear Abby
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Births reported include a boy
Forty years ago
First Methodist Church will to Mr. and Mrs. Barney
Sept. 4; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
have groundbreaking ceremonies
for its new building on lot adja- Chester Chambers and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. M.O. Thomas, Sept.
cent to present church on Oct. 5.
Building Committee members 5; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Salley
include H.T. Waldrop, Nat Ryan
C. Lovett, Sept. 8; a girl to Mr.
Mrs.
A.F.
Doran,
Mrs.
and Mrs. 0. Guinn Herndon and
Hughes,
G.B. Scott5 and Audrey
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Sharp Houston, Sept. 9.
Simmons.
Marriages announced include
Fifty years ago
Lorraine Lassiter to Hugh HarriPrice Administrator Leon Henderson has announced that son Guthrie and Ruth Agens Carter to Pvt. Talmadge C. Riley,
nation-wide gasoline rationing
Aug. 29; Artye Faye Wiggins to
will probably start about Nov. 22
Joseph N. (Buddy) Ryan, Sept.
with a basic ration of slightly
under four gallons a week. 8.; Mary Lee Brown to Rudolph
Paschall, Sept. 9.
Rationing of rubber shoes and
Sixty years ago
boots will begin Oct. 5 in all
Who is going to feed 200 famiretail stores.
lies this winter? Somebody is.
Frosts on the nights of Sept. 27
Last winter 100 were cared for
and 28, the first this fall, did conand the number has doubled, it
siderable damage in this county
has been estimated by relief
beans
soy
some
to late gardens,
workers of Murray. The County,
and some late tobacco and corn.
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Jones selects
members of
economic group
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones on Thursday
named the eight private-sector
members of the new Economic
Development Partnership established by the 1992 General
Assembly.
Jones said creation of the partnership marks the beginning of a
new era in economic development in Kentucky.

GA ILANCOCK/LaIgot & Times photo

Richard Couch was is Murray Friday to organize the
Bull Blowout. The event, which is being co-produced by the Writ
Kentucky Exposition Center, will be held Oct. 16 and 17. Clowia
will also be performing bull fighting shows.

Promoter

Lotto drawing
to be in Hazel

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners Gerraid Boyd and Ronnre Meivro

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
TIRE
753-1111

Appointed to the board were:
T. William Samuels, president,
Maker's Mark, Oldham County;
William T. Young, chairman of
the board, W.T. Young Inc., Lexington; David Garvin, founder/
chairman of the board, Camper
World, Bowling Green; Margaret
Greene, president, Kentucky
Division, South Central Bell,
Louisville; William R. Sprague,
president, Kentucky Farm
Bureau, Union County; James K.
Phillips, chemical worker, Air
Products and Chemicals Inc.,
Calvert City; Darrell Gilliam,
executive director, Floyd County
Development Authority, Floyd
County: and Richard E. Searles,
vice president, Clarion Manufacturing Corp. of America, Walton.

101•De IN TN( U.S.A.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
1988 Chevrolet
Beretta

The Kentucky Lottery's
traveling road show will be in
Hazel tonight (Saturday) for a
live Lotto Kentucky and Pick
3 drawing at Gallimare's Fruit
Stand on Hwy. 641.
The drawing will take place
from the Kentucky Lottery's
new special events truck. The
Pick 3 machine and the L,ouo
Kentucky machine will be
brought to Hazel in the truck.
Before the drawing, the truck
will be transformed into a
stage and television studio.
The drawing will be held at
9:58 p.m. and will be seen by
the entire state by the Kentucky Lottery's statewide affiliated network.
Gallimore's Fruit Stand has
been recognized as being in
the top ten Kentucky Lottery
sales outlets in the state.
AY.

Automatic, AM/FM cassette

Classifieds work!
753-2617

Hwy. 641 South, Murray
•

— 1 to 10 kilogram

SHARP gas gun launcher
2 Th.explosion dnves a one-ton

1 With scientists a $afe
distance away In a
bunker, a mixture of
methane and air is
Ignited in one end
of a steel pipe, 14
inches in diameter
and 270 feet long,
known as a pump
tube.

steel piston toward the opposite
end of the pipe, which is fitted
with hydrogen. The piston very
rapidly compresses the hydrogen
to a pressure of out 80,000
pounds per square inch. This
destroys a coupling holding the
proectHe, and the hyd
rushes into the launch
pushing the projectile ahead
of it at high speed
Launch
tube —
155!?. bng
Combustion
4 in. in diameter
section
i

Recoil

4111E—

/

1.4.
14
.
//./

100-ton sled and track

Pump tube

100 ton sled and track

of steel mounted
3 At each end of the pump tube is a 100-ton mass
expanding gas, sliding

on a sled. The sleds absorbs the force of the
back 10 feet on their tracks. The luck" of the launch tube, is absorbed
by a smaller sled and by a container of a Jell-like substance

Scientists hope big gun
will fire supplies into space
By MICHELLE LOCKE
Aaoteacialad Press WM.,

LIVERMORE, Calif. — Sometime this fall,
scientists plan to bring out their big gun — a
cannon with a 155-foot-long barrel — and
blast a chunk of plastic into a pile of sandbags at 9,000 mph.
That's Step 1. Step 2, they shoot the moon,
ultimately hoping to create a space cannon that
will send supplies zooming into orbit as routinely as human cannonballs are shot into the
skies above traveling circuses.
"One of the reasons so many people think
this is very promising is the inherent simplicity of the design," said Jeff Garberson, a
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
spokesman. "There's nothing remarkably
sophisticated about it."
Space launches out of a gun barrel is a
notion that until now has been relegated to the
pages of science fiction — emphasis on fiction. More than a century ago, author Jules
Verne explored the idea of shooting an entire
spaceship from a cannon in "From the Earth
to the Moon?"
But what the modern-day gunners have in
mind is more practical, a 2-mite-long gun that
would hurl sturdy supplies into orbit quicker
and cheaper than space shuttles.
"The objective, of course, is very old, but
the approach is quite new," said Alex Charters, an expert on the kind of gun the Livermore team is using.
Because the experiment is just weeks away,
possibly at the end of October, team leader
John W. Hunter declined an interview with
The Associated Press. But earlier, he told the
Tracy Press newspaper the supply cannon could
be used to fire shock-resistant items such as
food, water and building materials, to help
equip a moon-to-Mars mission.
"We have to be clever. This is like having
a mule," he said. "You don't want to have a
race horse that won the Kentucky Derby running supplies over the Rockies — you couldn't
afford that, but you could afford a pack of
mules."

What Hunter has built so far is a two-stage
light-gas gun, the Super High Altitude
Research Project (SHARP). The gun has two
tubes, pump and launch, connected at right
angles in an "L" shape.
Unlike traditional guns, which use gases produced by burning gunpowder, the SHARP gun
uses lighter gases, hence its name, which can
accelerate a projectile faster.
Hunter isn't the first. to build a big gun.
After the Gulf War, United Nations inspection
teams found evidence of five giant cannons in
Iraq.
However, Saddam Hussein's weapons worked
on the ancient principle of using exploding
gunpowder to drive an explosive projectile.
SHARP's firing sequence begins in the pump
tube, with a 1-ton steel piston driven by an
explosive mixture of methane and air. The
speeding piston compresses hydrogen gas on
the other side of the pump tube, forcing the
hydrogen around the right-angle turn to the
launch tube.
The compressed hydrogen floods the launch
ing tube, bursting a coupling holding the pro- .
jectile in the gun's breech. With a huge flash
of fire, the projectile is hurled forth. In the
experiment, it will travel only about 100 .feet.
•
into a bank of sandbags.
If that works, Hunter plans to move the gun
to Vandenberg Air Force Base where it can be
fired over the Pacific. Hunter believes he can
shoot objects 270 miles into space.
Charters, a gas gun expert at General
Research of Santa Barbara and an adviser to
Hunter, said he admires the concept of space
cannons, but isn't sure it will work.
"The principle is perfectly sound and he's
looked at it very thoroughly," Charters said.
"But of course there are always practical
problems. ... I would have tried it out on a
small scale first."
Hunter, too, "is very aware that this gun
has not yet fired its first shot," Livermore
spokesman Garberson said.
Still, Charters said, Hunter has hard work
and a novel concept going for him, because,
"even Jules (Verne) didn't have an L-shaped
gun."

Calloway has
lowest jobless
rate in Purchase

C Stables
(502) 753-7702 or 753-6970 Larry Cunningham
Penny Hwy. 783(3 minutes from Expo Center) Murray
We don't just board horses...we give them a home.'

INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FREE Help In Claim Filing
For All My Clients

0
753-789
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU V. McGARY
The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to $2,0130 a month Who will pay
the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on custodial,
intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.

Over $10,000 in Prize Money
Bull Biding:"Most Dangerous" Sporting Event in America
• 50 Bulls Bucked Each Performance
• Funny Clowns including Snuffy Chancellor
• Pepsi presenting the American Style Bullfighting Competition

WEEK NIGHT SPECIALS
MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

Chicken Monterey

Cheddar Steak

=Esau
Filet Mignon Tips

UOUOR
WPSD6ini
A Team That Cores

its!
-kkokiarul

WORLD

Ow. •••••••

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's highest unemployment rate was 20.4 percent in
Elliott County, the state reported.
The lowest official rate was 2.8
percent in Oldham County.
Calloway County again had the
lowest unemployment rate in the
Purchase Area Development District and one of the lowest in the
state at 4.7 percent. Overall, the
Purchase area had a 6.7 percent
unemployment rate, topped by
Ballard County's 11.5 percent
mark.
Rates went up in 41 counties,
but 95 counties had lower rates
than in August 1991, the Cabinet
for Human Resources said Friday
in its monthly report of labor
trends.
Thirty-two counties had
double-digit rates in August,
seven more than the month
before but eight fewer than in
1991.
The second -highest rate was17.7 percent in Carter County,

11111BEIDAY
Bar-B-Q Ribs or Chicken

Book Your Group Parties Now
'Murray's Best Pleit wad Steaks Served Daily"

.
7
haw-. •V

10-ton sled and track

AP/Ed DoGsaoro

—BOAFtDING—

Murray, KY (West Kentucky

tube to speed up
the project's. The projectile
bursts through a thin piece
of plastic at the end of the
tube at 9,000 mph. It slams
into a target surrounded by
sandbags 100 feet away.
Laser phologaphs axe taken
of its flight. The hydrogen,
which has been heated by
compression and its collision
with the outside air, bursts into
flame at the end of the barrel.

Piston

Round Pen • Outside Riding Area

°Ct.161417
Expo Center)

praises,
4 itiurtircied out ot the

••••••01.11111

A-1 GUTTERS
Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Cooinurciel & Residential)

Three Bull Fights Per Performance
Ma ata•C a,A

FREE ESTIMATES

V.11.11

TICKETS
57 Advanc./58 At The

DOW

114 pas.

314-334-9668
Achenc•

Show sows at I 000,
holders will be'divvied ii 830pm10 sinew! seeing Gomm adrresson Wows go or oaks at 7 00prn

Sea. $4

70 S. tea Ilurray
amiss. from Pliglp

753-1119

Call
753-7020

year ofuse!
You can have your own
local credit card with local
billings and local answers to
your credit card questions.
Apply today! Applications
are available at all three
Bank of Murray ofVes.

That's what Bank of Murray is
all about.
Now, Bank of Murray is
introducing a new Visa and
MasterCard, with no
annualfeesfor thefirst

Banking services to fit you.

53-1893 • Member FDIC • Equal Housing Lender 121
Manor Branch -61112th St.
Kam Office - 101 S. Fourth St. is University Branch -515 N. 12th St. • S.
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O GEI - News
0OE) - NBC News at Sunrise
- Robert Tilton
DuckTales
Breakfast Show
- Classroom
Cartoon Express
Lassie
Paid Program
Bugs Bunny & Pals
Sesame Street IFI)
5-Adventures of the Gummi Bears
Augie Doggie & Friends

ABC World News

6:00 A.M.
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0- Video LP (R)
11) - Pink Panther Parade
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- Tale Spin
muppet Babies
0 Movie

o 1131) - Sesame Street (R)

8:00 A.M.

7
_ Bewitched5
A.M.

What
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7:30 A.M.
0- Bozo
▪ - Tom and Jerry Kids
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O - Looney Tunes
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- Shining Time Station (R)
- Growing Up Together (R)
€13 - Fraggle Rock
(ff) - Inspector Gadget
7:05 A.M.
▪ - I Dream of Jeannie
7:08 A.M.
- Awake on the Wild Side
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7:00 A.M.
Good Morning
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t

o CF - A.M. Weather

6:45 A.M.

0CEP CID 5- ABC World News
This Morning
- News
O
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
O - Yogi Bear
0- Paid Program
- Everyday Workout
•- Adventures in Wonderland
- Flintstone Kids

6:30 A.M.

DAYTIME

- Ag-Day
0
NI- ABC World News Now Joined in
Progress
- Kenneth Copeland
- This Morning's Business
A&E Preview
- First Business
O - Dangermouse
▪ 61 - Paid Program
Music Box
Getting Fit
James Robison
5:35 A.M.
- Torn & Jerry's Funhouse

o
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- Under the Umbrella Tree
- John Norris
Basic Training Workout
Walton•
8:05 A.M.
Little House: A New Beginning

Home

• - Alvin and the Chipmunks
- Fugitive
- Divorce Court
O - Eureeka's Castle
13) - Our Voices
CI - How the West Was Won
- Adventures of the Gummi Bears
- Body by Jake
119 - Heart to Heart
6111 - Movie

o - Donahue
0CID0 Clt - Price Is Right
o 01)- Doctor Dean
o - Joan Rivers

O cu
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CP- Maury Povich

e - Generations (13)
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9:30 A.M.
O - Morrie Melodies
o - Adventures of the Uttle Koala
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ivPiesMorning, Mickey
- 700 Club
- Worship
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Movie

•- James Bond Jr.
- Murder, She Wrote
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go - Screen Scene
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0(1)al( - Guiding

DAYTIME CONT.

11/ - Hollywood Squares
O - Flipper
- Video Vibrations

- Varied Programs
•

•- Cope
10:30 A.M.
- Classic Concentration
- Swans Crossing
- Divorce Court
- Heart & Soul: R&B
- Lunch Box
- Getting Fit
- Paid Program
•

- BodYsftloPINI
e - Paid Program
- Worship

•

•

Reading Rainbow
e - Cookin' U.S.Ar(R)
- Thirtysomething
- Fraggle Rock
- Incredible Animal Hour
-

•

•

1 1:38 A.M.

•

•

- Steve Isaacs

1 1:00 A.M.

•

12:00 P.M.
- All My Children
- Faith Daniels
0 - News
0CU
- Instructional Programming
- Rockford Files
•
- Superior Court
- Noozles
- Video Soul 03)
- Varied Programs
a
•
- Crook and Chase (R)
- Supermarket Sweep

•

2:05 P.M.

cu
•

- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse

•

•

•

•

•

•

2:30 P.M.
0

- Santa Barbara
- Saved by the Bell
e - Stunt Dawgs
- Scrabble
- Looney Tunes
(ift - Barney & Friends
•
- On Stage
01- Adventures in Wonderland

o

•

o

•

2:35 P.M.
- Flintstones
3:00 P.M.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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1 1:30 A.M.

Young and the Restless
cu - Faith Daniels
•
- In the Heat of the Night
- The Judge
(E - Shining Time Station (R)
•
- Vaned Programs
•- Shop "Ti1 You Drop
CU

- Wheel of Fortune
- As the World Turns
▪
• (ft - Oprah Winfrey
at) - Barney & Friends
- Three Stooges
0- Darkwing Duck
- Fugitive
- 825,000 Pyramid
- Underdog

•

o
o

•

•

•

so CLR - One Life to Live
Another World
0- Designing Women
e It - As the World Turns
- Movie
- Sale of the Century
O _ Muppet Babies
- Be a Star
e - Chins Beech
- Father Knows Best

-

•

•

•

•

1:30 P.M.

Lineup
Channel 34
Your Community Charmed
Twee, Oct_ 6
5:00 p m Don Farmer's
14orne Bible Studios
5:30 p.m. Homecoming
Parade Rebroadcast
Wed., Oct. 7
1000 am Homecoming
Parade Rebroadc:ast
Thur., Oct.
1000 am. Coldwater Church of
Christ
500

p.m. Cable Provioun

CABLE
VIS1111iN

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4:05 P.M.
- Happy Days
•
4:30 P.M.

5:30 P.M.
- ABC World News
Co CE
caE
Tonight

e Go - Roseanne
00Cl)- NBC Nightly News
e CID - Current Affair
0CID - Shining Time Station (R)
se CID0CIt - CBS Evening News
- Captain N and the Video Game- s
o SFuntar
masters
House
•- Batman
so - Wild & Crazy Kids
- Jeopardy!
e
- Screen Scene
O - Hey Dude
a - Captain Planet and the Plane(fi) - Where in the World Is Car teers
•
men Sandiego?
- Varied Programs
▪
- VideoPM
48- Shop 'Til You Drop
- Mickey Mouse Club
- Zorro
- Hangin' With MTV
5:35 P.M.
- Inspector Gadget
- Andy Griffith
- Acts: Children

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

MONDAY

•

- Jump, Rattle and Roll
- Hangin' With MTV
- Varied Programs
•
- Archie & Friends
3:05 P.M.
- Jetsons
•

•

task of getting her left-footed students
ready for a chanty show 1991 Rated

10/5/92

•

•

3:30 P.M.

•

- Bold and the Beautiful
- Another World
▪
- Gidget
0- Varied Programs
- Win, Lose or Draw
- Dennis the Menace
•- Movie
- Top Card
•
- My Three Sons
•

News

•

um0_ Movie
- Sesame Street (R)
e
- Club Nine*

-

•

•

M.iz
P.611
5: GID
CID 0CE1117

O - Dan Miller
El CID - Murphy Brown
▪
- Cosby Show
- Designing Women
•- Gerald°
0CE - Whore in the World Is Car- Sesame Street (R)
men Sandiego?
111
- Saved by the Bell
- Flintstones
- Rockford Files
- Tiny Toon Adventures
- MecGyvor
•
•
- Inside Edition
- What Would You Do?
- Varied Programs
- Video LP
- Cartoon Express
▪ Pink PantherParade
0-Arced
- Supermarket Sweep
•CED - Mister Rogers (R)
- B. a Star (R)
- Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop
- Kids Incorporated (R)
- Varied Programs
- Rockreft
5:05 P.M.
- Sunshine Factory
11) - Three's Company

•

U

0

al - Maury Povich

Winfrey
o - °with
Sally Jessy Raphael

•

1:00 P.M.

side- lEenvettgn
st-Ctin0
e
el

- Designing Women
III
CID - vickat
•

•

_ All My Children

•

- Happy Days

•

•

•

- Loving
- That's Amore
00T- News
COcs- People's Coun
•- Designing Women
- Gerakk)
- Kenneth Copeland
- Young and the Restless
•
• - Varied Programs
0-Movie
- The Judge
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
- Sharon. Lois & Bram's Elephant
12:05 P.M.
Show
- Movie
0 _ Movie
12:30 P.M.
0 21 - Lamb Chop's Play-Along
- News
e
- Cookin U.S.A
O - Doctor Dean
- Frugal Gourmet
0CL - Talk of the Town iLive)
- Waft Disney Presents
O CL - Days of Our Lives
- Bodies in Motion
O - Movie
- Paid Program
12, - Bold and the Beautiful
•
Worship
•
- Superior Court
11:05 A.M.
O - Littl' Bits
_ Perry Mason
- Born Lucky Series Premiere
•

•

•

•

•

Light

o - Andy Griffith

4:35 P.M.

4:00 P.M.
- Full House

•CE - Wonder Years
- Jeopardy!
- Mama's Family
- Mister Rogers (R)

•

•

•

▪
▪

- Hulk Hogan
- Goof Troop

•

•

- Press Your Luck
- Yogi Bear
- Rap CftY
- Donald Duck Presents
e - Totally Pauly
•- Super Mario Bros

•

•

•

1:35 P.M.
411 - Varied Programs
3:35 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
•MOM 1110 - General Hospital 111 - Brady Bunch

LISTINGS

5:15 A.M.
0-Enemy Among Us A 18-year-old
boy and his family struggle to cope
with the negative reaction from their
community when he is diagnosed with
AIDS. With Dee Wallace Stone, Danny
Nucci, Gladys Knight
5:45 A.M.
Pen Pals Foreign children tell their
American pen pals what life is like in
Chile. Tibet, Hong Kong and Finland_ (R)
6:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Ton Little Indians'
House
s guests at a mountain castle be1966
come murder victims one by one.

PG
- MOVIE: 'Mr. Billion' An Italian
auto mechanic inherits a fortune but
crooks are determined to keep him
from collecting it 1977
9:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Best Kept Secrets' A
policeman's wife engages in a struggle
to expose a covert surveillance operation 1984
- Sportscenter (R)
9:05 A.M.

•

•

•

•

1.1 - Sportscenter (R)
- MOVIE: 'Don't Cry, It's Only
Thunder' A medic kilns a female Army

- MOVIE:'Making of a Male Model' A Nevada rancher is packaged for

•

overnight stardom by the owner of a
Manhattan modeling agency 1983
9:15 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Separate Tables' Per-

•

•

dramas envelop the guests of a
doctor to set up an orphanage for Vet- sonal
British seaside resort 1958
names* children. 1982.
6:30 A.M.
:30
1ing
AeM•
Tal•
- 04g Animated A friendly boulder • - T•19
Earth's
10:00 A.M.
provides a magical tour of the
innards for a boy and his dog. (R)
- MOVIE: 'White Hunter. Black
Heart' A headstrong movie director on
7:00 A.M.
location Ni Africa becomes obsessed
0- Sportscentiw (R)
with killing a magnificent elephant
is
used
la - Uttle Prince Claymetion
1990. Rated PG
to retell the Antoine cle St Exupery
- MOVIE: taftild. the Immortal
classic about a young boy from another•

•

2 WKRN ABC %simile
3 WS1L ABC Harrisburg
WSMV NBC Nashville
5 WTVF CBS Nasky&
6 WPSD NBC Paducah
7 WIBJ ABC Jackson
WDCN PBS Nashville
9 WON IND Chicago
II KISI FOX Cafe Girardeso
11 MSU-TV
12 KFVS CBS Cape Girsrdesu
13 Arts and Eatertimana (MK)
11 Murray City Hall
IS USA Network
16 Nickelodeon
17 WTBS Anemia
IS Mack Ealerteinsai(in)
19 Terser Network Unions (TNT)
21 MTN Calk& NI/overt
21 WKM1 PBS *term/Mayfield
22 Nashville Network
23 Lifetime
21 Home Ulm Office (HBO
25 Cienuat

26 l'he Disney Channel
27 Music Television (MTV)
21 WCSD-TV (Calloway Coady Mehl
29 Cable News Network (CNN)
30 The Leanness Chased
31 ESPN Sports
12 WMHS-TV (Murray High School)
33 YAM
11 Merray Cablevisios
35 Tlie Weather Chased
36 Calloway County Public Library
37 If... Shemin Guide
31 Prewar Guide
39 %mew
Roars(IC)
11 Hague New.
43v-$
17 Video Ills I
4 The Discovery Chemed
19 QVC Sbopping
50 C-SPAN
SI Pleseciol Nees Network (Pel)
52 C-SPAN 2

r.:Totif

•

An archaeologist on a Mayen
planet who comes to Earth to learn Monster'
expedition uncovers a hideous, deadly
about msnkind. (R)
monster that can be stopped only by
7:30 A.M.
flre. 1960.
the
of
e - MOVIE: In the Shadow
- MOVIE:'WW. and the Diode
Sts A backstage look at the chons- Danceltings' An easygoing con men
tars of the San Francisco Opera 1991 sweet-talks his way into managing a
Anted Pds
struggkng country bend. 1975.
- MOVIE: 'Return of the Jodi'
1 1:00 A.M.
Third inatairrient of the -Star Wars'.
SUMMER and &rick& A
MOVIE:'
asps reunites Luke Skywa&er and his 0gropes for the love of
comrades for a final battle with the evil neurotic spinster
• handsome young doctor who does
Gelectic Empire. 1983 Rated PG
not share her feelings 1981
8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Club Fed' A vengeful
- MOVIE: 'Meer The Last Tan warden engineers a scandalous plot to
Duro' The Fuehrer, possessed by per- discredit a prison that caters to wealthy
Vends tes final days bar- prisoners 1990 Rated PG-13
soi
ricaded in a bunker 1973
11:30 A.M.
0- MOVIE:',kipping Out' A dunce
•_ RlIckl•
Teat Animated
Instructor is faced with the onerous
•

•

•

•

.•
-

a •
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11:15 P.M.
mother and her lover, the resulting ex- Years of the Old Farmer's Almanac
- Comedy Club Nehvork
plosion causes him to suffer irreversi- Willard Scott hosts a celebration of the
ary of the •' Farmer's
,
anniversary
200thti
ble brain damage. 1978.
11:25 P.M.
----1i4WHeart' Lies Almanac
- MOVIE:'s
•
Coustsau's Rediscovery of the
- Jack Benny: Comedy in Bloom World (R)
4:30 P.M.
designed to impress one another back12:00 P.M.
young couple during Classic footage of the funnyman in acnervous
a
on
fire
(R)
Reporters
Sports
•
state
A
11:30 P.M.
a- MOVIE:'13anzei Runner'
tion and interviews with Johnny CarIII- MOVIE:'Hanna's War' Through their fib-filled third date. 1987.
Show
Cosby
trooper tries to collar the speeders who
•Burnett.
Carol
- David L. Wolper Presents: The son, Bob Hope and
her heroic attempts to aid Allied forces,
killed his brother during a back-road
• - Nightline
JuMen's
NPC
Bodybuilding:
•
General
a
a Hungarian woman becomes martyr
race 1987. Rated NR
Umbaugh
World War II 1988 Rated PG- Murder, She Wrote Part 1 of 2. nior Nationals From Myrtle Beach, O CE - Rush
- MOVIE:'The Ugly Dachshund' during
- MOVIE: 'The Trail Beyond' A
S.C. (Taped)
13.
Smart
Get
(11
A Great Dane's belief that he's one of a
cowboy journeys to the Northwest in
- 700 Club
•
- Sanford
5:00 P.M.
litter of dachshunds causes no end of
Jedi' search of a gold mine and a missing
the
of
'Return
MOVIE:
a
- MOVIE: 'Gatos" Federal agents so - MOVIE: 'Arrowhead' Trouble Third installment of the -Star Wars" woman. 1934
problems for his owners 1966.
force an ex-con to help nab a corrupt erupts when a cavalry unit sets out to
- Motowodd (R)
- Designing Women
reunites Luke Skywalker and his •
sign a treaty with the Apaches 1953 saga
politician. 1976. Rated PG.
I.- MOVIE:'The Last Days of Pom- Dobie Gillis
comrades for a final battle with the evil •
- Crook and Chase
peii' A blind slave woman is torn be- 1111 - MOVIE: 'Pinocchio' A mariGalactic Empire. 1983.
- MOVIE: 'A Climate for Killing'
•
Italian
pupdays
elderly
an
by
the
created
in
men
onette
- L.A. Law
tween her love for two
Two Arizona cops investigate the disWorship
life
but
of
gift
pet maker is given the
preceding the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius
- MOVIE:'Stepping Out' A dance
•
covery of a recently murdered woman
9:05 P.M.
must face many tests to prove himself instructor is faced with the onerous
1984. Part 1 of 2.
who supposedly died 16 years before
worthy of becoming a real boy. 1976. task of getting her left-footed students C) - MOVIE: 'The Island' A British
- MOVIE:'A Fine Mess' Two los1991. Rated R
captive
taken
are
son
his
and
journalist
a
From
in
NASCAR
Rated
Flag:
1991.
$10,000
Checkered
show.
ready for a charity
Ws inadvertently win'
- NFL's Greatest Moments
•
in
crashing
after
pirates
modern-day
by
Wilkesboro, N.C.
PG.
fixed horse race. 1986
1980.
11:35 P.M.
Tnangle.
Bermuda
the
a - MOVIE: 'Men of Respect' A
5:30 P.M.
12:05 P.M.
- Late Night With David
•
•
young
a
P.M.
sparks
9:15
revelation
spiritualist's
- MOVIE: 'The Hatfields and the •- MOVIE: 'Rock 'n' Roll High
•
in the under- •
- MOVIE: 'Once Upon a Time in Letterman (R)
McCoys' The sparks of a mountain fa- School Forever' A student and his mobster's rise to power
- Love Connection
R
the West' Gunslingers fight to acquire
mily feud are rekindled when two mem- rock band set out to eradicate the un- world. 1990. Rated
new
a
of
route
the
along
(R)
land
of
tract
a
11:38 P.M.
Avonlaa
rofrom
Ronald
become
students
cool staffers and
bers of opposing families
transcontinental railroad. 1969
- NFL Monday Night Match-Up
Reagan High. 1990. Rated PG-13
•
- John Norris
•
mantically involved 1975.
- MOVIE: 'Barton Fink' A screen•
- Young Riders
•
- Up Close
11:45 P.M.
12:30 P.M.
control as he
5- MOVIE:'Lower Level' A female writer's life spirals out of
a- MOVIE:'Child's Play 3' A newly
6:00 P.M.
- MW Video Music Awards From
•
lowa
complete
to
tries
desperately
is imprisoned and terronzed
rejuvenated Chucky tracks his former
UCLA's Pauley Pavilion in Los Angeles
In CID0CID WO a - architect
10 Cr
budget movie script. 1991 Rated R.
by a psychotic security guard. 1991.
owner to a military academy. 1991.
Dana Carvey hosts. (Taped)
News
9:30 P.M.
- Prime Time Playhouse
•
- MOVIE: 'Supergirr Superman's O
12:00 A.M.
- Cheers
5-Star Trek: The Next Generation
7:05 P.M.
cousin battles an evil Terran sorceress
MacNeil/Lehrer
Nightline
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
for a precious stone. 1984 Rated PG
- Shake Zulu Part 1 of 5
Newshour
- Hard Copy
10:00 P.M.
Women
Designing
CE)
7:08 P.M.
- NFL Yearbook: Dallas Cowboys 0
0 - Gateway
00(I)OCCOM- News
- New Wilderness
(R)
- Duff
•
▪ - Studs
0
Leap
Cl) - Nightly Business Report
Quantum
•
▪ - Sherlock Holmes Mysteries (R)
1:00 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
- Night Court
- Rugrats
- Hollywood Insider IR)
•
- MOVIE: 'Rage at Dawn' Two •
0- Blossom
- Evening at the Improv (RI
•
- Triple Threat
detectives pose as train robbers to win
O - Patty Duke
CE•Ctt - Hearts Afire
•
- MacGyver
- Jetsons
their way into the Reno Brothers' gang.
- Comicview (R)
- Superman
- Lucy Show
O
1955.
- Unsolved Mysteries
- Nashville Now (R)
- Cornicview
- Generations
- Surfing: Junior Championships
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
- Unsolved Mysteries
•
NFL Monday Night Magazine
From Huntington Beach, Calif (R)
(r) - Presidential Debate. Presi•
- Sportscenter
- Dream On (R)
P.M.
8:00
Bill
dent George Bush vs. Governor
- Life Goes On
1:30 P.M.
•
•- MOVIE: 'Pinocchio'
OCEOCE111- NFL Football: Dal- Clinton (Taped)
- MOVIE: 'Unfaithfully Yours' An
•- MOVIE: 'Blood Feud' A small- •
- Bordertown (Ri
las Cowboys at Philadelphia Eagles •
- Club Dance (R)
town historian becomes involved in a orchestra conductor conspires to mur- From Veterans Stadium. (Live)
Mormon Tabernacle Choir
- Thirtysomething
•
murder that might be the result of a der his supposedly unfaithful wife
- MOVIE: 'Desperate
12:05 A.M.
(R)
Hero
Look:
famiFirst
two
between
fighting
1984
of
century
Choices: To Save My Child' PreFrom Brook- O - Inside Edition
Kid
'The
MOVIE:
lies. 1973.
- One in the Spirit
the
in
miere The fate of a child lies
lyn' A meek milkman becomes a prize- • _ Rush Limbaugh
•- MOVIE: 'A Cry in the Dark'
6:05 P.M.
hands of the courts when two parents
fighter after accidentally KO'ing a
Claiming that a wild dingo carried off
12:25 A.M.
the
prosover
divided
sorely
Hillbillies
Beverly
become
champion boxer. 1946.
her child, an Australian housewife is C)
National Geographic Explorer(R)
▪
pects of a bone marrow transplant.
P.M.
6:20
of
murder
Webster
tried and convicted for the
•- Stihl Timber Series:
1992.
her 9-week-old baby. Based on a true a- Mickey Goes to the United NaCounty Woodchopping Festival From
Brown
Murphy
(ft
On
•
Notes from 91.3
tions Mickey Mouse travels to New
Webster Springs, W Va. (Taped)
story. 1988. Rated PG-13
(R)
Mysteries
Holmes
Sherlock
Nations
the
United
visit
to
City
York
HamKing
Mrs.
From
and
Triathlon
Scarecrow
•- Leon's
so WKMS-FM
VVVVF Prime Time Wrestling
mond, Ind. (Taped)
6:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Every Which Way but
•
Moore
Tyler
Public Radio affiliate
Mary
National
The
•
Loose' Bareknuckle boxer Philo Bed- Family Feud
2:00 P.M.
Calloway County at
and
Soul
Video
Murray
in
•
heard
purcompanion
orangutan
his
and
doe
a - Women's Golf: British Open •Qv) - Entertainment Tonight
Morning Edition
Now
their
broadcasts
Nashville
won
FM
who
91.3
singer
•
country
the
sue
cu - News
•
•
From London. (Taped)
morning from 5 to 9,
'A Case of Deadly hearts 1978
weekday
MOVIE:
e.ach
news
•
Only
It's
Your
Life
0 - You Bet
•- MOVIE: 'Don't Cry,
Force' A lawyer wages a three-year •
_ Worship
and All Things Considered news each
Thunder' A medic joins a female Army
- Cosby Show
battle to uncover the truth behind the
afternoon at 4. WKMS airs • variety of
P.M.
10:30
doctor to set up an orphanage for Viet- Jefferson.
shooting death of a hospital worker by
to and trschtionel music.
classical.zz.
Tonight
t
namese children. 1982.
Entertainmen
_
•
- Murphy Brown
•
police officers 1986.
5-9)on Evening Clanks
(Oct
week
Next
2:30 P.M.
• - Wheel of Fortune
- MOVIE: 'it Happened One 0- Kojak
WI(MS will feature:
PM)
7
(M-F,
Hall
Arsenio
young
A
River'
'Red
- MOVIE:
- In Search Of...
Night' A newspaperman shields a run- •
The St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
man and his stepfather clash over the •
- Green Acres
_ Rugrats
away heiress from her father's agents •
with MIMIC( Roscoe Lae Browne in a
route of a crucial cattle drive in this Ho- a - Baby, I'm Back
in this Oscar-winning Frank Capra clas- •- Baby, I'm Back
performance of Wagner'. Overture to
ward Hawks classic 1948 .
sic 1934
- MOVIE: 'Black Magic Woman'
•
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
Mie Meistersinger von Nurnberg-,
to
Goes
the
by
Deeds
plagued
'Mr.
•- MOVIE:
•- PBTA Billiards: Los Angeles An art gallery owner is
- Lip Service
Schwa/miner's New Mooting for the
Championship supernatural after ending an affair with
Town' Frank Capra won his second
Women's
-Open
- Schaap Talk (Live Phone-In)
and Strauss's 'Thus Spoke ZarBest Director Oscar for this tale of a
a seductive patron. 1990 Rated R
(T•Plid)
- Beyond the Headlines
small-town man who inherits $20 mil- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour (R)
adman.' (Mon.)
- Father Dowling Mysteries
•
6:35 P.M.
lion end reluctantly moves to ManhatThe Detroit Symphony, Neenti Urn,
- Sportscenter
go - MOVIE: 'Bob & Carol & Ted &
tan 1936.
- Sanford and Son
•
conductor. performing(wick's SymAlice' Two couples decide to take a 5-Worship
- We Think the World Is Round cue from the sexual revolution and ex3:00 P.M.
phonic Sketch No. 1, 'Jubilee'; Pima's
10:35 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Savage' When An animated story of the discovery of change spouses 1989
Symphony No. 4; and Beethoven's Sym00 - Tonight Show
fighting erupts, a white man raised by the New World through the eyes of the •
- Songs of Praise
phony No 5 in c. (Toes.)
Maria
Santa
the
Sioux Indians finds himself torn be Nina, the Pinta and
P.M.
8:30
The Chicago Symphony with soloist'
his loyalties. 1952.
7:00 P.M.
11:00 P.M.
Love lk War
Sarah Gulag, violin: Alertly,' Horne.
•
=CD
- MOVIE:'Fear Stalk' A success- amaGE- Young Indians Jones •
•
mezzo-sopirsacc and the Chicago Sym- Dick Van Ditto,
OCEOCUID- Naves
ful TV executive becomes the target of Chronicles Part 2 of 2
Affair
Current
saA
•
D'Artgalo
Vino,
of
Selling
phony Cholas. performing Pmthofieffs
ina psychopath's deadly game of terror- Fresh Prince of 15•1- Air
- Divid L. Wolper Presents The
tirical look at the campaign system as a•
Symphony No. 1 in D. lilesdalssohe's
ism 1989
ID Cl) are - Evening Shade
General (R)
New Jersey mobster runs for office
Violin Concerto in e; and•Cakbrstion of
3:30 P.M.
- Fell Fashion
Cl)•
_ Faith, Hope and Clarity
•
- Equalizer
•
America's 500th anniversary in tong.
naive
A
Fresienan'
a- MOVIE:'The
- Profile. in Survival The increas•
- Mister Ed
P.M.
9:00
(Wed-)
film student is roped into working for
ing cancer survival rate and how survi- Midnight Love
The Cleveland Ordwars and Si string
I- D grit - North•rn Exposure •
mobster who bears an uncanny re- vors are leading productive lives. •(
•
- MIller & Company
crane performing Hark's Symphony
semblance to "'The Godfather" 1990. Guests. actors Eileen Brennan, Steve •(I)- Whigs Over the Work!
•
_ China Beech Part 1 of 2
No. 12 in Ft; Martina's Cameron for Sarin*
- News
Rated PG
Allen, Tracy Nelson. sever Dick Foley. •
Vol MW Raps
With
Children
Quartet. and Beethoven's Symphony No
McGavin
- Married
Host: actor Darren
•
4:00 P.M.
a - Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
5 in c. (Then )
CE192t- Nature: Realms of the •- Lovejoy
•
a - Scholastic Sports America
e - Recovery Line (R)
Part
1
Premiere
Samson
Baer
C R Hunt hosting•special fundraising
Russian
- Dragnet
- MOVIE: 'Mr. Billion' An Italian
of entertaining ordiestml worts
evening
11:05
P.M.
AfTWiCal
to
Listening
auto mechanic inherits a fortune but of 3
(21) •
vengea
When
'Petrick'
MOVIE:
p
•
2
of
2
Part
_
Bullets
him
Encore. (Fri.)
Sweating
Qassicel
ace
keep
to
on
200
crooks are detentened
- American Celebration:
ful men electrocutes his promiscuous
from collecting it 1977
•
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ecuttve director of KET.
7:00 P.M.
his damaged robotic playmate. 1988.
111 - Larry Sanders (R)
- MOVIE: 'Goodbye Charlie' A emalicuill- Full House
- MOVIE: 'Prayer of the Rollero - Quantum Leap
woman-chasing playboy is shot by an
boys' A teen-ager infiltrates a gang of
911
• - Rescue
irate husband and is reincarnated as a ▪ cE)
futunstic drug pushers in hopes of shut•CID - Word on Words
ting down their operation. 1991 Rated
al- MOVIE:'Big Man on Campus' A girl. 1964.
0-MOVIE:'Stalk the Wild Child' A R.
psychology student is assigned to
3:45 P.M.
study the behavior of a troll-like cam- al- MOVIE:'Hot Stuff Three Miami behavioral psychologist attempts to
- Liquid Television
5:15 A.M.
pus denizen 1989 Rated PG-13
A
Hum'
cops entertain an endless wade of cri- civilize a boy who was abandoned in •- 700 Club
al- MOVIE:'U2 Ratde and
minals when they set up an undercover the wilderness as a small child. 1976. S - Worship
chronicle of the Irish supergroup's
11:05 A.M.
S MOVIE:'Steel Dawn' A futuristic
1987 American tour 1988 Rated PG- al- MOVIE:'The Last Days of Pom- fencing operation. 1979. Rated PG
9:05 P.M.
swordsman seeks vengeance on the
13
peii' The people of Pompeii race to es4:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'OCkijks: Forbidden
1987.
mentor.
his
killed
who
warrior
cape the destruction brought on by the o - Monster Truck Challenge (R)
6:00 A.M.
Subjects' The need for vengeance
-Biography
•
propels an embittered vice cop into the
- MOVIE: 'Corvette Summer' eruption of Mt. Vesuvius. 1984, Part 2
P.M.
4:30
- Murder, She Wrote Part 2 of 2 depths
•
_
of Los Angeles' drug and slavWhen a customized Stingray is stolen, of 2.
NFL Yearbook: Deriver Broncos 1111 - Get Smart
ery underworld. 1989.
the owner takes up a wild chase
11:30 A.M.
(R)
- Sanford
through the Nevada desert to get his 0-Puss'n Boots Animated. A cat is•- Incredible Ida East/ Ida Early
- MOVIE: 'Father's Little DiviCondi- dend' A man's expectations of a life of
car back 1978 Rated PG
transfomied into a man when he dons a comes to the rescue of a widower with 0- MOVIE:'Papa's Delicate
tion' A tippling Texan throws his
- sportsc•ntar (R)
magical pair of boots 01)
four children who desperately needs a household into financial chaos when he ease following his daughter's mamage
single
A
'Obsessed'
MOVIE:
6:30 A.M.
nanny With Ed Begley Jr. and Jackee. buys the local pharmacy as a hideout are shattered when the young woman
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the work of the devil 1991
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7:08 P.M.
gunslinger rounds up his fellows to res- some young dragon. 1983. Rated NR.
- Duff
- Inside the PGA Tour
cue a kidnapped comrade in the first
- MOVIE: 'The Group' A story of
7:30 P.M.
sequel to "The Magnificent Seven."
eight college girls who graduate from us MOMS- Doogie Howser,
1966
- Oh Brother
Vassar in 1933 and what happens to M.D.
1:00 P.M.
- Vol MTV Raps
them for the next six years. 1966.
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A
Lost
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The
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•
Playoffs: American League Cham5:30 P.M.
a - MOVIE:'Child's Play 2' The de- 00 F - Late Night With David would-be novelist researches the mapionship Series Game One. Teams
Letterman
terial for her latest effort in the slums of no - Up close
vilish doll comes back to take possesto Be Announced From the home of
Los Angeles. 1977.
- Arsenio Hall
sion of a young boy's body and soul
6:00 P.M.
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O - Superman
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Special
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music
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- Mary Tyler Moore
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'Sweetheart
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_ Unsolved Mysteries
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cover-up
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Humphrey Bogart (R)
Best Director Oscar for this tale of a
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1908 Greece, a Turkish spy tracks the
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mysterious activities of a visiting British
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O - In Search
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when his half-dingo pet reverts to its
wild heritage 1982 Rated NR
- Bordertown (R)
- MOVIE: 'Johnny Be Good' A
hotshot high-school quarterback is
wined and dined by an endless succession of college football scouts 1988
- MOVIE: 'Five Days One Summer' While vacationing in the Alps, a
middle-aged man and his attractive
companion examine they relationship
1982

MOVIE: 'A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum' In
ancient Rome, a clever slave plots a hilarious and ingenious escape from his
master 1966

neighborhood war (R)

•

gp - Triple Threat
- Jetsons
- Unsolved Mysteries
MOVIE:'Stepping Out' A dance
e- In Good Faith
tact An American Indian view of their
1:00 P.M.
instructor is faced with the onerous
early encounters with Europeans
11:35 P.M.
48 -MOVIE:'Alice to Nowhere' Two task of getting her left-footed students
- On Stage
Australian criminals intent on retrieving ready for a charity show. 1991. Rated
ED 0 IT - Late Night With David
Letterman
fit - Dream On (R)
a stolen opal necklace pursue a young PG.
1 of2 across the outback 1986 Part a - MOVIE:'The Rocketeer' An ace
woman
119 - Arsenio Hall
10:00 P.M.
pilot becomes the quarry of Nazis and
US
6
11:38 P.M.
OIGEBTOOTO
other nestles when he finds an experi1:30 P.M.
- News
fla - John Norris
on a comic
- MOVIE: 'Murder in Movieland' mental rocket pack. BasedRated
.1) - Highway
T - Nightly Buyiness Report
•
12:00 A.M.
PG.
to Hol- by Dave Stevens. 1991.
comes
lawyer
country
smart
A
gp - Night Court -12:05 A.M.
U I - Hard Copy - -- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
actor who
famous
a
defend
to
lywood
_ Evening at the Improv (R)
- Rush Umbaugh
0 T - News (A)
- Sportscenter
has confessed to murder 1973
(f) - MacGyver
- MOVIE: 'The Hanoi Hilton'
- To Be Announced.
- Life Goes On
•
High
Roll
'n'
'Rock
MOVIE:
American prisoners of war pull toO - Lucy Show Part 1 of 2.
- Studs
- MOVIE: 'Paradise' A shy boy
Forever' A student and his
School
intheir
survive
to
an
in
effort
gether
O - Generations
- American Justice IA)
the un- helps a young couple mend their troueradicate
to
out
set
band
rock
1987
@II - Club Dance (Ft)
- MOVIE: 'Altered States A re- ternment in North Vietnam son of a cool staffers and students from Ronald bled relationship. 1991.
- MOVIE: 'Schizo' The
•- Thsrtysornething
search scientist uses dangerous self- MOVIE: 'California Suite' VigReagan High 1990 Rated PG-13.
returns to his
€13 - One Night Stand: Dana Gould experimentation to solve the riddle be- murdered archaeologist
nettes of several couples spending the
Sports Today
College
Black
Yugoshaunted
a
-dig
father's last
Comic Dana Gould discusses life (R)
hind man's origins 1980
weekend in a resort hotel create co2:00 P.M.
lavian monastery 1990 Rated R
- MOVIE: 'Young Mr. Uncoln'
medy sketches about human nature
- Patty Duke
- Thoroughbred Digest
12:15 A.M.
John Ford's sUrnrwg account of the 16th e - CornicviEnv (R)
1978
president's early legal career 1939
- MOVIE: 'Three the Hard Way' 0- MOVIE: 'Enigma' An American
- Lifestyle Magazine
- Nashville Now (R)
a
in
embroiled
Three friends join forces to smash an in East Berlin becomes
- Speedweek
- Unsolved Mysteries
6:05 P.M.
organization plotting racial genocide plot to kill Soviet dissidents 1982
- Scarecrow and Mrs. Kin.
- MOVIE: 'Dusty' An elderly
Beverly Hillbillies
a
2:15 P.M.
- MOVIE:'The Buddy System' A shepherd faces a difficult decision 1974 Rated R
- MOVIE: 'The King and l' A wilonely kid tries to play matchmaker be30
.M.
Pd
6:Iy
Feu
CE - Fami
dow and her son arrive in Siam to tutor •
tween his single mom and a would-be
CID - Entertainment Tonight
the King's many wives and children. •
novelist and gadget inventor 1984
1956. Rated G.
- News
- Worship
- You Bet Your Life
2:30 P.M.
10:20 P.M.
mei' While vacationing in the Alps, a al- PGA Golf: Las Vegas Invitational
- Cosby Show
- Making of the Fisher King A
middle-aged man and his attractive Second round. (Live)
- Jeffersons
behind-the-scenes look at the thought
relationship
their
companion examine
5:00 A.M.
- Murphy Brown
- MOVIE:'Dominick and Eugene'
provoking comic fantasy (R)
4111- MOVIE:'Audrey Rose' A couple 1982
- Wheel of Fortune
A med school student finds himself ▪
10:30 P.M.
9:05 A.M.
learns that their 1Z-year-old daughter is
torn between caring for his mentally a - In Search Of...
T - Cosby Show
•
the reincarnation Bf a child killed in an
- MOVIE: 'The Boy in the Plastic handicapped brother and continuing his •
- Bullwinkle
ST - Hard Copy
auto accident 1977. Rated PG
Bubble' A boy born with an immunity education. 1988. Rated PG-13
- Love Between the Sexes
an
- Entertainment Tonight
in
▪
live
to
forced
- MOVIE: 'The French Connec- deficiency is
P.M.
3:00
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
- Street Justice
tion II' New York cop -Popeye" Doyle incubator-like environment 1976
- MOVIE: 'The Last Day' An ex- Big Picture
- Arsenio Hall
arrives in Marseille to break up a multi9:30 A.M.
gunfighter defends his town against the a - Church Today
million dollar narcotics ring 1975.
- Green Acres
- sportscenter
Dalton gang. 1975
6:35 P.M.
- Desmond*
5:30 A.M.
6- MOVIE:'Daughters of Privilege'
A.M.
10:00
and Son
Sanford
The
so
Mates'
'Running
MOVIE.
as
- MOVIE: 'W.W. and the Dixie
- MOVIE: 'The Missouri Brooks' The daughter of a Florida newspaper
battle is joined between love and poli- Dancskings' An easygoing con man
P.M.
6:45
involved
romantically
becomes
mogul
Mona
by
hired
is
A free-lance lawman
tics when an outspoken author be- sweet-talks his way into managing a
- College Football: Colorado at
thief and with her father's archenemy. 1991
horse
a
corral
to
rancher
tana
comes a presidential candidate s fian- struggling country band 1975 Rated
al- MOVIE:'Talent for the Game' A Missouri From Columbia, Mo (Live)
his gang 1976 Rated PG
cee 1992
PG
professional baseball scout searches
7:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Final Impact' A former
for a new pitching talent before his job
A.M.
6:00
0- D•tta
CID
0
an
Oscars.
train
CID
Seven
II
agrees
to
'Patton'
champion
MOVIE:
kickboxing
•
is phased out by the front office. 1991.
- Sportscenter (R)
up-and-coming fighter for a title match •
including Best Picture, went to this ac- Rated PG.
6:30 A.M.
1991 Rated R
count of Gen George S. Patton's colorGrffere
- Top Cops0
0CT
4:00 P.M.
ful career ckiring World War II. 1970.
•- Sportscentsr (R)
- Tennessee Crossroads
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour (A)
▪
•
- MOVIE:'The Buddy System' A 0- MOVIE:'KISS Meets the PhanRated PG.
- Sportscertter
7:00 A.M.
Must Bo lonely kid tries to play matchmaker be- tom of the Park' A vengeful scientist
Gods
'The
MOVIE:
•
•
- Worship
orniAn
•- MOVIE: 'Scavengers'
and two stranded tween his single mom and a would-be uses cybernetics in an effort to destroy
thologist and his former lover take Crazy II' A Bushman
10:35 P.M.
of comic mos- novelist and gadget inventor. 1984
series
a
suffer
physicians
the costumed members of the rock
flight after KGB agents mistake them
USX - Tonight Show
desert.
Kalahari
the
in
4:25 P.M.
edventures
group KISS. 1978.
PG-13.
1988
Rated
spies
for
- Love Connecdon
1990. Rated PG.
Three •
*Pleasures'
MOVIE:
111
- Shnpsons
sportscenter (R)
• - Night Court
women live out their romantic fantasies
:00 A.M.
- Real West
new
13-year-old
A
Friends
Just
0- MOVIE:'Affairs of the Heart' An
Murder, She Wrote
0MOVIE:'Breakfast at Tiffany's' over a summer vacation. 1986
al
local
with
friends
the
becomes
kid
@luring advice columnist erners the
A young woman lives by her wits and
4:30 P.M.
•- Get Smart
gems of love after meeting•handsome tough. (R)
- MOVIE: 'Quest for the Mighty •
- Sanford
ap - MOVIE: 'The Buddy System' A charm end chose, the blues by visiting
athlete 1992
Sword' The son of Ator returns from •
lonely kid tries to play matchmaker be- Tiffany's. 1961
- MOVIE:'Barefoot in the Park' A
VI:00 P.M.
of
story
A
- MOVIE:'The Group'
exile to avenge his father's death and conservative young attorney and his
tween his single morn and a would-be
• - IliNA•S•H Part 1 of 2
eight college girls who graduate from recapture his kingdom. 1990 Rated uninhibited bride try to adjust to mar novelist and gadget inventor 1984
Vassar in 1933 and what happens to PG-13.
al CID - Pfighthne
nod life in New York City 1967
7:30 A.M.
them for the next six years. 1988.
'The Magnificent
MOVIE:
GID - Current Affair
Kentucky Afield (Live Phone
S - Sportseenter (R)
Seven' A band of gunfighters is hired In)
11:30 A.M.
NO - Our Century: Warrior (Ft)
A.M.
8:00
al - Equalizer
al- Velveteen Rabbit Animated The to protect a Mexican town from out- ap - Crook and Chase
111 - MOVIE: 'Sixth and Main' A tale of a velveteen bunny, transformed laws 1960
- Mister Ed
- LA. Law
•
would-be novelist researches the me- by a little boy's love into a real rabbit
5:00 P.M.
- Midnight Love (R)
- MOVIE: 'Used Cars' A fast
•
lons'for her latest effort in the skims of
(R)
Halloween Is Orinch Night Ani- talking used-car salesman goes to
•
- Miler & Company
1977
Los Angeles
mated Whoville fears that the Gnnch is outlandish lengths to prevent his late
12:00 P.M.
- Chew Beech
•
- MOVIE:'Defending Your Life' A
cause of 8 windstorm on Hallow
the
boss's car kit from felling into evil
A
Clover'
Deity
'Inside
MOVIE:
- Vol MTV Raps
heavenly panel recounts a iieceased 0hands 1980 Rated R
ap - Women's College Volleyball: yuppie's humdrum history to decide Hollywood starlet struggles to fit into eon
- Inside the Senior PGA Tour
- Young Riders
Long Beech State vs. Pacific (Taped) whether he Pies earned eternal happi- the show business society of the •
_ Sullivan.
5:30 P.M.
•- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
ness or another shot at life 1991. 1930s 1966
- MOVIE:'The Flight of Dragons' •
- For Bettor or for Worse: Good
7:05 P.M.
Rated PG
0 - Campbells
Animated A young time traveler helps for Nothing Foriey the family dog •
Zulu Pon 4 of 5
Shelia
8:30 A.M.
11:05 P.M.
a medieval kingdom defeat evil forces proves it isn't a "good for nothing"
7:08
- MOVIE: 'Tlwi Oklahoman' A 1983
P.M.
_ Inside Edition
when it saves Michael on Halloween
pioneer doctor protects an Indian from
Duff
•2- Den9orous Curves (R)
- Auto Racing: Lowes 180 Stock •
- Up Close
swindlers 1966
11:30 P.M.
Car From North Wilkesboro, N C (R)
7:30 P.M.
6:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'The Beet Man' Two
•
a crecull- Room for Two
- Nypedin.
1t
DOCID00
politicians compete for the endorseOCI)00C
12:05 P.M.
ai al)- Rhythm and WWII
CD - who* Goldberg
•
News
ment of an ex-president in their rocs for
MOVIE:'High Risk' A filihmaker
alRush Umbeugh
ip
gpmecit- Major League Baseball
the nomination Based on Gore Vidal's enlists three unemployed friends to 0CID - Cheers
MOVIE 'Rodeo King and the play 1984
MacNeil/Lehrer Playoffs: American League Chamhelp him rob a wealthy drug runner
pionship Series Game Two Teems
Senorita' A two-fssupd rodeo rider unNewshour
9:00 A.M.
1981
to Be Announced From the horns of
covers • plot to bankrupt his employWomen
Designing
_
A
Edge'
•
al
the
on
'Out
MOVIE:
the Eastern Division Champions (Live)
12:30 P.M.
er's Wild West show 1951
- New Wilderness
troubled teen-eger is unwillingly corn a- MOVIE:'PAatewan' A fact-based
- Tennessee Otrtdoorernen
up
•_ Designing Women
centreatment
minted to a behavioral
account of the conflicts between a •- Quantum Leap
Martin
•- Doble Gillis
ter 1989
- Adventures of Pete and Pete:
growing coal miners' union and the
- Sueerrnan
- MOVIE: 'Bettie Circus' An
Apocalypse Pete Little Pete and his
411 - 8portsceriter (R)
Virgi1920
West
in
bosses
stubborn
nurse
a
American Army surgeon and
- Cornicview
dad engage Mr Hick'e in an all-out•
nia
Sum.
1987
'Five
Days
MOVIE
One
fat in love dieing the Korean War
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THURSDAYcon
:•

k dance
merous
tudents
Rated

An ace
izis and
aspena comic
I PG

J

te' Vigling the
late conature

•- Studs
gp (ID - Rush Limbaugh
MOVIE: 'One Million Years gp - Wildlife Mysteries (R)
B.C.' Ray Harryhausen's special ef- MOVIE:'less Than Zero' A colfects highlight this prehistoric saga of lege student's visit home opens his
love and lust at the dawn of time eyes to how deeply his friends are in1966.
volved in LA's affluent drug underworld 1987
- Designing Women
- Patty Duke
O - Dobie Gillis
- Motorcycle Racing: AMA Camel •- Comicview (R)
Series From Springfield, Ill (Taped)
- Nashville Now (R)
61:1 - Unsolved Mysteries
11:35 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Big Slice' Felono cu - Late Night With David
ious field research leads two aspiring
Letterman
crime novelists to a pair of larcenous
ge - Arsenio Hall
and their stolen mob loot. 1990.
ladies
CD - MOVIE: 'Scenes From a Mall' Rated R
An affluent couple exchanges startling
revelations and barbed comments on eD - Bordertown (R)
- Songs of Praise
their 16th wedding anniversary 1990

o-
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psychologist touches the lives of four
typical suburban women 1962.
CD - MOVIE: 'Sheena' An American
TV producer falls in love with a jungle
queen out to save the throne of an African kingdom. 1984. Rated PG.
- MOVIE:'The Apartment' An ingratiating office worker comes up with
a novel scheme to climb the corporate
ladder in this Oscar-winning Billy
Wilder classic. 1960

- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
- Loft TV Comics Williams & Ree
•
perform skits with Jack Mayberry,
Cheers
0
0
Mike Veneman, Rob Pyle and Susan
O (L - Mysteryl: Maigret Season Smith
Premiere Part 1 of 6.
5- First Look: Hero (R)
CD - Edge (R)
gp - Duff
1:30 P.M.
e - Wildlife Mysteries (R)
CD - Freddy Speaks A behind-theeD - MOVIE: 'Murder on the 13th
go - MOVIE:'Silhouette' A business- scenes look at the making of the horror
Floor' A young man is found in a murwoman witnesses a murder while classic, "Freddy's Dead: The Final
der victim's room minutes after the killstranded in a small Texas community. Nightmare." (R)
ing took place. 1974.
1990
10:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
- Mary Tyler Moore
EICIDOGESOC100306115
- Video Soul (R)
•
- Speedweek (R)
gp (ID - News
- Health Care in Kentucky InIN
2:30 P.M.
12:05 A.M.
11:38 P.M.
CI)- Nightly Business Report
terviews with consumers, insurers and
Las Vegas Invitational
Golf:
PGA
elLimbaugh
Rush
•
- Night Court
Gil- John Norris
providers of health care, and a discusRacer' An in- Third round. (Live)
'Downhill
MOVIE:
(R)
Improv
the
at
Evening
solusion of problems and possible
12:00 A.M.
2:45 P.M.
jured teammate gives an aloof ski bum
- MacGyver
tions
- Hard Copy
O
the golden opportunity to race in the le- MOVIE:'Banzai Runner' A state
- Nashville Now
- Lucy Show Part 2 of 2.
- News (R)
Olympics. 1969
trooper tries to collar the speeders who
- Generations
- MOVIE: 'Ski Lift to Death' A
- Hawthorne Communications
sp
killed his brother during a back-road
number of people, who are trapped in CD - Club Dance (R)
race. 1987 Rated NR
two derailed ski-lift gondolas, await
- Thirtysomething
rescue. 1978.
go - Inside the NFL
With a Gun' A
'Heaven
C* .M
'H
3:
- MOVIE:
- MOVIE:'Crackdown' An Ameri- Sportscenter
peace-toying preacher's past threatens
can DEA agent joins forces with his Pe410 - Scarecrow and Mrs. King
ruvian counterpart to extradite a drug
picnic which affect the lives of five peo- to disrupt his attempts to bring some
CD - MOVIE: 'Double Trouble' Musto a troubled Western town
6
solidarity
kingpin back to Miami. 1990. Rated R
ple. 1956.
law
the
of
side
either
twins on
el- MOVIE:'Meet John Doe' Frank clebound
9:05 A.M.
reluctantly join forces to smash a jewel
5:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Desperate Lives' A
Capra's classic account of the hubbub
smuggling ring. 1991.
'Fun With Dick and high-school guidance counselor takes
- MOVIE: 'A Question of Guilt' Q) - MOVIE:
created by a fabricated news story
A middle-class couple that lives action when a teen-ager and his sister
(11) - Worship
When her child is discovered dead, a Jane'
about a public suicide in protest of the
resorts to crime to keep up get hooked on drugs 1982
lavishly
has
lifestyle
P.M.
personal
her
1941.
finds
10:05
affairs.
woman
sad state of world
Joneses 1977
the
with
ID- Medal of Honor: Korea True sto- great bearing on the case. 1978.
- Father Dowling Mysteries
9:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Teen Witch' A drab
diswho
soldiers
109
Teach
of
Movie:
e
ries
American
30-Minut
The
Dead:
CD
MOVIE:
'Freddy's
CD
student uses her magical powers to
Final Nightmare' Freddy's plan to played tremendous courage during the Medical students practice on lifelike an- go - Sportscenter (R)
win the boy of her dreams. 1989
droids. Story by Isaac Asimov. (R)
spread deadly dreams to the world's Korean War. (R)
9:45 A.M.
Rated PG-13
Elm Streets leads to a showdown with
10:30 P.M.
6:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'U2 Rattle and Hum' A
- 30-Minute Movie: Teach 109
his own offspring. 1991
go (2)- Cosby Show
- Crazy About the Movies: Jes- chronicle of the Irish supergroup's fa
Medical students practice on lifelike an- MOVIE:'The Apartment' An in- de
sica Lange: It's Only Make-Believe A 1987 American tour. 1988 Rated PG- Hard Copy
droids Story by Isaac Asimov (R)
gratiating office worker comes up with
portrait of actress Jessica Lange, in- 13.
Cl) - Entertainment Tonight
a novel scheme to climb the corporate
with
interviews
and
clips
film
cluding
11:00 A.M.
- Highlander: The Series
ladder in this Oscar-winning Billy
- MOVIE:'The Quest' Two brothco-workers and friends. (R)
0- MOVIE:'Desire Under the Elms'
- Arsenio Hall
Wilder classic. 1960.
ride the frontier in search of their
6
7
s
9
1r
e
(R)
Sportscenter
S
fathera
Eugene O'Neill's drama about
- Green Acres
who was kidnapped by Indians
sister
CD - Joy of Music
son conflict in harsh 19th-century New
6:30 A.M.
gp - Love Between the Sexes (R)
8:30 P.M.
1958
England
go
Sportscenter (R)
111 - MOVIE: 'Double Trouble' MuseD - MOVIE:'Silver Streak' An editor
- wings
MI CI
clebound twins on either side of the law
7:00 A.M.
a cross-country train ride encounCD - Flying Blind (R)
- MOVIE:'The Detective' A lova- on
reluctantly join forces to smash a jewel
- MOVIE:'Made for Each Other'
a love affair, a murder plot and a
ters
amateur sleuth to
- Dick Van Dyke
smuggling ring. 1991. Rated R.
Two urban misfits find one another dur- ble old priest turns
wild police chase. 1976.
art
priceless
of
theft
the
investigate
Matter
the
of
go - Heart
CD - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour (R)
ing a series of revealing encounter ses4:15 P.M.
treasures. 1954.
gp - MOVIE:'Silver Streak' An editor sions 1971. Rated PG.
9:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Best of the Best' Five
_
Two
Town'
'Boom
MOVIE:
encounride
a
train
on
cross-country
Primetirne Live
- Sportscenter (R)
rough-and-ready wildcatters attempt American martial artists face their big- Rod Riding Hood and Goldilocks
411 11(I)- First Person: Total Expo- ters a love affair, a murder plot and a
create an empire in the Texas oil in- gest challenge against the South Koto
Animated. Meg Ryan narrates two
sure: Privacy and the Press Maria wild police chase. 1978.
rean champs in the 1988 Summer
dustry 1940.
Worship
ID(R)
classics.
children's
Shrivor looks at the way private and
Suite' Vig- Olympics 1989. Rated PG-13.
'California
MOVIE:
public people become victims of press
0- MOVIE:'Silver Streak' An editor
10:35 P.M.
nettes of several couples spending the
4:30 P.M.
scrutiny. Carol Burnett, Doha Burke and CD 111 CE)- Tonight Show
on a cross-country train ride encounweekend in a resort hotel create coon the Nile' AgaArthur Ashe talk about their experi- go - Love Connection
ters a love affair, a murder plot and a medy sketches about human nature. el-MOVIE:'Death
Poirot sorts
Hercule
Christie's
tha
ences.
1976.
chase.
wild police
1978
5(III - Night Court
through a gallery of eccentnc suspects
al CL - War Flie
A.M.
7:30
when he investigates a cruise-ship mur11:00 P.M.
11:30 A.M.
gp - News
gp - Sportscenter (R)
der. 1978 Rated PG.
2
2
Part
of
MASH
AniSquare
Times
in
Cricket
gp
- Martied... With Children Part 2
- MOVIE:'The Glass Key' A who- mated. A cricket named Chester has
5:00 P.M.
(E)- Nightline
of 2.
dunit with gangsters and crooked poli- the unusual ability to produce sounds
in Charge Here? VentrilWho's
al- Brute Force: The History of •
Current
Affair
story
Hammett
cip
tics based on a Dashtell
like a violin. (R)
and his puppet BufLucas
Ronn
oquist
War
Weapons at
Reel West (R)
1935.
MOVIE: 'Modern Problems' A falo Billy perform on stage. (R)
gp - Dragnet
- Equalizer
8:00 A.M.
man becomes telekinetic after acciden- Golf: Michelob 4hootout From
(21 - Borderline Medicine Walter
- Mister Ed
•
MOVIE: 'The Sea Shall Not tally being splashed with nuclear Vail, Colo. (Taped)
Canand
American
comperes
Cronkite
gp - Midnight Love
Have Them' A daring band of men waste 1981 Rated PG
- MOVIE: 'The Ratings Game' A
adian health care systems, focusing on
Miller & Company
snatch fliers from the laws of death
trucking magnate uses his girlfriend to
12:00 P.M.
Canada's experience with national
1954
110- China Beach
- MOVIE: 'The Monsters' Re- beat TV moguls at their own game and
health insurance
- MOVIE: 'Best of the Best' Five venge' Dr. Diablo makes robot copies becomes a star Hollywood producer
- MOVIE:'Dead Again' An amneartists face their big- of Herman and Grandpa and sends 1984.
- MOVIE: 'Diplomatic Immunity' siac discovers that she may be the rein- American martial
KoA former Marine enlists the help of cov- carnation of a concert pianist murdered gest challenge against the South
them out on a crime spree 1981
5:30 P.M.
Summer
1988
the
in
champs
rean
40
years
ago
1991.
R.
Rated
ert agents and a wily gunrunner when
- Auto Racing: NASCAR Winston ell- Up Close
PG-13
Rated
1989
Olympics
•
MOVIE:
naive
'The
A
Freshman'
his daughter's killer is allowed to return
Cup -- Tyson Holly Farms 400 From
6:00 P.M.
film student is roped into working for a
9:00 A.M.
to Paraguay. 1991. Rated R.
North Wilkesboro Speedway, N C (R)
1110ESIIIICIDOCDO5KIBmobster who bears an uncanny re- MOVIE: 'Milk & Honey' A
go _ Real World
12:05 P.M.
Pi•ws
semblance to "The Godfather." 1990. Jamaican-born housekeeper attempts
QI - 700 Club
MOVIE: 'Take This Job and gp (1)- Cheers
Rated PG
one
son
her
and
young
herself
to keep
- Invitation to Life
up
stand
Shove It' Blue-collar workers
- Vol MW Raps
- MacNeil/Lehrer
sp au•
step ahead of Canadian immigration.
to brewery bosses 1981
9:05 P.M.
Newshour
1988
0- Secrets of Speed: Emerson Fit1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'King Solomon's tipeldi (RI
op5- Designing Women
- MOVIE: 'Funny About love' A
Minos' Hungry cannibals and German go - Bonanza The Lost Episodes
MOVIE:'Alice to Nowhere' Bar- New Wilderness
married couple boards an emotional
soldiers threaten an adventurer and an
roller coaster when the issue of parent- bara and her two companions are taken
- Quantum Leap
- Prime Time Playhouse
archaeologist's daughter as they
hood threatens their domestic tranquil- hostage by the criminals searching for
- Looney Tunes
11:05 P.M.
search for the legendary underground
2
1986
Part
the stolen opal necklace
ity 1990 Rated PG-13
- Triple Threat
- Inside Edition
African treasure. 1986
of 2
- Sportscisreter (R)
•
- Jeteoris •
(R)
ae
- Silk Stalking.
naive
A
Freshman'
'The
MOVIE:
9:15 P.M.
el- MOVIE: 'The Ratings Game' A
- Unsolved Mysteries
- MOVIE: 'Fair Wind to Java' An
- MOVIE: 'The Chase' A sheriff
trucking magnate uses his girlfriend to film student is roped into working for a
- Inside the NFL (R1
sea
American
captain
tangles
with
pirtries to prevent the tragic meeting of an
boat TV moguls at their own game and mobster who bears lin uncanny reMOVIE: The Centerville Ghost'
1990
Godfather"
"The
to
•
semblance
producer.
escaped convict and his adulterous ates while hunting for diamonds. 1952
Hollywood
star
a
becomes
The spirit of a 17th-century English noPG
Rated
11:30 P.M.
wife 1966
1984
- MOVIE: 'The Chapman RsP0,1" blemen haunts his American descen• - muhtline
o - MOVIE:'Picnic' A drifter Warts a•
•
9:30 P.M.
A sax survey conducted by a famous dants as they move into the family's
Labor
Day
local
•
at
Goldberg
events
of
Whoopi
chain
Star Trek The Next Generation

8:00 P.M.
OC2DeDGIOSS- Homefront
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o

•
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air trou-
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Nashville Now (A)
Dare' The outspoken superstar reveals
in Campbellville, Ont (Live)
her innermost feelings in this portrait of 6.-.Unsolved Mysteries
10:00 P.M.
the singer and her entourage on tour 0-. Fishing: Hawaiian International
EICE0CE818(1)0X11819 1991 Rated R
Billfish Tournament (Taped)
- News
- Paid Program
- John Norris
- comicvklw
- MOVIE:'Diner' Five friends from
Nightly Business Report
ancestral castle 1986
P.M.
CL
11:35
21: - McLaughlin Group
•
1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
0- Night Court
Late Night With David the '50s hang out in a Baltimore diner
O
Lip Service
and try to hang on to their youth 1982
- Sportsconter
411 - Evening at the Improv
Letterman
Blood and Honey
- Sacred Songs, Sacred Spaces
MOVIE: 'Roller Blade Warriors'
Hall
- Big Brother Jake
Arsenio
Sword-fighting skaters struggle for su12:05 A.M.
- MOVIE 'Author! Author!' A
12:00 A.M.
i".aurs
Dirios
:17-P
)
8
(1
•
(I)
periority in the post-apocalyptic wasteNew York playwright suddenly finds
0- MOVIE: 'Last Call' A real-estate
Copy
Hard
•
lands 1989
- Round Table
himself a single parent, saddled with •0
developer is unwittingly roped into a
In Concert
caring for five young children 1982
Nature: Realms of the Rus- 119 - Lucy Show
business deal with dangerous conseTelecast
- American
▪
Catholic Viewpoint
quences 1990
Generations
sian Baer Part 3 of 3
Studs
Club Dance (R)
- Sightings
6:05 P.M.
Investigative RirPorts: Prison12:12 A.M.
PrisonReports:
ive
ething
Thirtysom
- Investigat
Beverly Hillbillies
the Hanoi Hilton (R)
in
ers
Rush Limbaugh
Hanoi Hilton
King
the
in
Mrs.
IS
ers
and
w
Scarecro
6:30 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Welcome to Spring
12:15 A.M.
- Super Dave (R)
- MOVIE: 'Fatal Exposure' A
Family Feud
Break' Vacationing college students
s 20
a
Magazine'
after
killer
a
Stone
'The Perfect Weapon'
by
Rolling
MOVIE:
stalked
is
-shocka
woman
with
killer
O
a
by
Tonight
are stalked
Entertainment
A vengeful martial artist goes up
photo mix-up leaves her with the pic- Years of Rock 'n' Roil Performance ing" method of murder 1989
- News
footage and interviews which include 111 - Patty Duke
ture of an assassin's target 1991
against the Asian cnme lord who killed
()- You Bet Your Life
•
Jimi Hendrix, Otis Redding, Jim Morrihis mentor, 1991 Rated R
- Mary Tyler Moore
O
- Rap City
Cosby Show
son, David Bowie, Mick Jagger, Tina O
Video Soul
Jeffersons
Turner, George Hamson, Joni Mitchell
030 21 - Washington Week in Review
Murphy Brown
and Grace Slick. Host actor Dennis
ED Nashville Now
Hopper (From 1987)
Wheel of Fortune
fiD
MOVIE: 'Acceptable Risks' A
- Worship
0- In Search Of...
Amerileaking chemical plant drives an
10:30 P.M.
of an envibnnk
the
to
y
communit
can
0- Bullwinkle
- Cosby Show
ronmental disaster 1986
esA.M•
0
a1
3
6:T
- Ducic
O
m
Homeroo
0
5:00 A.M.
RemembrCopy
Hard
Personal
A
Capra:
Story
Cl)
Likely
0- Bugs Bunny & Pals
ance of It's a Wonderful Life Frank
CC- Entertainment Tonight
O - Farm Digest
- Captain Planet and the Plane- Real World
Capra Jr pays tribute to his late father
Overnight Report
Uptown Comedy Club
tees
Devils
Jersey
New
- NHL Hockey:
and his classic movie "It's a Wonderful
_ Fugitive
- Arsenio Hall
t. CE) - Mr. Bogus
at Philadelphia Flyers From the Spec- Life "
asailaiD- Paid Program
- Wizard of Oz
•
- Green Acres
trum (Subject to Blackout)(Live)
- Weekend Blastoff
Court
Kids'
- World Tomorrow
(R)
0
News
(R)
- Manioc Mansion
MOVIE:'The Slugger's Wife' A
GOMM Pyle, USMC
Tales From the Crypt (R)
Conan the Adventurer
- Times and Seasons
home-run
player's
young baseball
'The Unknown Ranger'
Crimes' A mysMOVIE:
'Carnal
MOVIE:
Ui..S. Farm Report
sp
La-ss
_
•
t
i
(
6:35 P.M.
streak crumbles after his wife decides
terious photographer leads an attor- A Texas Ranger tangles with cattle rus- •
Paid Program
to return to her singing career 1985
Sanford and Son
ney's wife down a path of passion and tlers 1936
- Highway (R)
corruption 1991 Rated NR
Sp - MOVIE:'All Dogs Go to Heaven'
7:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Supergirr Superman's
8:17 P.M.
and Mrs. Animated. An orphan in 1939 New Or- cousin battles an evil Terran sorceress
Ghost
'The
MOVIE:
sp
Matters
Family
so
•atj cp3
p
relationshi
A
Life'
l
MOVIE:'it's a Wonderfu
Muir' A lonely widow finds material for leans develops a unique
for a precious stone 1984 Rated PG
sp (jj - Final Appeal: From the 0guardian angel saves a depressed busi- a best-selling book when she falls in with a group of race-fixing dogs 1989.
Mother Goose Stories
Files of Unsolved Mysteries
nessman from suicide by showing him love with the ghost of a 19th-century Rated G.
•Cip S(tt - Gokien Palace
what Irfe would be like had he never sea captain 1947
Music Box
ii Doggie & Friends
utlir
Aui
• Cl
• Washington Week in Review been born 1946
- Sportscenter
- Christopher Closeup
- Henry's Cat
- MOVIE. "Halloween III: Season
P.M.
'Messenger of Death' A
8:30
MOVIE:
5:15 A.M.
of the Witch' A physician uncovers a
7:00 A.M.
veteran newspaper reporter attempts
I)O- Camp Wilder
MOVIE: 'The Princess Bride' A
mask maker's plot to turn All Hallows' OCEOC
mass
the
New Adventures of
behind
miamystery
the
scuss
solve
to
from
d
n
(Postpone
Suspects
swordsma
Likely
young
swashbuckling
2to a night of murder and mayhem .
9 in
Eve
murder of a group of Colorado Mor- seeks to rescue a kidnapped princess VVinnie the Pooh
an earlier date)
mons 1988
Saturday Morning
Dick Van Dyke
in this lighthearted fairy tale from Rob
America's Most Wanted
's American
Worship
i ( - F
l
T
ap
a
Cl)o
s
-sat
PG.
Rated
Week
1987.
Street
Reiner.
Wei
Sp - Time Machine The ilth Air
10:35 P.M.
Man Alive
5:30 A.M.
Force: Start Engines (Plus 50 Years)
0 CL - Saturday Today
ID la CU - Tonight Show
U.S. Farm Report
8:40 P.M.
- Murder. She Wrote
ID CL - OED: Writing I
n
Connectio
Love
01D- Ag-Day
- Comedy Club Network
Get Smart
- U.S. Farm Report
_ Night Court
- Hogan's Heroes
Sanford
8:45 P.M.
Dog City
11:00 P.M.
055- Paid Program
MOVIE: 'Children of the Night'
•
- MOVIE: 'Interceptor' Terrorist
Wildlife Mysteries (R)
- Littl' Bits
Based on the true story of a sociology hijackers plot the daring theft of two is Xi- MASH
Paid Program
into
female
research
whose
student
Between the Units
- Nightline
American Stealth bombers 1992
-Doug
5
teen-age
shelter
crime spurred her to
Dumbo's Circus
Rated NR
•CE)- Current Affair
Be Fit
Sit
n
o
prostitutes 1985
- Time Machine: The 8th Air
- Thoroughbred Digest (R)
9:00 P.M.
Years)
50
Comment on Kentucky
(Plus
Engines
Force: Start
Perspectives
C2)5CL5- 20/20
- Fraggis Rock
- Crook and Chase
(R)
cc _ I'll Fly Away
6:00 A.M.
us
go
Music Videos
LA. Law
Mister Ed
(E) - Real News for Kids gp - Fishin' Hole (R)
- News
Cl)•
Love
MOVIE: 'The Road Warrior' In
Midnight
EnChildren
rold
- Sportsman's Friend/Ha
Married With
the post-nuclear future, a loner helps
- MOVIE: 'Walk Like a Man' A *ley
- Archie & Friends
- Caroline's Comedy Hour
defend an oil-producing community
young man raised by wolves returns to
- Mornings on Five
- MOVIE: 'The Doctor' An emo- Dragnet
from a band of sadistic nomads. 1981.
civilization to find himself heir to a fabutionally distant physician learns a valua- Who's the Boss?
- MOVIE: 'Lifeguard' A 32-year- lous fortune 1987
Rated R
ble lesson in compassion after he is
a
- Beekman's World
MOVIE: 'Paper Mask' Neglig- old lifeguard is unable to make marital
Miller & Company
with cancer 1991
diagnosed
convena
obtain
to
or
nt
commitme
Jones
- Larry
ence leads to miader when.lowly hos- Chine Beach
& Goliath
Davey
1976
Captain Planet and the Pianopital porter assumes the identity of a tional job
- Del Comedy Joni
7:05 A.M.
teen
recently deceased doctor 1990 Rated •(E)- Legislative Weekly
•_ Vol MTV Raps
- MOVIE: 'Night Eyes 2' A surv•ets _ Perspective
5-Bonanza
- History of College Football
ly
romantical
eillance expert becomes
Week in Rock
Avengers
7:30 A.M.
on
AudloVisi
- MOVIE. lAcHaki's Navy Joins involved with a foreign diplomat's sed- Paid Program
0
- Land of the Lost
a)
•
CE)
•
Jim Lawson
the Air Force' An ensign on a South uctive wrfe 1991. Rated R.
Eureekas Castle
Little Mermaid
(maluDo
11:05 P.M.
- 700 Ckib
Pacific Island is forced to impersonate.
Welcome to Pooh Corner
•CE)- GED: Writing II
- Inside Edition
pilot and gets involved with the crew of Sip - Joan Rivers: Abroad in London
(R)
tor
Sport:men
- Minority Business Report
Joan performs for "the royal family"
a Soviet merchant ship 1965
Dorit Justice
- Backstage at the Zoo
Bobby's World
Edna.
Dame
guest
with
Fortune'
ous
blue- MOVIE: 'Outrage
MOVIE:'Urban Cowboy' A
All Have Tales (R)
We
- Paid Program
•
crosswild
▪ _ Worship
Two actresses take off on a
collar worker who fancies himself
- Rolling Stone Magszine's 20
Migrate
a
with
love
in
country chase to track down their mufalls
cowboy
modem-day
P.M.
9:05
Years of Rook 'n' Roll Performance
- Story Porch
tual boyfriend 1987
MOVIE' 'Aiken Quisterrnsin and girl he meets in a popular country-end- footage and interviews which include
- Northwest Passage
1980
sp - Airwaves
Morrithe Lost City of Gold' Cluaterrnarn and western bar
Jim
Redding,
Jimi Hendrix, Otis
tit - European Journal
SI
1 1:30 P.M.
his bnde-to-be discover a lost civiliza7:05 P.M.
son, David Bowie, Mick Jogger. Tina
Pinocchio
adventur
the
for
tion while searching
Shelia Zulu Pan 5 of 5
5c2JN.
Turner, George Harrison, Joni Mitchell
1987
Under the Umbrella Tree
brother
long-lost
$
er
Dennis
actor
Host'
Slick
Grace
and
7:30 P.M.
dberg
oiilGol
Outdoors
•EIJWho
1987)
(From
Hopper
P.M.
9:30
- stew bY stop
•111 CU
Rush Umbeugh
Hey, Vern, It's Ernie-ti
n
Soul
Generatio
Sacred
Neat
The
Trek:
Star
•
Whet Happened?
•
- MOVIE: 'Let's Do it Again' Two
In!
6:06 A.M.
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Make keeps,&Isobel
Saps
workers bilk professional gamblers to
:00 A.M.
- Ounsmoke
Playoffs: Nadootel League Chown- inn - Mark flussul Lacks at Cam- save their financially troubled lodge
1976
the
in
look
(:)D sp - wue w.4e
satirical
A
Teems
'711
Three.
paign
5
Ganes
•
)
l
C
Omsk* Series
6:15 A.M.
1975
COW.-Boys of Moo Mesa
to Me Annennued From the home of presidential carnpeign
An
Sierras'
the
Designing Women
- MOVIE:'Across
- Garfield and Friends
- Austin Encore'
the Eastern Division Champions (Live)
ex-convict sets his vengeful eights on SD CP
- Dobai Mlle
Decoradrig
Street Week
- Harness Booing: Breeders' ap - MOVIE: 'Madonna: Truth or Wild BIN Hickok. 1941
Crown Series From MolievAt Recewey
lissperrnien
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•CED - GED: Reading in Social Stucrisis prompts a 39-year-old ad exec to• - Western Tradition
hit the trail on a two-week cattle drive.
- Firshawk/Superoar Firestone Fi- dies III (R)
- Performance Showcase: Indirehawk Endurance Series' Watkins
Drag races, a manufacturer's
anapolis
N.Y.
Glen,
Watkins
from
Glen
Firehawk
go- Over the 10 Gang
a swap meet at the Super
and
midway
- MOVIE: 'LA. Law' A woman
rious Lingerie Part 2 of 3.
0
11:05 A.M.
Chevy Show in Indianapolis. (R)
baited
is
divorce
an
amicable
(R)
seeking
Kitchen
Country
- Tom and Jerry Kids
0- NIPPY NW*
- MOVIE:'Reckless Disregard' A
with shocking pictures of her husband
- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
- Time Machine: The 8th Air •
lawyer defends a doctor from a report11:30 A.M.
series
the
popular
of
episode
Pilot
- Mickey Mouse Club
Force: Start Engines (Pius 50 Years) •
er's allegations of his involvement in an
00-College Football: Arkansas at 1986. Part 1 of 2.
(R)
- Jimmy Houston Outdoors (R)
•
illegal prescription-drug operation.
(Live)
Tennessee
- MOVIE:'The Girl From Tomor- Paid Program
•- That's My Dog (R)
maDscs-Grimmy
row' A young time traveler struggles to 1985.
- Muppet Babies
•- Sunshine Factory
- MOVIE:'Hang 'Em High' An in0(II) - Beakman's World
recover her vessel from a futuristic
rancher swears revenge on the
nocent
s- Video Soul (R)
10:00 A.M.
1990.
warlord.
wpm- Welcome to My Studio
men who tried to lynch him. 1988.
•- Hondo
- Big Valley
•
0 CU ID CID 0- Buell Bunny
m - Dennis the Menace
Rated M.
- TechnoPolttics
▪
Tweety
- HaPPY Days
Holiday' A case m - Big Bird in China Big Bird and his
'Lena's
MOVIE:
•
Bell
- Backyard America
the
by
Savod
00
•(fj)- Earth Explored: Geothermal of mistaken suitcases leads an inno- sidekick, Barkley the dog, go to China
- What Every Baby Knows: An •
•C - Back to the Future
Ce
Energy
cent German lass to the heart of a gem- to search for a legendary Chinese bird
American Family Album
- Collectors
0
m - Great American Outdoors Bow- smuggling operation 1990
they saw on a scroll in New York's
- MOVIE: 'Scrooged' A heartless 0- Goff Show
hunting Montana mule deer.
Chinatown. (R)
Agenda
VISN
m
his
of
folly
the
learns
executive
network
Shop 'Til You Drop
0- Super Dave
- PGA Golf: Las Vegas Invitational
•
P.M.
clasthe
1:15
Dickens
ways in this parody of
- Investigative Reports Prison- College Football: Big Ten Game
Fourth round. (Live)
dance
A
Out'
sic. 1988 Rated PG-13.
'Stepping
MOVIE:
ers in the Hanoi Hilton (R)
(Live)
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
- Adventures in Wonderland
instructor is faced with the onerous
You Can't Do That on Television
11,A.M.
1
1
:35
- MOVIE: 'The Hospital' Paddy
•
students
her
left-footed
getting
of
task
(R)
- Fly Fishing Video Magazine
- Rap City (R)
SD- Casper's Halloween Animated. ready for a charity show. 1991. Rated Chayefsky won a Best Screenplay Os- Prostars
•
- MOVIE: 'The Sons of Katie
car for this satiric look at life and death
and a group of orphans must PG.
- MOVIE: 'Don't Cry, It's Only Elder' Four vengeful brothers attempt Casper
in an urban medical center 1971
beScary
Hairy
the
horrible
of
get
rid
1:30 P.M.
Thunder' A medic joins a female Army to topple the corrupt politicians behind
Halloween.
enjoy
- VISN Showcase
really
can
fore
they
doctor to set up an orphanage for Viet- their father's death and the loss of the
ougpa- Baseball '92
•
3:15 P.M.
P.M.
12:00
namese children. 1982.
'90s
the
• - Crafting for
family ranch. 1965.
- MOVIE: 'Sheens' An American
Bogus
-Mr.
0
CU
ep - Today's Special
Tradition
Western
(15)
•
Decorating
0(ED
TV producer falls in love with a Jungle
8:05 A.M.
(I)- Nereid of Christian Science m - Remodeling & Decorating To- Exploring America: Side by Side
queen out to save the throne of an Afriday (R)
0CC - Gourmet Cooking
m - World Championship Wrestling Part 2 of 2.
can kingdom. 1984. Rated PG.
- MOVIE:'The Maid' A lovestruck
Power Hour
0- This Week in Baseball
- Attftudos
•
3:30 P.M.
financial wizard inadvertently becomes
- Paid Program
- Inside the NFL (R)
8:15 A.M.
housekeeper to the woman O0gi) - Horse Racing Scheduled:
domestic
a
of
History
The
A
Force:
Queen'
a
Brute
on
•
'Assault
t
IDMOVIE:
'The
Magnificen
- MOVIE:
Rated the Jockey Club Gold Cup, the Cham•

•

•

-News

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

on'
up
lied

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

he's been hired to replace. 1990.
Weapons at War (R)
pagne Stakes, the Beldame Stakes, the
PG,
- Flipper
Frizette Stakes, the Kelso Handicap
2:00 P.M.
- Auto Racing: NASCAR Grand
and the Breeders' Cup Steeplechase.
• - Major League Baseball From Belmont Park in Elmont, N.Y
cu
National -- All Pro Auto Parts 300•
From Charlotte Motor Speedway in Playoffs: American League Cham- (Live)
pionship Series Game Three. Teems
Concord, N.C. (Live)
CCU - Joy of Painting
Be Announced From the home of
to
ChalCampus
ar
All-St
College
O
- Just the Ten of Us
(Live)
Champions.
Division
Western
the
lenge
- Get the Picture
ea
MotorWeek
• - Business and the Law
- GED: Reading in Social Stu(21
0
- Rodeo Bronc and bull-riding from 0 - MOVIE: 'The Day of the Dol- dies IV (R)
superuse
to
plot
s
Conspirator
phin'
Mesquite, Texas.
4:00 P.M.
intelligent dolphins to assassinate the
- Supermarket Sweep
of William Alexander and
1973.
Art
President.
Front'
the
From
'Voices
ID- MOVIE:
The
Warren
Beguiled'
Robert
'The
MOVIE:
O
paand
A look at efforts by activists
Union soldier in
- Street Justice
tients to change public consciousness presence of a wounded
emo- Star Search
and government inaction on AIDS. a Southern girls school creates
tional turmoil as teachers and students
- Caroline's Comedy Hour (R)
1992. Rated NR.
1971.
his attentions.
- My Two Dads
•
Walt Disney Presents: Tomor- compete for
m
10:05 A.M.
- Donald Duck Presents
III (It- Effective Teacher
row the Moon
- Welcome Freshmen
from
•- Cousteau's Rediscovery of the
- Sports
MOVIE:'The Slugger's Wife' A 119 - NHRA Today Race results
Hondo
•Toin
Nationals
World (R)
- Walker's Cay Chronicles (R)
young baseball player's home-run the Sears Craftsman
- Firing Line: Are Liberal Vulflp
10:30 A.M.
streak crumbles after his wife decides peka, Kan.
nerabilities Now Apparent?
- wiankid
- Unsolved Mysteries
• - Name Your Adventure to return to her singing career. 1985.
•
- Storybam
m - Up Service
si - Top 20 Video Countdown
Raw Toonage
m
Midpoint
•
- Young Riders
•
A.M.
9:00
•- Gunsmoke
- Computer Chronicles
0
P.M.
12:30
- MOVIE: 'Don't Cry, It's Only
.
m
Troop
Goof
0
•
I)
20
)in
(1
O - Rolling Stone Magazine's
- Second Generation
Thunder' A medic Joins a female Army
.
To
_
Be
•
Announced
Bell
the
by
Saved
OYears of Rock 'n Roll Performance doctor to set up an orphanage for Viet- X-Men Series Premiere
- Frugal Gourmet
cE m A- Teenage Mutant Ninja
interviews which include namese children. 1982
•
Can't Do That on Television 0 - MOVIE: 'Kung Fu' A Buddhist footage and
You
O
Turtles
Jimi Hendrix, Otis Redding, Jim Morrihis
and
Bill
Country
- Acts: At the Stage Door
Cabin
the
•
monk flees mainland China for
Reel Estate Connection
son, David Bowie, Mick Jagger, Tina
guest call in six Eastern wild turkeys American West, with the Imperialists in
4:30 P.M.
Mitchell
Joni
Harrison,
Turner, George
DC])- Sewing Connection
during a spring hunt
hot pursuit 1971.
Dennis
This Old House
actor
Host:
Slick.
Grace
and
Weekly
Football
Pro
O
m - Going Our Way
• - Paid Program
Hopper. (From 1987).
s- Bosom Buddies
- Plucky Duck
- College Gameday
- Beyond Belief Series Premiere
- Human Factor
- Salute Your Shorts Part 1 of 2
- Biography (R)
- Zone (R)
Rap City (R)
(R)
P.M.
2:15
Us
Ten
of
the
- Just
•
_ Acts: Missions
- MOVIE: 'Oregon Passage' A
MOVIE:'A Lawless Street' Four • - To the Contrary
up - Heathcliff
cavalry lieutenant becomes the enemy 0A.M.
:00
1
1
- Country Beat
townsfolk hire a gunslinger to
crooked
- How the West Was Won
College Football: of a Shoshone chief when he rescues dispose of a resolute lawman 1955
Halloween That Almost Wasn't
0(2i) - Collectors
the ceremonial
•
Witch threatens to ruin
Regional Coverage -. Teams to Be an Indian maid from
Wicked
The
2:30 P.M.
- Aleene's Crafts
camp. 1958
Announced (Live)
Halloween by not flying over the moon
Football:
lege
Col
s
cu
Law
the
- Tracey Ullman
(2)- Business and
•
- Double Up
0
on her broomstick (R)
Regional Coverage -- Teams to Be
- New Kids on the Block
•
- Born Lucky
•
_ Real World
•
0 CID - Not Just News
Announced (Live)
•_ Vol MTV Raps Countdown
- Rifleman
•
- Acts: Homeland Harmony
IF - Paintable Kingdom
Beach
the
of
King
Volleyball:
IF
- Hunting Strategies (R)
12:45 P.M.
0- Soul Train
4:55 P.M.
Invitational From Daytona Beach. Fla
- Inspector Gadget
•
- Gunplay: The Last Day in the (Taped)
- Chip 'n' Dale's Rescue Rangers
- MOVIE: 'The Doctor' An emo0- Worship
m (if) - Amazing Live Sea Monkeys Life of Brian Darling The tragic story O IF - Hornetimir log Cabin Pert 5 tionally distant physician learns a valuaof a boy accidentally killed by a friend of 5.
9:05 A.M.
ble lesson in compassion after he is
up - Our Century Warrior (R)
while playing with a gun. (R)
diagnosed with cancer 1991
Sarah
of
0- National Geographic Explorer(R)
Haunting
'The
- MOVIE:
• _ Effective Teacher
1:00 P.M.
111- MOVIE: 'The Postman Always Hardy' A young heiress begins to
- Inside Winston Cup Racing Ty•
Rings Twice' A drifter's affair with a doubt her sanity under a barrage of 0CU - To Be Announced.
sonjdolly Farms 500 from North WilEdition Weekend
cafe owner's seductive wife leads to frightening visions 1989
Heartland Cooking
keetkpro, N C
O
O - Inside 5:0
murder in this adaptation of James M
- Dennis the Menace
- Paid Program
O
- College Football Scoreboard •cu _ News
Cain's novel 1946
up - Teen Summit
11.- Insight
•- World at War
0IF - Roseanne
9:30 A.M.
012f - Kentucky Afield (R)
- MOVIE: 'The Good Mother' A
- Cabin Country Bill and his
0
This Is3:C:0 P.M.
- Remodeling & Decorating To- 40-year old divorcee is drawn into a
guest call in six Eastern wild turkeys
CUOMO- Addams Family
•
the NFL
bitter legal battle over the custody of
day
during 8 spring hunt
so0GE)- California Dreams
sp IF - Victory Garden (R)
her young daughter. 1988
- Frugal Gourmet
- Quitting for the '90s
rnouslifeetyles of the Rich and FeO▪
citwak
•- MOVIE: 'Nooks' Lassie accom- MOVIE: 'Drawl' An egotistical,
- Babe INinkeirrian's Good Fish- Gossip! Gossip! Gossip!
•
aging outlaw shoots a local sheriff in panies his Forest Ranger master on an
el - He* Haw Saver
ing
up - Nick News: W/5
hunter
deranged
a
for
search
a
with
Alaskan
up
(A) Part 1 of 2
holes
then
,
Bewitched
8W-defense
▪
- Eek the Cat
A
martial
Iron'
of
- MOVIE:'Circle
1988
young hostage 1984
West
•_ Cartoon Express
on a fantastic quest to
•
- Virginian
el- College Football: *Nth Carolina artist embarks
- Yogi Boar
ob - Counterstrike
locate a legendary master. 1979,
(Love)
at
A&M.
Florida
NIT
midlife
A
Slickers'
.City
moviE!
•
•1T' - Sewing With Nancy- Luxu-

•

woman and her cohorts recondition a
German submarine to use in their robbery of the Queen Mary. 1966.
- MOVIE: 'S1,000,000 Duck' A
family finds that their pet duck lays
8:30 A.M.
eggs with yolks of solid gold. 1971.
eapecus- Darkwing Duck
Rated G.
O - Weekend With Crook and •
- Music Videos
Chase
Steve Bart-Great
0
CI) - Sewing With Nancy: Sew kowski. (R)Outdoors HostEntertaining Part 2 of 3
- Taz-Mania
- Adventures of the Black Stallion
•
(R)
- Hollywood Insider
m - MOVIE: 'Authorl Author!' A
O - Muppet Babies
- Adam Smith. The Secret New York playwright suddenly finds
ea
himself a single parent, saddled with
Sharers
caring for five young children 1982.
- Joy of Gardening
- Acts: Just Kids
- Your Baby and Child

Seven Rider Five paroled convicts aid
two lawmen in rescuing a town from
the clutches of a ruthless band of outlaws. 1972. Rated PG
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- Video Soul

•

11:10 P.M.
- MOVIE:'The Object of Desire'

students into shape 1990 Rated R.

10:50 P.M.
GB - MOVIE:'Streets of Moir A rock

•

A sultry nightclub singer uses her pow•- sports
of seduction on a dashing political
ers
9:00 P.M.
singer is kidnapped by an outlaw gang candidate 1991
Commish
•CID OXONand pursued by a dashing ex-boyfriend
11:30 P.M.
when a midair collision leaves the crew •
Cp CL - Sisters
and a tough-girl adventurer 1984.
el - Family Double Dare
1974
of a 747 incapacitated
al CID - Emergency Call
- MOVIE: 'Catherine the
111
- Paid Program
1:00 P.M.
- Cops
- Arsenio Hall (P)
Great' Based on the life and times of
al - Bugs Bunny & Pals
Comedy
'Married to Murder' A Catherine the Great, empress of Russia e CL - HBO Stand-Up
MOVIE.
•
- MASH
al
Journal
Brown's
4111 fl - Tony
Showcase
happy marriage comes apart 1934
Donna Reed
- MOVIE:'Death Dreams' A gnev seemingly
Mason
Perry
CU
es
at the seams when a couple s murder- 0- News
al - Video LP (R)
ing father seeks professional help
- comic Strip Live
ous fantasies about one another erupt
- MOVIE: 'Heat Wave' A young
- Zola Levitt
when his wrfe claims that she has made
_
MASH
1991
violence
into
reporter becomes caught up in the violcontact with her late daughter 1991
11:35 P.M.
A
Murder'
to
- MOVIE: 'Married
Swamp Thing
ence of the 1965 Watts uprising
- MOVIE:'The Slugger's Wife A e 'Cover-Up' An Americomes apart
MOVIE:
happy
marriage
seemingly
All
ft
Explains
Clarissa
•
1990
young baseball player's home-run
a conspiracy
murderuncovers
reporter
couple's
a
when
the
seams
at
can
- sports Overomo
- Comedy on the Road
streak crumbles after his wife decides
ous fantasies about one another erupt while investigating a terrorist bombing
Zebra'
Station
'Ice
MOVIE:
1985
career
singing
Silk
(R)
Stalkings
to return to her
into violence 1991
at a Mideast missile base 1990 Rated
Based on Ahstair MacLean's Cold War pip - Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Rated PG-13
A college
'Wimps'
MOVIE:
its
racing
sub
American
an
- Fig Tree A young girl learns how thriller about
- Lasting Impressions: John freshman is forced to help a fraternity
12:00 A.M.
the North Pole so
at the Dixon Profiles the brother
death is part of the life cycle Based on Russian counterpart to
Buchanan
r win the heart of a librarian
9
1968
satellite
.- Paid Program
Soviet
plICES11
downed
a
and
(R)
story
muart
short
an
Porter
Dixon Gallery and Gardens,
a Katherine Anne
- Whoopi Goldberg (R)
- Austin City Limits
op
seum in Memphis, Tenn
- Week in Rock
O - Mired Hitchcock Presents
- Soul Train
11 - Opry Backstage
- American Music Shop
11. - Borclertown (R)
- Love Between the Sexes (R) •CID 110 - Sweating Bullets
small
A
After'
Day
'The
MOVIE:
Dream On
0
- Hunger for Healing
O - Stetter Bros. (R)
Extra
LinetfairxtE
Kansas community confronts the hornCurrent
O_
CiiD
e
- MOVIE:'29th Street' Mobsters
5:05 P.M.
- MOVIE:'China Beach' A nurse,
ble aftermath of a nuclear war 1983 ask a lottery finalist to turn over his
Psychic
and a Red Cross volun- WCW Saturday Night
5- Michael Jackson in Concert in ticket in order to erase his luckless fath- an entertainer
- Patty Duke
teer are featured in this TV pilot focus5:15 P.M.
Bucharest: The Dangerous Tour er's gambling debt 1991 Rated R
ing on the women of war-tom Vietnam
- MOVIE 'The Princess Bride' A From Romania, the "King of Pop" per- Vol MW Raps
Arneica Music Shop (Ft)
• RaPityn
1988 Part 1 of 2
swashbuckling young swordsman forms in his first televised full-length
Two
Louise'
&
'Thelma
MOVIE:
America's Defense Monitor
Falcon'
Mattes*
'The
MOVIE:
four
his
seeks to rescue a kidnapped princess concert, featuring hits from
become hunted outlaws San Francisco private eye Sam Spade
friends
close
12:25 A.M.
in this lighthearted fairy tale from Rob solo albums
after an encounter with a would-be rap- gets caught up in the search for a price'Wild Orchid' A naive
MOVIE:
female
A
Accused'
'The
Reiner 1987 Rated PG
MOVIE:
pipp
ist turns their vacation into a South- less, jewel-encrusted statue 1941
lawyer's business trip to Rio leads to a
attorney tries to prosecute a group of western crime spree. 1991
5:30 P.M.
steamy relationship with an American
bar patrons who cheered while three
- Headbanger's Ball
- Saturday Showcase
CI S L - NBC Nightly News
1990 Rated R
financier
a local woman
raped
men
savagely
TV
CCM
5In X - New WKRP in Cincinnati
9:30 P.M.
1988 Rated R
111(1)- McLaughlin Group
o - Green Acres
- Young Riders
(z - World Tomorrow
•
(E)- Jon Hendricks: The Freddie
CI - MOVIE:'City Slickers' A nuclide •
al - G.U T S
crisis prompts a 39-year-old ad exec to Sessions Highlights of the "Freddie the

.
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SUNDAY

•

Freeloader" recording sessions (R)
goats outwit a troll; a wolf chases three
- Confessions of Crime
1 0/1 1/92
pigs (R)
alp - Larry Sanders
- Today's Special
al - College Football: Stanford at
5:00 A.M.
7:05 P.M.
605 A.M.
0 - NBC News Nightside
- MOVIE: 'PAackenna's Gold' A UCLA (Live)
9:50 P.M.
Yo. Yogi!
0- Hogan's Heroes
sheriff turns treasure hunter when a
- U.S. Olympic Gold: The Alamo
dying Indian gives him a map leading to
6:00 P.M.
- Wildlife Mysteries (R)
Challenge: Diving Men's 10-meter e - Welcome Back, Kotter Part 1 of
a mythical valley of gold 1969
Silver
Haw
He
Ai
Your
0 Business
0 IT
O CE and women's 3-meter competition. 2
7:30 P.M.
- Entertainment Tonight
O - To Be Announced.
Fla
Lauderdale,
Fort
From
O - Kids' Court
0045-News
es co CL - Out All Night
0- Community Worship
10:00 P.M.
SOS- Paid Program
- American Gladiators
alCIDIDM- Major League Baseball
0 X' - Beakman's World
- Pink Panther Parade
ICEOTOOCIDOCEO32O T - Rod and Reel Bill and his Playoffs: Nations, League Cham- •
- King Arthur & the Knights of
guest. stroke victim Sarde Howell bat- pionship Series Game Four. Teams News
- MOVIE:'Nothing but Trouble' A Justice
- New WKRP in Cincinnati
to Be Announced From the home of
weird backwoods magistrate attempts O tle a special salmon
ti Garner Ted Armstrong
to strike a perverse deal with a captive O
cp - Runaway With the Rich and Fa- the Eastern Division Champions (Live) O - Prime Suspect
- Living Hope-Trinity Lutheran
yuppie motorist 1991 Rated PG-13
- Cops (RI
mous
- Evening at the Improv (R)
Lassie
e
- Music Box
- Beyond Reality
- Rock Video Girls A close-up look
CD - Designing Women
- Paid Program
- Insight
at the women of music videos
ap - Head of the Class
O - Roundhouse
Adventures of Tintin
5- Mary Tyler Moore
- Sports Report
e - Travekiuest (RI
5:05 A.M.
•- MOVIE:'Ski Patrol' A greedy deA
Tokyo'
n
- MOVIE: 'Destinatio
- Grand Ole Opry Live
_ Quantum Leap
QI - World Tomorrow
veloper schemes to put a skiing resort
pip - Flintstones' New Neighbors An- submarine captain and a rebellious saiele - Doug
employees out of
and (
fios
A.M.
5:30
imated Fred Flontstone is unhappy with lor clash during a perilous mission to
business 1990 Rated PG
v, - Behind the Scenes
•
Farm
Digest
version
- MOVIE: 'Jetsons: The Movie' his new neighbors the Frankenstones World War II Tokyo Colorized
- Mother Goose Stories
O CE) - Simon & Simon
1943.
Animated George is sent to oversee a (R)
- Bodyshaping (R)
Walk
Winning
in CEO - Lonesome Pine Special
mining operation on a distant asteroid
- Shelley Duvall's Bedtime
of
2
Part
Kotter
Back,
Welcome
P.M.
8:00
(R)
Backstage
Opry
the
of
▪
in this bog-screen adaptation
2
Cross/cods
e Wu.- Unsolved Mysteries
1960s TV series 1990 Rated G
- Litt,' Bits
- Empty Nest
le
- MOVIE: 'Stone Cold' A two- •
- Music Videos
- Paid Program
•
(R)
under
Limits
goes
City
cop
Austin
motorcycle
fisted
6:35 A.M.
•CI)
stc"barn
Fientstones
- College Football Scoreboard
- Cirque du Sokill II: A New Excover to infiltrate a sadistic biker gang.
•- Code 3
- Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop
perience Highlights of the 1991 tour
1991 Rated R
- MOVIE: 'Conrad(' A white •- Ray Bradbury Theater
7:00 A.M.
including father-son acrobats,
finale,
British
A
Tour
Mystery
Magical
of
- Ben & Stirnpy
schoolteacher introduces a group
Old-Fashioned Gospel Hour
CAD
(R)
•
clowns
and
artists
trapeze
tour
concert
Beatles'
the
of
film
underprivileged black children to the •CEO - myotoryi • Maigret Season TV
al CID - Bissell Big Green Clean
1111 - Dumbo's Circus
through England
Premiere Part 1 of 6
world wound them 1974
Machine
- Scholastic Sports America (R)
- Countdown to the Ball
Stotler Bros
- Women's Voices
- Nashville Gospel
up
Robison
James
Episodes
lost
The
- Bonanza:
- MOVIE: 'The Jourrbey of Natty
6:30 P.M
Lit.
- MOVIE: 'Prizes Honor' A hi ap - This Is the
Gann' A teen-age girl befriends a genap alp - Wheel of Fortune
T:Ly
OrsiNce.
M Sunday
CID
tle wolf on a cross-country search for man for an underworld crime family
5:35 A.M.
sireot (A)
„same
i_
c
al CID - Accent
l
o
cu
-lnTou
w
o
dangerbut
beautiful
a
with
love
in
falls
PG
Rated
her missing father 1985
- It Is Written
• _ Tennessee Outdoorsnien
1985
killer
hired
ous
- Son Jowl Past. Present and Fu6:00 A.M.
- Charlando
- 5100.000 Fortune Hunt
- Acts: Act It Out
ture Examines the bend through per- Wed Street Journal Report
CE)
•
- Golden Obis
- Behold the Lamb
formance dips and interviews
10:30 P.M.
- Horne Again
- Inside Track to Fitness
- Weekend Travel Update
- MOVIE: 'Desperado - The Out- upp (2) - Designing Women
•
al - Rugrarts
t (R)
Tnivoiques
Report
law Wars' Fugitive Ouse McCall puts •
Overnight
•CID
Comedy
Stand-Up
(I) - HBO
his tracking skills to use when a sheriff
•
- Cartoon Express
- Limed Story
- Oral Roberts
Showcase
requests his help in catching a killer
•- Count Duckuia
- Faith Crusade Ministries
• - Behind the Scenes
110 al) - Saturday Night Live
•
1989
ap - Texas Commotion
e5- Paid Program
- House of Elkin (R)
- Golden
- MOVIE. 'Jesus Christ Super- College Foliation Notre Dame at
•
.
- Pc1PeYs
5-C—
Sullivan
Ed
star' The rock musical version of the
Pittsburgh (L tvii)
- Briber
- Eureeka's Castle
'Objective. Burmar
MOVIE:
in
days
seven
the
last
of
story
Biblical
•- Zorro (R)
- Fraggle Rock
Paid Program
M•A•111°H
at
tumult
the
the kis of Jesus is set amid
- Music Videos
Parade
Pink
Panther
7:00 P.M.
of contemporary Israel 1973
411 - Dragnet
- Frederick K Price
•- SON Timber Series Paul Bun
119MalCI)al- Covington CMOS •
- Paid Program
- Conwnon Sense Religion
yon Mountain Festival From WOST
ap - Welcome to Pooh Corner
• ce)- Here arid Now
- Grand Ole Opry Live (RI
8:30 P.M.
wood Colif (R)
er (R)
_
pa up ap cte _ Frannie's Turn
Sportscent
P.M.
op
pa
10:45
cf) - Nurses
Won- James Kennedy
sem- Lawrence Welk Show
5-MOVIE:'Claes 1,11999' A futur
•- Eds.
Henry's Cat (R)
al Ckbfb.ri
derful World of Show Sin
- Three Billy Goats Gruff(The op
experiof
tno
a
employs
principal
istic
Hitchhiker
•
MOVIE Jesus Christ Super
al
Three
*to
A
1971'
Animated
Pigs
Little
"Akpert
Three
MOVIE
mental androids to whop his warlike
the Dart?
wsrdass is forced to take the controls 110 - Are You Afraid of

- Paid Program
• - Travels in Europe
a - Big Picture
- Sportscenter
- Zorro (R)
131 - Center Street
•

hit the trail on a two-week cattle drive
1991
al - Sacred Songs. Sacred Spaces
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•u - Time to Grow

Carolina.
0- Cardiology Update
0- Internal Medicine Update
en - First Look: Hero (R)
moil StaiMMYCONIE 11MM
Mumford: MB - MOVIE:'Talent for the Game'A
- Hydroplane Racing: Rainier Cup
0
searches
scout
baseball
professional
Football
Southeast Missouri State
Seattle. (Taped)
Season
From
Maigret
Mysteryl:
job
his
CU
0
before
the
of
talent
version
pitching
musical
new
a
for
star' The rock
0- Salute Your Shorts (R)
Worship: United Methodist
out by the front office 1991.
is
phased
Biblical story of the last seven days in Premiere Part 1 of 6.
0- Lead Story
Rated PG
2:00 P.M.
the life of Jesus is set amid the tumult 0- Star Search
'
- Newton's Apple
0- WWF Superstars of Wrestling al IR
of contemporary Israel. 1973
0- Danger Bay
A X - Star Search
Raceday
Doug
0- Week in Rock
al - Bauman Bible Series
0013 - Lawrence Welk Show: Won0- Family Practice Update
0- Video Gospel
0- Horse Show Jumping: Amen- derful World of Show Biz (R)
7:05 A.M.
r
MOVIE: 'Maid to Order' A
can Gold Cup From Devon, Pa
0- MOVIE: 'Once Upon a Time in 0- SPortacanta
0- Flintstones
the West' Gunslingers fight to acquire in - Healthy Kids
(Taped)
heiress is transformed into a
spoiled
7:30 A.M.
Worship
a tract of land along the route of a new
penniless maid in this "Cinderella"•
0- Life Goes On
Amazing Grace
transcontinental railroad. 1969.
inspired comedy. 1987.
11:00 A.M.
al - Bilingual Mass
personal pow.,
0CE - Day of Discovary
5(2)) Long A90 & Far Away: Me!al - Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Ani_12:30 P.M.
tin and the Dragons
mated. Dr. Jekyll loses control after
James Robison
Outdoorsman
ei X - COMA Johnny Majors: Tenhimself into his evil counterpart
0- Winners Kenny Schrader.
turning
Church
0CU - World Tomorrow
Baptist
First
al
CID
.)
nesse* Football
Mr. Hyde. (R)
0- Barney's Campfire Sing-Along in CL _ mature
0- People to People
II
Blade
Miracle
ap
5
Paid Program
Barney and his friends have a sing- ''
Snows of .Kilirruin- Harry and the Hendersons (R)
.
esWeekend Review
.
,MOVIE:'
while on a camping expedition.
along
Distinguished Kentuckian
s
Hemingway
Dehydrator
r
Ernest
on
Snacknuiste
Based
jaro
al Cit To the Contrary
0
(R)
Profiles 0. Leonard Press, founding exnovel about a restless writer's search
O - Horne Again (R)
(R)
First Flights
ecutive director of KET .
0- Sports
for the meaning of life 1953
ID- Heathcliff
0- Nick News: W/5
Inspector Gadget
0- Dentistry Update
Catwalk
Paid Program
MOVIE:'Crossing Delancey' An
0 - MOVIE: 'Heartland' A widow ....
5is Week in Mizzou Foot- el - Paid Program
es a - This
Pinocchio
•
MOVIE: 'Gunfight at the O.K. independent
New Yorker finds romand her daughter settle on a ranch in bail Highlights of the Missouri Tigers
Tree
Under the Umbrella
COMO' Wyatt Earp and Doc Holliday ance with a pickle merchant she meets
the American wilderness 1981
team.
football
tri
notorious
to pursue the n
all
form an alliance
a - Inside the Senior PGA Tour (R) 0- Worship
at the urging of her grandmother and
MOVIE:'Hard Boiled Mahoney'
Clanton Gang. 1957
- Super Mario Bros.
•
local matchmaker. 1988. Rated PG
the
to
The Bowery Boys turn detectives
9:05 A.M.
in - MOVIE: 'Mr. Deeds Goes to
0(V)- Something Ventured
0 - Women's Golf: Soiheim Cup
1947
girl.
a
missing
find
Days
Happy
Town' Frank Capra won his second 0
0 - Exciting World of Speed and From Edinburgh, Scotland. (Taped)
5- All-American Wrestling
_
9:30 A.M.
Best Director Oscar for this tale of a
Beauty Featured: the U.S. Air Force ....
tE, Blood and Honey
Welcome Freshmen (R)
small-town man who inherits
0CE - Two Rivers
Thunderbirds; drag racing legend Chris
. .
P.M.
:
230
0- Paid Program
lion and reluctantly moves to Manhat- 0CE - Robert Schuller
Karamasenis.
To Be Announced.
Mainstreet
0
tan. 1936
Update
Pediatrics
en
In Touch
CI - Paid Program
Shadetree Mechanic
Celebration of the Mass
0- Zorro
0- Gamer Ted Armstrong
0- NHRA Today Race results from
Physicians' Journal Update
0
Videos
7:35 A.M.
Music
el Ct - Bewitched
the Sears Craftsman Nationals in To0- Kids Incorporated (R)
Captain Planet and the Plane- 0- Rugrats .
MOVIE:'Hanna's War' Through peka, Kan. (R)
Service
forces,
Up
her heroic attempts to aid Allied
teers
0- Personal Diary
- Family Practice Update
0- NFL Gameday
a Hungarian woman becomes a martyr 0
- Reading Rainbow
8:00 A.M.
0
II.
1988.
War
World
during
Waltons
Totally Minnie A nerd learns to
Kenneth Copeland
0- NHRA Today Race results from
MOVIE: 'Conrack' A white
with lessons from Minnie
cool
be
P.M.
To1:00
in
Nationals
Craftsman
Sears
the
James Robison
schoolteacher introduces a group of Ns Lij _ MOVIE: 'Down and Out in Mouse. (R)
peka, Kan. (R)
ga- John Ankerberg
underprivileged black children to the •'
Beverly Hills' A derelict ends up in the 0- Highway
0- Internal Medicine Update
0CIO0a - Sunday Morning
world around them 1974.
pool of a crazy "nouveau
swimming
Valiant
3:00 P.M.
Prince
of
Legend
0(1)- Meet the Press
hche" couple and is adopted into their 0(2) MOVIE: 'Foxfire' A
0- Worship
Wolves'
With
'Dances
MOVIE:
the
Scriptures
Searching
household. 1986
11:30 A.M.
Kevin Costner's Oscar-winning vision
turn to his Appalachian birthplace
Wild America
Cr - This Week With David Brink- 5- Ronco Food Dehydrator
spurs memories of the past as he tries
of the American West as seen through
News
0C(3) - Lonesome Pine Special
to convince his widowed mother to sell
the eyes of a 19th-century U.S. Cavalry ley
0- In Touch
officer 1990.
0- MOVIE:'Randy Rides Alone' A her land. 1987
5Cilp - Home Again
Breakfast With the Arts
young woman helps an innocent drifter •ao _ MOVIE: 'Candieshoe' A
0- Worship
0- NFL Live
Dangermouse
his name of murder. 1934.
clear
street-wise Los Angeles tomboy sudToday
NFL
9:35 A.M.
Bobby Jones Gospel
0- MOVIE: 'The Wanderers' The denly finds herself the heiress to a tatSide
Wild
111teen-age
A
'
'WarGarries
MOVIE:
5IIIII - Risess Rainmi ft Pals
members of a 1960s Bronx street gang tereci English manor. 1977.
computer whiz inadvertently accesses ill - Paid Program
with the difficulties of maturity if - NFL Football: Buffalo Bills at Los
struggle
Mister Rogers (R)
0
(R)
the Pentagon s strategic computer sys- 5(21) - Comment on Kentucky
1979.
romance.
and
Angeles Rams From Anaheim StaclTruckin' USA ice racing from
tern and nearly begins World War III
ai - C.elebrity Outdoors Billy Dean
'The Lonely Guy' A ner- 'UT. (Live)
Centerville, Minn. (R)
MOVIE:
Belize.
of
1983
coast
the
off
scuba dives
dish greeting-card writer finds no shor- solo artv _ sailor League Baseball
Living With Diabetes
al - Ob/Gyn Update
9:45 A.M.
tage of solitary soulmates after his girtf- playoffs: National League chain_
MOVIE:'The Freshman' A naive
Baby-Sitters Club (R)
MOVIE: 'Mother, Jugs &
nend dumps him. 1984
pionship Series Game Five. Teams
film student is roped into working for a GI •i
company is 0 - MOVIE: 'Ten Little Indians'
ambulance
An
Speed'
Misadventures of Ichabod to Be Announced From the home of
remobster who bears an uncanny
l
more interested in the number, rather House guests at a mountain castle be- Crane Animated. lchabod and sidekick the Eastern Division Champions If
semblance to •*The Godfather." 1990.
.
than the welfare, of its patients. 1976. come murder victims one by
Rip Van Winkle track down the head- game five is not necessary, regularly
Rated PG.
1966.
scheduled programming will air. (Live)
horseman_ (R)
PG.
Rated
less
World
the
'Creatures
ID - MOVIE:
:
Ramona
A.M.
10:00
CU - NFL Football: Houston Oilers
0
tnfor
II. - Paid Program
Forgot' Twin cavemen struggle
From Riverfront
Paid Program
5- Real World
at Cincinnati
Time to Grow
bal leadership in the wake of their fathle
The
BluBlocker Sunglasses
12:00 P.M.
Cavalcade
er's death. 1971. Rated PG
Sports
5- Arn•fie•an
Waters of Life
Coach Bob Smith: Southern Knoxville Nationals in Knoxville. Iowa 0 CID - Heart of the Matter
Adventures in Wonderland
0 - MOVIE: 'The Adventures of
Illinois Football
0CC - Tennessee Crossroads
5- Radiology Update
0- Top 20 Video Countdown
Torn Sawyer' Mark Twain's immortal
and
FeSeahawks
Seattle
11NFL
Football:
Rich
(R)
Filmmaker
the
of
Tour
Ca
PGA
'Avalon'
the
Lifestyles
Inside
MOVIE:
5a boy in a small Missoun town
classic;
StadTexas
semi_
From
Cowboys
Dallas
at
Levinson's
MOUS
5- Captain N
adventures
(Live)
autobiographical account of an immi- gets involved in forbidden
American Gladiators
5- Worship: Reformed Church in
1990 1938
dream.
American
family's
grant
Fiji.
NFL
Is
Atlanta
the
This
Cl2
Football:
0
NFL
Cilp
America
a
MOVIE: 'Fandango' Five friends
en - R.', & Stirnpy
cons at Miami Dolphins From Joe Rated PG
8:05 A.M.
last fling before being drafted
one
take
A
man'Pinocchio'
MOVIE:
In Robbie Stadium (Live)
al - Live From L.A.
Real News for Kids
elderly Italian pulp- 1985
an
by
created
onette
Pittsburgh
Is
al
World
Football:
Car01)
NFL
the
Where in
Swamp Thing (R)
8:30 A.M.
given the gift of life but
Steele,. at Cleirektrid Browns From pet maker is
man flandi•907
Can't Do That on Television
You
himself
prove
0to
tests
must
face
many
SCr)- Kenneth Copeland Weeidy
0- Inside Winston Cup Racing Ty- Cleveland Stadium (13;11
worthy of becoming a real boy 1978. 0- Paid Prograrn
it Is Written
North
from
al
500
7
Farms
r?
Magazine
son Holly
MOVIE:'Man Without a Star' A
0- MOVIE:'The Rare Breed' A cotDay of Discovery
Wilkesboro, N.0 (R)
e CF)- Firing Une: Are Liberal Vuiopposihon
when
encounters
rancher tries to get her foretiewoman
ruthless
Florida
Exploring
(illi
5
notabilities Now Apparentl
0- Cardiology Update
Undercover'a she tries to introduce a new breed of man to fight a barbed-wire range war
'Going
_
0
go Looney Tunes
Tke
IlAatee'
MOVIE:
'Running
MOVIE:
the West 1966
1955
to cattle to
0at - Barrwiy & Friends
baths a Joined between love and Poll- bumbling private detective is hired
to Succeed in gi Iff _ computer chrorecjes
'How
MOVIE:
0
a
on
daughter
socs,s
a
that:woes
beauthor
outspoken
en
tics
when
Trucks and Tractor Power
inside wanton cup Racing
Business Without Really Trying' A
Monster truck racing at the Surnmer comes a presickintial candidate's fl110- nip to Denmark , iges
buys a book on"How son Holly Farms 500 from North Wilcleaner
window
„
Nationals in Bloomsburg. Ps
NFL Football: Philadelphia
cee 1992
,city clues From to SUOD41160.• and Step,IMO VI °MOO of kesboro. N.0 (R)
,at Kama
Eagle
e IM Review
to become chairmen ap _ intuctious mama.
company
(R)
• large
0- Runewey Ralph
Arrowhead Stadium
Donald Duck Presents
of the board. 1967
0- Fade to Bleck
Horse Racing: Spinster Stakes
al - kiecOyver
Sports Alnwarwac (R)
Whoa* Won&
Sports Reporters
From
Lexington. Ky Also featured wit
0 Fifteen
al - Wishkid
Jockey Club Gold Cup and the
P.M.
bath.
1:30
5- American Baby
in -Auto Racing: NASCAR Winston
Atternete Views (Lrvel
Stakes, taped Oct. 10,
a - Worship
Champagne
and
Rich
With
the
Runaway
Cup-- Mello Yell° BOO From Charlotte
8:35 A.M.
1992 from Belmont Park (Live)
10:30 A.M.
Motor Speedway in Concord, N.C. Famous
MOVIE: 'Winchester '73' A
5 -- Happy Drill
Profiles in Survival Interviews
al X - Woodmont Baptist Church (Live)
prized Winchester rifle changes hands
survivors
cancer
local
with
9:00 A.M.
This Week Wtth David Brink- 0- Paid Program
by Ka
0 - Witch Who Turned Pink Aril- many time* before it *recovered
0(j) - Larry Jones
ley
0IR - Something Ventured
mysteriouslynghtful owner 1967.
witch
A
green
mated
maps_
or
outdo
,
.
ni - Robert SchuIetat
porker
Hank
_
s
Reel Estate
5- MOVIE:'Men at Work Two funHalloween (R)
nine Fishing with PGA golfer Bobby toms Pink on
Larry Jones
0(1) - Young at Heart
loving garbagernen sniff out a toxic
Paid Program
Warkins for largemouth boss in South
Paid Program
- Gerald and Brenda Duncan
'•
L..._.- - —
en - Williams TV

,

0a)- Word on Words
e ct - Coach John
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SUNDAYcota
waste cover-up 1990
- Mormon Tabernacle Choir

•

3:15 P.M.
- MOVIE. 'Big A carnival

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1992
Blind
James Brady Story' A fact-based ac- e _ Flying of Eliott
House
_
•
atcount of the 1981 assassination
tempt that left President Ronald Re- O - Counterstrike (R)

the Mexican border with Pat Garrett
close behind 1990 Rated PG
- Avonlea (R)

press

secretary

(I)- Coach Bill Curry: Kentucky

severely 0- Lucy Show

Football
n 1991Color
wounded
s
O - Video Gospel
Designing Women
0Dean
- Celebrity Outdoors Billy
Living
Hall (R)
Arsenio
0- MOVIE:'Monty Python and the scuba dives off the coast of Belize (R) e
MASH
_
Update
Ob/Gyn
loyal
his
Holy Grail' King Arthur and
- MOVIE:'Monty Python and the
•
- Kids in the Hall
knights battle wizards, warriors and a •
Holy Grail' King Arthur and his loyal
•

•

•

wishing
Big Brother Jake
€10 = SP
tia
machine miraculously transforms a 13Jewish Chronicles
year -old schoolboy into a 35-year-old • 5:05 P.M.
man 1988 Rated PG
O - WCW Main Event Wrestling
3:30 P.M.

•

agan's

out parental guidance 1982

O - Rockford Files Part 2 of 2
0CE - Newhart

killer rabbit in their quest for the Holy
- MOVIE: 'Pale Blood' A modern- knights battle wizards, warriors and a
Grail 1974'
day vampire prowls Los Angeles for a killer rabbit in their quest for the Holy
pe- MOVIE: 'Invasion of Privacy' A potential mate. 1991. Rated R.
Grail 1974
paroled convict sets deadly romantic
- MOVIE:'TM Sundowners' The •
- Hollywood Insider (A)
in
drovers
interviewed
who
sheep
writer
the
itinerant
on
of
designs
families
P.M.
5:30
- To Be Announced.
•_ Alfred Hitchcock Presents
tribulaand
trials
many
face
1992.
in
prison
him
Australia
- ABC World News Sunday
0
IT - American Vacations
- Paid Program
•
•
5
tions 1960
- Looney Tunes
•CE0 cum, - News
•- Just the Ten of Us
- Exciting World of Speed and
(R)
Unplugged
•
Paid
Program
- Inside Edition Weekend
- Get the Picture
Beauty Featured: the U.S Air Force
- In Touch
O - Internal Medicine Update
T - Wild America
- Paid Program
•
Thunderbirds, drag racing legend Chns
- Worship
- MOVIE: 'Livin' Large!' A young
•- Gossip! Gossip! Gossip! (R)
- MotorVVeek
Karamasenis. (R)
▪
black reporter begins to lose his ident9:30 P.M.
- 120 Minutes
so - G.0 T.S.
- Winners Kenny Schrader (R)
prescareer
mounting
of
the
face
ity in
Woops!
0- NFL Primetime (R)
- Clinical Advances in EndocrinolR
sures 1991 Rated
- Paid Program
0- Hi Honey, I'm Home
ogy. Metabolism and Hypertension
•- John ()steam
MOVIE: 'Wall Street' An ambiGourmet
Frugal
1ff
•
•- Personal Diary (R)
•- MOVIE:'A Boy Named Charlie
- Midpoint
tious young stockbroker skyrockets to
Magazine
- Stadium Show Postgame NFL
Brown' Animated Charlie Brown's 411 - Road Test
ruthless
a
of
tutelage
the
under
11:05 P.M.
success
g
Programmin
Medical
0and
his
postgame
spelling bee victory leads him
1987 Rated R
raider
corporate
'Other People's Money'
MOVIE:
•
High
Roll
'n'
- MOVIE: 'Rock
classmates to the national finals 1969
World Ser- O - Family Practice Update
A Wall Street shark and an equally ruthSchool Forever' A student and his 0- Auto Racing: I ndycar
Rated G
afterAn
Light'
- MOVIE: 'White
ies -- Marlboro Challenge From Nazaless young lawyer battle over the fate
- MOVIE: 'Jesus Christ Super- rock band set out to eradicate the un- reth, Pa (Taped)
life experience adds an erotic element of a Rhode Island company 1991
from
Ronald
students
and
staffers
cool
the
of
star' The rock musical version
undercover cop's gang- Rated R
- African Skies Series Premiere to a wounded
Biblical story of the last seven days in Reagan High 1990 Rated PG-13
land investigation 1991 Rated R
Wolves'
With
'Dances
MOVIE:
11:15 P.M.
- Week in Rock
the life of Jesus is set amid the tumult •
- Amazing Games: Ireland (R)
Kevin Costner's Oscar-winning vision •
- MOVIE:'Elvis: That's the Way It
- That's My Dog
of contemporary Israel 1973
through
of the American West as seen
Is' A behind-the-scenes look at Elvis
- Illuminations
6:00 P.M.
P M
ay
the eyes of a 19th-century U S Cavalry
- Instant9Replay
as he prepares for his comePresley
On
Goes
el.,•x•- Life
3:45 P.M.
officer 1990
P.M.
back tour 1970. Rated G
10:00
- MOVIE: 'The Outsiders' The ail0CL - Secret Service
•- VISN Agenda
11:30 P.M.
ewsEE0 CE0CC 19
O _CEN0
(m)
To(it)- 60 Minutes
conflicts of rival youth gangs explode •
P.M.
7:30
•
Ocu- Lifestyles of the Rich and
into tragedy when a greaser falls for a o T - Tony Brown's Journal
OCEOXID- America's Funni- Listening to America
Famous
rich girl 1983 Rated PG
•- Groat Scott!
est People
Women
Designing
T - Face the Nation
•
- Comedy on the Road (R)
4:00 P.M.
O CU eat- Major League Baseball
_ Why Didn't I Think of That?
al e00- Paid Program
- MacGyver
0 JI. - Sneak Previews (R)
Playoffs: American League Cham- New WKRP in Cincinnati
- Rave: Joseph Cornell: Worlds in
- Beyond Belief
pionship Series Game Four. Teams a Box
- Star Trek: The Next Generation
- MOVIE: 'Whatever Happened
10
- MOVIE:'An Eye for an Eye' An to Be Announced From the home of
•
•- My Two Dads
to Aunt Alice' After learning that she
Silk Stalkings (R)
II
against
vendetta
(Live)
Champions
one-man
Division
a
Western
has
_
ex-cop
the
la
O - Wild Side
killed her husband in vain, a woman
- Mary Tyler Moore
drug racketeers in the labynnth of San •
- Roc
- Paid Program
•
continues killing to hide the truth.
Earth
Network
1981
Francisco's underworld.
o - This Old House
1969
•- Live From L.A.
- Paid Program
- Paid Program
•
- Performance Showcase: IndiRe
- WASH
_ ponna
a
go
o
from
racing
Ice
USA
Trucidn'
•
NFL
Pregame
- Stadium Show
•- Raceday
anapolis Drag races, a manufacturer's
Minn (R)
Centerville,
midway and a swap meet at the Super Pro9orne
- Family Practice Update
•
- World Tomorrow
- Physicians' Journal Update
•ch) - Ghostwriter Part 1 of 5 (R) so- Discover Magazine Examines 10 •
Chevy Show in Indianapolis 66
Way
Going
Rock
in
Week
•
Television
- Journal Watch: The
•
- Internal Medicine Update
mystenes of the world of science
Mom*nts (R)
Greatest"
411 = NFL's Our
0
r
Sportscente
- PGA Go* Las Vegas Invitational Series
•
- Real World
- Larry Jones
•
Haden
B.
•
Uncle'
Monkey's
'The
MOVIE:
Final round (Live)
- Adventures of the Black Stallion
11:40 P.M.
- Worship
•
Midvale College seeks the assistance
- Worship
•
8:00 P.M.
the
Comedy Club Network
of a brainy student to help save
P.M.
10:05
4:05 P.M.
0(2)5(2)0-MOVIE:'Overex- 0- MOVIE:'Chad's Play 3' A newly
football tearn 1965
12:00 A.M.
- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
posed' Premiere A woman faces the
- Up Service
•
his former 0- Memories... Then and Now
tracks
Chucky
rejuvenated
viwhen
destruction of her marriage
4:30 P.M.
- NFL Primiptime
to a military academy. 1991. •
cip - Mercury Media
deotapes of her brief affair are made owner
op - California Diet
•
- Maniac Mansion
10:15 P.M.
1992.
public
al - Current Affair Extra
Sum• - Ghostwriter Part 1 of 5
One
- MOVIE: 'Five Days
- MOVIE: 'Forced Vengeance'
0(1)- MOVIE:'Lady Boss' Pre- Shekel & Ebert
- Beyond Reality (R)
mer' Whole vacationing in the Abs,. elo
Unscrupulous Lucky Santangelo When his casino boss is murdered by
miere
- Psychic Phone Line
middle-aged man and his attractive vies for control of a Hollywood studio rivals, an unemployed bodyguard
op- Fifteen
- Face the Nation
•
Program
- Paid
seeks revenge 1982.
in this sequel to Jackie Collins' Lucky'
- Paid Program
0
0
1
c
982
()ITIPan°an examine Maw r.laticinshiP Chances" 1992 Part 1 of 2
•121D - Now Yankee Workshop
10:30 P.M.
- Patty Duke
•- Joy of Music
- NSAIDS: A Balanced View
•
Children
- Married... With
ex0 - MASH
•
- Exploring America: Side by Side
6:05 P.M.
- Liquid Television
•
- Mork & Mindy
•
Part 2 of 2 (R)
al- American Sports Cavalcade Fea-•
•_ Worship
Explorer
Geographic
- National
tern Football Maga:
-Southo
- Chile
- NFL's Greatest Moments (R)
at CU
in
tured the Daytona Supercross from •_ Bobby Jones Gospel (R)
4:35 P.M.
zine
p - On the Une
•
al Speedway in
International
almernation
Daytona
- Shadetree Mechanic (R)
•
CID- Gokkin Girls
.
•- Captain Planet and the Plane- Florid.
12:10 A.M.
teers
•_ Cardiology Update
- Coach Mike Mahoney. Mur- •_ MOVIE: 'Queens Logic' Old
O
(IL)
P.M.
6:30
Home
Going
McCartney:
Paul
Football
State
ray
4:55 P.M.
friends engage in a weekend of soul
- Naturescon•
Narrator John Hurt goes behind the
•_ MOVIE: 'The Empire Strikes is -auBen
searching and reminiscing when they
America
Campaign
op
world
Stiller
1990
•
scenes of the acclaimed
Back' Voda. the 700-year-oid Jed
on their hometown for a
converge
Kojak
0memtour and interviews various tour
- Looney Tunes
knight, trains Luke Skywelker in the •
wedding. 1991.
Ebert
&
Siskel
bers(R)
Paid
Program
installsecond
ways of the Force in this
12:15 A.M.
lip - Dragnet
- Big Picture
ment of the "Star Wars" saga 1980 op- NFL Football- Los Angeles Rams
MOVIE:'Ace in the Hole' A cyni0Program
O
Paid
the
Grimes Indonesia
From
Saints
Amazing
Orleans
New
at
5:00 P.M.
cal reporter tries to capitalize on.a diLouisiana Superdom• (Live)
•_ Fern**, Edition Environment
cave-in. 1951.
5(2)5 -News
sastrous
5
of
on
2
Power
Part
Based
and
Tractor
Trucks
Ghostwriter
"Nid
'Caravans'
•
es
•- MOVIE:
op lID - WNd Kingdom
12:25 A.M.
the
Summer
James Mschener s novel about the Monster truck racing at
▪ Milestones in Medicine
Behind the Banes
11)
0MOVIE:'Hollywood Hot Tubs' A
search for a runaway American woman Nationals in Bloomsburg, Pa 66
Videos
Music
•
- MOVIE:'My Father's House' A
hot tub mechanic finds that plumbing
- Family Practice Update
- Checkered Flag Formula On.-- and her Arab chieftain lover 1978. •
high pressure news magazine editor •
Religion
Sense
Common
Friendship can be a glamorous job 1984 Rated R
Colon'
'True
MOVIE:
Portugal
of
Prix
•
Grand
suffers • heart attack and recalls the
is strained to the breaking point as two
- Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop
8:30 P.M.
gander cloys of his youth 1975.
law students from opposite sides of
▪ - Songs of Praise
- Herman's Heed
•
- Highlander: The Sense
the track pursue their goals 1991
- Dick Van Dyke
7:00 P.M.
•C _ CBS News
Television
ii
_ uquid
ie
Rated
alaDOCIA.- America's FunniO - In Search Of...
- Exciting World of Speed and
est Horn* Videos
•_ Hitchhiker
&warty Featured the U S Air Force
- John Ankerberg
op CD - I Mtn's* Vkleao
•
- Family Doubie Dare
•
'Thunderbirds; drag racing legend Chris
- MOVIE: 'Breakout' a: women
- Ilasebell '92
i• CI)
Karamasenis.
▪ - Paid Program
hires • daredevil bush pilot to rescue
PAegnie
Colurnbus'
ID CID•CD - Internal Medicine Update
•
her husband from a Mexican jail 1975.
- Sups Durirry & Pais
•
cent Voyage Chronicles an expedition 0- One Night *tend: DL Hughley
00- Victory Garden Iffi
1 1:00 P.M.
replicae of the Paris, Pinta and Comic 01 Hughley takes the stage
- Triaokin' USA Stone Mountain made by
- Mabel & Ebert
impect
the
that
examinee
Mane
Santa
Truck Jam from Stone Mountain, Gs
- Sports
•cr - MOVIE: 'Tex' A vulnerabie
b
exploration of the New
olo
Csiumus
wdoo
0- Medical Programming
9:00 P.M.
15-year-old is caught in an emotional
go
- MOVIE:'Young Owns II' Bay the •
tug-of-war as he tries to grow up withNews
The
Womble:
'Without
MOWKid and his gang make•riled cash for
•
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Recycle This
Newspaper
Again.
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Viewers
Viewers
Choice I

11)

Choice I & II & Request

Viewers
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Request
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Chns
OCTOBER 5, 1992
MORNING

Previews
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al evMoney'
illy ruththe fate
1991

Way It
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come-
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ST
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ipened
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Noman
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of upcoming movies and
ents.
6:30 is Movie **Y2 "Radio Flyer"
(1992, Drama) Elijah Wood, Joseph
Mazzelio. The power of a child's imagination propels this story of two
adolescents planning a fanciful escape from their abusive stepfather
(In Stereo)'P0-13'
9:00 5 Movie **Yr "Radio Flyee'
(1992, Drama) Elijah Wood, Joseph
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...pi WEDNESDAY
AFTERNOON.

OCTOBER 7, 1992
MORNING
2"Blame It on the
1
9:00w Movie a*/
Bellboy" (1992. Comedy) Dudley
Moore. Bryan Brown Three cases of
mistaken identity embroil three hotel
visitors in an escalating series of misadventures (In Stereo)'P6-13' c3
What s on Request/ Previews of
upcoming movies and special events
2 "Radio Flyer"
1
9305 Movie **/
(1992, Drama) Eliot) Wood. Joseph
Mazzello The power of a child's imagination propels this story of two
adolescents planning a fanciful escape from their abusive stepfather
(In Stereo) P6-13'
2 "Amityville 1992:
1
10005 Movie */
It's About Time"(1992, Horror) Stephen Macht. Shawn Weatherly. An
antique clock is the catalyst in the unleashing of Amityville s evil forces in
(In
a California neighborhood
Stereo) R
11:00 ID Movie **I i "Radio Flyer"
(1992. Drama) Eliiah Wood. Joseph
Mazzello The power of a child s imagination propels this story of two
adolescents planning a fanciful escape from their abusive stepfather
(In Stereo) P6-13
11:30 la Movie ** "Medicine Man"
(1992 Drama) Sean Connery Lorraine Bracco Conflicting personalities give way to mutual respect becancer
eccentric
an
tween
researcher and the female scientist
investigating his Amazon hideaway

12:00 al Movie * "Love Circles"
(1984, Adult) Mane France. Lisa Allison A pack of scented cigarettes
makes its way around the world by
way of the intimate moments shared
by a chain of international lovers 'A'
1005 Movie **Y2 "Blame It on the
Bellboy" (1992, Comedy) Dudley
Moore. Bryan Brown Three cases of
mistaken identity embroil three hotel
visitors in an escalating series of misadventures (In Stereo) PG-13
1:30 in movie ace "American Me"
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Adult) Marie France. Lisa Allison. A
pack of scented cigarettes makes its
way around the world by way of the
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of international lovers R
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•14
"AmIlytillis
Movie
4:00
5
irne
a
of
child's
Mazzello The power
(In Stereo)'PO-13' fq
adventures.
SteHorror)
(1902.
Time"
Its
About
9Infledri Propels this story of two
"AsidlyvIlle 1992:
41I05 Movie
phen Macht, Shawn Weellierty An
adolescents /Owning a fanciful es
Its About Time"
antique dock is the catalyst in the tin
cam from their abusive stepfather

2-Radio Flyer"(1992
/
0Movie **1
Drama) Elijah Wood, Joseph Mazzello The power of a child's imagination propels this story of two adolescents planning a fanciful escape from
their abusive stepfather (In Stereo)
'PG-13
-Blame it on the
5005
Bellboy" (1992, Comedy) Dudley
Moore. Bryan Brown Three cases of
mistaken identity embroil three hotel
visitors in an escalating series of misadventures (In Stereo) PG-13 cl
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8:005 What's on Request? Previews
of upcoming movies and special events.
9:305 Movie * "Ladybugs" (1992.
Dangerfield,
Rodney
Comedy)
Jackee. The coach of an inept, all-girl
soccer team disguises a boy as one
of his players to boost their chances
of winning. (In Stereo)'PG-13' c)
2"Blame It on the
1
WOO0Movie **/
Bellboy" (1992, Comedy) Dudley
Moore. Bryan Brown. Three cases of
mistaken identity embroil three hotel
visitors in an escalating series of misadventures (In Stereo)'P6-13' c-,)
2 "Amityville 1992:
1
10:00 in Movie */
Ws About Time"(1992, Horror) Stephen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
antique clock is the catalyst in the unleashing of Amityville's evil forces in
a California neighborhood. (In
Stereo) 'R'
10300 Movie ***I/2 "Fried Ginwn
Tomatoes" (1991, Comedy-Drama)
Kathy Bates, Jessica Tandy. An elderly nursing-home resident regales a
disillusioned visitor with tales of a
unique relationship between two
women in 1930s Alabama. Based on
Fannie Flagg's novel.(In Stereo)'PG13' Dip
11:00 ni Movie *** "Final Analysis"
(1992, Suspense) Richard Gere, Kim
Basinger. A San Francisco psychiatrist's torrid affair with a female patient's sister leads to deceit, betrayal
and murder. (In Stereo)'
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1:00 5 Movie ** "Medicine Man"
(1992, Drama) Sean Cannery, Lorraine Bracco Conflicting personalities give way to mutual respect becancer
eccentric
an
tween
researcher and the female scientist
investigating his Amazon hideaway
(In Stereo)'PG-13' 1:;)
2"Blame It on the
1
2:000Movie **/
Bellboy" (1992, Comedy) Dudley
Moore, Bryan Brown. Three cases of
mistaken identity embroil three hotel
visitors in an escalating series of misadventures. (In Stereo)'PG-13' 7,)
2 "Amityville 1992: It's
1
in Movie */
About Time"(1992, Horror) Stephen
Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An antique
clock is the catalyst in the unleashing
of Amityville's evil forces in a California neighborhood. (In Stereo) 'R'
3:005 Movie *** "White Men Can't
Comedy-Drama)
Jump" (1992,
Woody Harrelson. Wesley Snipes A
former college basketball player and
his black counterpart form an unlikely
partnership hustling hoops on the
playgrounds of Southern California
(In Stereo) 'R'
400S Movie *** "Final Analysis"
(1992, Suspense) Richard Gera, Kim
Basinger A San Francisco psychiatrists torrid affair with a female patient's sister leads to deceit, betrayal
and murder. (In Stereo) 'R' t:;)
•Movie * "Love Circles" (1984,
Adult) Marie France, Lisa Allison. A
pack of scented cigarettes makes its
way around the world by way of the

intimate moments shared by a chain
of international lovers. 'R'
2 "Fried Green
1
5:00 5 Movie ***/
Tomatoes" (1991, Comedy-Drama)
Kathy Bates, Jessica Tandy. An elderly nursing-home resident regales a
disillusioned visitor with tales of a
unique relationship between two
women in 1930s Alabama. Based on
Fannie Flagg's novel.(In Stereo) • PG13' q
EVENING
2 "Amityville 1992:
1
6:005 Movie */
Its About Time"(1992, Horror) Stephen Macht. Shawn Weatherly. An
antique clock is the catalyst in the unleashing of Amityville's evil forces in
a California neighborhood. (In
Stereo) 'R'
2"Blame it on the
1
Movie **/
8:05
Bellboy" (1992, Comedy) Dudley
Moore, Bryan Brown. Three cases of
mistaken identity embroil three hotel
visitors in an escalating series of misadventures. (In Stereo)'PG-13' c;1

in

OCTOBER 10, 1992
MORNING
5:00 Oa Movie * "Fanny Hill" (1983.
Adult) Lisa Raines, Oliver Reed. With
carefree abandon, a destitute young
beauty uses her seductive charms to
further herself in 18M-century English society. 'R'
8:000Movie *"Love Circles"(1984.
Adult) Marie France, Lisa Allison. A
pack of scented cigarettes makes its
way around the world by way of the
intimate moments shared by a chain
of international lovers. 'R'
7:005Movie **Y2 "Blame It on the
Bellboy" (1992, Comedy) Dudley
Moore, Bryan Brown. Three cases of
mistaken identity embroil three hotel
visitors in an escalating series of misadventures. (In Stereo) 'PG-13' p
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11:00 5 Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh. An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Stereo) 'A'
2 "Amityville 1992:
1
12:00 el Movie */
It's About Time"

0

Movie ** "Medicine Man"
8:00 5 Movie **112 "Radio Flyer"
(1992, Drama) Sean Cannery, Lor(1992, Drama) Elijah WOW, Joseph
raine Bracco Conflicting personaliMazzello. The power Oki Child's imaties give way to mutual respect begination propels this story of two
cancer
an
tween
eccentric
adolescents planning a fanciful esresearcher and the female scientist
cape from their abusive stepfather
investigating his Amazon hideaway
(In Stereo)'P6-13'
(In Stereo)'PG-13' q
7:00 5 Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason 1:05 5 Movie * "Fanny Hill"
Leigh. An undercover narcotics in2:005 Movie* "Love Circles"(1964.
vestigation leads a seasoned cop
Adult) Mane France, Lisa Allison A
and his rookie partner into a swirling
pack of scented cigarettes makes its
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
way around the world by way of the
Stereo) 'R'
2 "Radio Flyer"
1
7:30 0 Movie **/
intimate moments shared by a chain
1992:
"Amityville
2
1
/
*
8:000 Movie
of international lovers 'R'
2 "Amityville 1992:
1
8005 Movie */
it's About Time"
It's About Time"(1992, Horror) Stein Movie * "Ladybugs"(1992, Coin Movie * "Ladybugs"(1992, Cophen Macht, Shawn Weatherty. An
medy) Rodney Dangerfield. Jackee.
medy) Rodney Dangerfield, Jackee.
antique clock is the catalyst in the unThe coach of an inept, all-girl soccer
The coach of an inept, all-girl soccer
leashing of Amityville's evil forces in
team disguises a boy as one of his
team disguises a boy as one of his
a California neighborhood. (In
players to boost their chances of winplayers to boost their chances of winStereo) 'R'
ning. (In Stereo)'P6-13' p
ning. (In Stereo) 'P6-13' q
9:00 5 Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason 905 le Movie * "Fanny Hill" (1983, 3:00 5 Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Adult) Lisa Raines, Oliver Reed. With
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh. An undercover narcotics incarefree abandon, a destitute young
Leigh. An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
beauty uses her seductive charms to
vestigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
further herself in 18th-century Enand his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
glish society. 'R'
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Stereo) 'R'
Stereo) 'R'
9:30 5 Movie ** "Medicine Man" 10:00 5 Movie * "Love Circles"
2 "Amityville 1992:
/
(1984, Adult) Marie France, Lisa Alli- 4:00 5 Movie *1
10:00 fal Movie * "Love Circles"
It's About Time"
son. A pack of scented cigarettes
(1984, Adult) Marie France, Lisa Allison. A pack of scented cigarettes
makes its way around the world by
way of the intimate moments shared
by a chain of international lovers. 'R'
11:05 ea Movie * "Fanny Hill" (1983,
Adult) Lisa Raines, Oliver Reed. With
carefree abandon, a destitute young
beauty uses her seductive charms to
further herself in 18th-century English society. 'R'
11:30 al Movie * "Ladybugs" (1992,
Dangerfield,
Rodney
Comedy)
Jackee. The coach of an inept, all-girl
soccer team disguises a boy as one
of his players to boost their chances
of winning. (In Stereo)'PG-13' c)

7:305 Whats on Request? Previews
of upcoming movies and special events.
Travis Tritt & Marty Stuart:
8:00 in
Return of the No Hats Oct. 9, 1992:
The country music singers perform
their hits in a concert from Knoxville.
Tenn. (Live)
el Movie * "Love Circles" (1984,
Adult) Marie France, Lisa Allison. A
pack of scented cigarettes makes its
way around the world by way of the
intimate moments shared by a chain
of international lovers. 'R'
2 "Amityville 1992:
1
10:005 Movie */
Ws About Time"(1992, Horror) Stephen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
antique clock is the catalyst in the unleashing of Amityville's evil forces in
a California neighborhood. (In
Stereo) 'A'
11:0055Travis Tritt & Marty Stuart:
Return of the No Hats Oct. 9, 1992:
The country music singers perform
their hits in a concert from Knoxville.
Tenn.
12:00 5 Movie * "Love Circles"
(1984, Adult) Marie France, Lisa Allison. A pack of scented cigarettes
makes its way around the world by
way of the intimate moments shared
AFTERNOON
by a chain of international lovers. 'R'
200 al Movie *** "Final Analysis" 12:00
2 "Amityville 1992:
1
5 Movie */
(1992. Suspense) Richard Gere. Kim
It's About Time"(1992, Horror) SteBasinger. A San Francisco psychiatrphen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
ists torrid affair with a female paantique clock is the catalyst in the unbetrayal
tient's sister leads to deceit,
leashing of Amityville's evil forces in
and murder. (In Stereo) 'R'
a California neighborhood. (In
2 "Amityville 1992: Ws
1
Movie */
Stereo)'R'
About Time"(1992. Horror) Stephen 1:00 in Movie **Y2 "Blame It on the
Macht Shawn Weatherly. An antique
Bellboy" (1992, Comedy) Dudley
clock is the catalyst in the unleashing
Moore. Bryan Brown Three cases of
of Amityville's evil forces in a Califormistaken identity embroil three hotel
nia neighborhood. (In Stereo) 'R'
visitors in an escalating series of misin Movie *** "American Me"
adventures (In Stereo) 'P6-13' p
(1992. Drama)Edward James °linos.
1:305 Movie *** "American Me"
William Forsythe. A Latino crime lord,
(1992, Drama)Edward James Okmos,
imprisoned since he was a teen-ager.
Witham Forsythe. A Latino crime lord.
learns that he cannot escape his
imprisoned since he was a teen-ager.
blood-stained past upon his return to
learns that he cannot escape his
the barrio (In Stereo) 'A'
blood-stained past upon his return to
410ID Movie* "Love Circle*"(1984.
the barrio. (In Stereo)'R' q
A
Allison
Lisa
France,
Mane
Adult)
2:30 5 College Football Regional
pack of scented cigarettes makes its
Coverage -- Teams to Be Anway around the world by way of the
nounced. (Live)
intimate moments shared by a chain 3:00
movie *** "Rush" (1991,
of international lovers.
Drama)Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh. An undercover narcotics Investigation leads 8 seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Stereo) 'R'
400 5 movie ** "Medicine Man"
(1992, Drama) Sean Connery, Lorraine Bracco_ Conflicting personalities give way to mutual respect becancer
eccentric
an
hveen
researcher and the tamale scientist
kweeligaling his Amazon hideaway
(In Stereo) 'P0-13' p

0

5:055Movie **Y2 "Blame it on the
Bellboy" (1992, Comedy) Dudley
Moore, Bryan Brown. Three cases of
mistaken identity embroil three hotel
visitors in an escalating series of misadventures. (In Stereo) 'P6-13' c;

makes its way around the world by
way of the intimate moments shared
by a chain of international lovers. 'R'
Movie *40/2 "Radio Flyer"

r-)

OCTOBER 11, 1992
MORNING
5:000 Movie **Y2 "Blame It on the
Bellboy" (1992. Comedy) Dudley
Moore. Bryan Brown. Three cases of
mistaken identity embroil three hotel
visitors in an escalating series of misadventures. (In Stereo)'PG-13 p
Movie *Y2 "Amityville 1992:
COO
Its About Time"(1992, Horror) Stephen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
antique dock is the catalyst in the unbashing of Amityville's evil forces in
a California neighborhood. (In
Stereo) 'R'
7000 Moyle *** "Final Analysis"
(1992. Suspense) Richard Gera, Kim
Basinger. A San Francisco psychiatrist's torrid affair with a female patients sister leads to deceit. betrayal
and murder. (In Stereo)'R' q
Movie *"Love Circles"(1984,
$AO
Adult) Marie France, Lisa Allison. A
pack of scented cigarettes makes its
way around the world by way of the
intimate moments shared by a chain
of international lovers
What's on Request-, Previews of
upcoming movies and special events.
6:300 movie *** "American Me"
(1992, Drama)Edward James °linos.
William Forsythe. A Latino crime lord,
imprisoned since he was a teen-ager,
learns that he cannot escape his
Wood-stained past upon his return to
the bamo (In Stereo)'R' q
Movie * "Fanny HIV" (1983.
LOG
Adult) Liss Raines, Oliver Reed. WO

si

e

al

•Movie *** "White Men Can't
Comedy-Drama)
Jump" (1992.
Woody Harrelson, Wesley Snipes A
former college basketball player and
his black counterpart form an unlikely
partnership hustling hoops on the
carefree abandon, a destitute young
playgrounds of Southern California.
beauty sees her seductive charms to
(In Stereo) 'R' C;)
further herself in 18th-century En2:000 Movie *Y2 "Amityville 1992:
glish society. 'R'
It's About Time"(1992. Horror) Ste
10:000 Movie *Y2 "Antityvill• 1992:
phen Macht. Shawn Weattiarly. An
It's About Time"(1992. Horror) Steantique clock is the catalyst in the unphen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
leashing of Amityville's evil forces in
antique clock is the catalyst in the una California neighborhood. (In
leashing of Amityville's evil forces in
Stereo) 'R'
a California neighborhood. (In
3:000Movie **It "Blame N On Vie
Stereo)'R'
Bellboy" (1992, Comedy) Dudley
Movie **Y2 "Radio Flyer"
11110
Moore, Bryan Brown. Three cases of
(1992. Drama) Eli)ah Wood, Joseph
mistaken identity embroil three hotel
klazzeNo. The power of a child's imavisitors in an escalating series of misgination propels this story of two
adventures (In Stereo)'PG-13' p
adolescents planning a fanciful esTravis Tr-It & Marty Stuart: Return
•
cape from their abusive stepfather
of the No Hats Oct. 9, 1992: The
(In Stereo) • PG-13 c-,)
country music singers perform their
Movie **ti "Radio Flyer'(1992,
•
hits in a concert from Knoxville,
MazWood,
Joseph
Drama) Elilah
Tenn.
zello The power of a child's imagina4000 Movie *"Love Circles"(1984.
tion propels this story of two adolesAdult) Marie France, Lisa Allison. A
cents planning a fanciful escape from
pack of scented cigarettes makes its
their abusive stepfather. (In Stereo)
way around the world by way of the
'PG-13
intimate moments shared by a chain
of international lovers. 'R'
AFTERNOON
2 "Radio Flyer"
1
Movie **/
5:00

al

12:00 0 Movie * "Love Circles"
(1984. Adult) Marie France, Lisa Allison A pack of scented cigarettes
makes its way around the world by
way of the intimate moments shared
by a chain of international lovers. 'R'
1:00 fe Movie * "Fanny Hill" (1983,
Adult) Lisa Raines, Oliver Reed. With
carefree abandon, a destitute young
beauty uses her seductive charms to
further herself in 18th-century Enghsh society R

EVENING
6:000 Movie *Y2 "Ainitrrille 1992:
Its About Time"(1992, Horror) Stephen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
antique clock is the catalyst in the unleashing of Amityville's evil forces in
a California neighborhood. (In
Stereo) 'R'
0Movie * "Ladybugs" (1992, Comedy) Rodney Dangerfield, Jackee
The coach of an inept, all-girl soccer

a California neighborhood. (In
team disguises a boy as one of his
Stereo) • R
players to boost their chances of win12:00 0 Movie * "Love Circles"
ning. (In Stereo)'PG-13' cl
(1984, Adult) Marie France, Lisa AlliMovie *Y2 "Amityville 1992:
7:00
son. A pack of scented cigarettes
It's About Time"(1992, Horror) Stemakes its way around the world by
phen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
way of the intimate moments share,,
antique clock is the catalyst in the unby a chain of international lovers. R
leashing of Amityville's evil forces in
a California neighborhood. (In 12:300 Movie *** "American Me"
(1992, Drama)Edward James Olmos,
Stereo) 'R'
William Forsythe. A Latino crime lord.
9000 Movie *"Love Circles"(1984.
imprisoned since he was a teen-ager.
Adult) Marie France, LlS8 Allison. A
learns that he cannot escape his
pack of scented cigarettes makes its
blood-stained past upon his return to
way around the world by way of the
the barrio. (In Stereo)'IV I:3
mate moments shared by a chain
Of international lovers. 'R'
Movie **Y2 "Reello Flyer"
1:00
a Movie ***Y2 "Fried Green To(1992, Drama) Elijah Wood, Joseph
matoes"(1991, Comedy-Drama) KaMazzello The power of a child's imathy Bates, Jessica Tandy. An elderly
gination propels this story of two
nursing-home resident regales a disadolescents planning a fanciful esillusioned visitor with tales of a
cape from their abusive stepfather.
unique relationship between two
(In Stereo)'PG-13' c-,)
women in 1930s Alabama. Based on
2000 Movie *Y2 "Ainityviee 1992:
'PGStereo)
(In
novel.
Fannie Flagg's
It's About Time"(1992, HOCT0f) Ste13' aes
phen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
Movie **V2 "Radio Flyer"
9:00
antique clock is the catalyst in the un1000 a Movie *Y2 "Amityville 1992:
leashing of Amityville's evil forces in
Its About Time"(1992, Horror) Stea California neighborhood. (In
An
Weatherly.
phen Macht, Shawn
Stereo)'R'
antique clock is the catalyst in the unMovie *Y2 "Amityville 1992:
3:00
leashing of Amityville's evil forces in
It's About Time"(1992, Horror) Stea California neighborhood. (In
phen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
Stereo) 'R'
antique dock is the catalyst in the un10:300 Movie ** "Medicine Man"
leashing of Amityville's evil forces in
(1992, Drama) Sean Connery, Lora California neighborhood. (In
raine Bracco. Conflicting personaliStereo) 'R'
ties give way to mutual respect becancer •Movie ** "Medicine Man"
eccentric
an
tween
(1992, Drama) Sean Connery, Lorresearcher and the female scientist
raine Bracco. Conflicting personaliinvestigating his Amazon hideaway.
ties give way to mutual respect be(In Stereo)'PG-13' (;)
cancer
eccentric
an
tween
11:000 Movie *V2 "Amityville 1992:
researcher and the female scientist
It's About Time"(1992, Horror) Steinvestigating his Amazon hideaway.
phen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
(In Stereo)'PG-13'
antique clock is the catalyst in the un4000 Movie *"Love Circles"
leashing of Amityville's evil forces in
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TREAT YOURSELF TONIGHT...
Pay-Per-View From Murray Cablevision Ordering Is Easy As 000
0Order Your Block Buster Movie, Enter Your 10
II Call Murray Cablevision
O Push One On Your Phone For P.P.V. Digit Authorization Number,Sit Back Enjoy!
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